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PREFACE

This book has been written equally in the service of the

theatre and in that of the film. Now that the first excite-

ment attendant upon the cinema's growth has passed away,

there seems to have come a time when we ought to pause

and consider the position which the theatre must occupy

during the years immediately to follow, in the midst of

conditions essentially divergent from those prevailing three

decades ago. During the course of those thirty years the

film has slowly and with infinite labour been discovering its

true field of expression. The more strenuous tasks com-

pleted, we have just arrived at a period when this field can

be analysed calmly and its value assessed, when, too, it

is possible, by comparison with cinematic aims, to clarify

and determine the essentials, aims and methods which it

seems the theatre's business to pursue.

The film library, as a glance at the bibliography to this

volume will indicate, has grown of recent years to con-

siderable dimensions, and among the hundreds of books

published are several which have essayed to outline the

aesthetics of the art of the film. In all of these much of

genuine significance is to be discovered, but, while some

among them are concerned with merely a single series of

problems and so are limited in their scope, others are over-

elaborated; nor has any great effort been made in either

the former or the latter to discuss the theatre in its relation

to the film. Much, therefore, remains to be done in this

field, and, as in the field of theatre aesthetics, no doubt

vii
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fresh aspects of the subject will constantly be discovered,

even after the ground has been surveyed. In this book, I

have sought to do merely two things—first, to present, in

as simple and unelaborated a manner as possible, what

appear to be the basic principles underlying artistic expres-

sion in the film, and, secondly, to relate that form of ex-

pression to the familiar art of the stage.

The attempt thus to establish basic principles is neces-

sarily fraught with many difficulties, not least among which

is the problem of how to exemplify the various arguments

introduced. Mere descriptions culled from hundreds of

films, many of which the reader will not have seen, are apt

to prove but dull reading, and yet clearly it is necessary

to point to specific instances when discussing any aspect of

film craft. In preparing the following chapters, I have

sought to avoid multiplication of such instances and to

select such as proved absolutely essential from a limited

number of recent films likely to be familiar to all. This

procedure, it is hoped, will make the arguments clearer

than they would have been had they been overloaded with

verbal descriptions of diverse scenes and episodes culled

from a larger variety of films.

The bibliography presented in the appendix, although

not exhaustive, is, I believe, the first attempt made to sur-

vey in any fulness the entire scope of writings on the

cinema. In several volumes, of course, have appeared brief

reading lists, but hardly any of these have proceeded

beyond the mentioning of a few dozen books. The present

bibliography includes over a thousand titles; numerous

omissions there must be, but I trust that this list will serve

to provide a basis on which a completer and still more

comprehensive survey may be built.

That, indeed, is the aim of the entire volume. The title
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might have been "An Introduction to the Theory of the

Cinema," theory being interpreted not as something sepa-

rate from practice but that on which genuinely effective

practice must be based. To determine that theory is no easy

task, for even on the theory of the theatre, thousands of

years after Aristotle, there is still much to be said. If, how-

ever, final judgments cannot yet be reached, at least an

essay in their direction may be made.

Quotations from A Tale of Two Cities (screen-play by

W. P. Lipscomb and S. N. Behrman) are given with the

kind permission of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, from Rudolf

Besier's The Barretts of Wimpole Street (screen-play by

Ernest Vajda and Claudine West) by that of Little

Brown & Co., and from Noel Coward's Private Lives

(screen-play by Hans Kraly, Richard Schayer and Claudine

West) by that of Doubleday, Doran & Co. All these screen-

plays were produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. I wish to

thank Mr. Brooks Atkinson, dramatic critic of The New
Yor\ Times, for generously devoting time to the reading

of the proofs.

Obviously, any writer on a subject of this kind must be

indebted to the work of others. Rotha, Seldes, Pudovkin

and others have contributed much of significance to cine-

matic theory; and a great deal of value is incorporated in

the pages of such journals as Intercine, Experimental

Cinema and The Cinema Quarterly. I regret that Spottis-

woode's A Grammar of the Film came to my attention

only after the proofs of this volume were in page form;

to several of his conclusions I should have wished to make

reference.

New Haven, Conn.

January, 1936.
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1

SHAKESPEARE AND THE CINEMA

HE cinema," remarks R. D. Charques in an essay on

The Future of Talking Films contributed to The Fort-

nightly Review, "is designed to be popular, not to fathom

new depths of artistic expression."

This judgment is a typical one and might easily find a

hundred parallels. With wearisome reiteration we are in-

formed that the cinema is an industry, not an art; and

current denunciation of the weekly fare provided by the

studios still forms a familiar theme in review and conver-

sation. That that denunciation has ample justification no

one may deny, nor is there the possibility of refuting the

assertion that the whole sphere of film production is organ-

ised on a purely industrial basis. Yet the subject demands

more thought and subtler attention than can be afforded

by the mere repetition of catch-phrases. Were we to make

a simple substitution of "theatre" for cinema in Mr.

Charques' statement or declare that the theatre was an in-

dustry we should certainly be expressing a truth, but at

once we should realise that that very truth created an

erroneous impression precisely because it expressed but half

of a required whole. The theatre is designed to be popular,

no doubt, and no one constrains the playwright to fathom

new depths of artistic expression, but the fact remains that

out of its popularity grows strength and that the depths of

artistic expression are constantly being plumbed by adven-

turous dramatists. Broadway's theatres are industries, cer-
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tainly, yet a Winterset, a Mary of Scotland, a Petrified

Forest emerges out of the efforts of commercialism.

But, it may be said, the film so far has not given us a

Winterset; in vain we wait for something which shall be

as vividly arresting and as profoundly searching as those

things which the theatre has had to give us. This judgment

too is eminently just, yet again the impression conveyed by

it seems erroneous because it is not complete. The drama

has lived now for nearly two thousand five hundred years.

During that course of time traditions have been established

and achievement has been built upon achievement; time

there has been for the appearance of those masters who

have given to the stage its eminence among the arts. Only

a bare thirty years have elapsed since the first narrative

film made its humble and hesitant bow to the public; only

a few years have passed by since the introduction of speech

created the typical film product of the present. What has

been achieved in this form, therefore, has come within a

period which is but a fraction of the theatre's scope of

existence. Every pronouncement concerning the cinema

ought clearly to be framed with full appreciation of this

fact.

Nor is this all. Suppose for a moment that we were to

pick up a book by a critic-historian and, opening it, cast

our eyes over a passage containing a summary description

of some form of entertainment popular at a certain time.

"This form of entertainment," we might read,

was a thing of almost mushroom growth, having a valid

tradition which extended over no more than a few decades.

It delighted a modey audience in which the poorer and least

educated classes predominated over the richer and more cul-

tured. By many men with sincerely held critical beliefs and
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high literary aspirations it was utterly condemned—condemned

because it sped from episode to episode, because it introduced

a vast amount of farcical buffoonery, because it exploited freely

the sensational, the trivially novel and the vicious, because it

had an evil effect upon the youth of its time. In this form

of entertainment the writers of the scripts were hampered and

disturbed by many restrictions. Their work was not regarded

seriously as an exercise in art; indeed, they themselves paid

no attention to it after it had served its immediate purpose

—

the securing of some money. Having written, they might see

their creations altered, torn apart, added to, and frequently,

because of the necessity of providing material in clamorous

haste, they were forced to call in the aid of coadjutors or else

these coadjutors were thrust upon them from without. The

necessity of haste, too, made them careless. Parasitically, they

would snatch plot material from any source open to them

—

from earlier plays, from plays by their contemporaries, from

novels, from biographies. Heedless of historical accuracy, they

would travesty events narrated from the past, making a brave

soldier into a poltroon and a wise monarch into a timorous

fool, satisfied if only their efforts won popular esteem. From
current crimes they would build their plots; but slender atten-

tion would they pay to the finer shadings of character or of

theme, and inartistically would permit inconsistencies or ab-

surdities to blot their best scenes. All this they would do with

open eyes, for they knew that their audience was not subtly

critical and that, in any case, a clownish comedian might insist

on tumbling into any one of their serious scenes or a bom-

bastically egotistic tragic actor compel them to insert additional

material calculated to render the hero's role a trifle more adi-

pose. Above all, they were aware that their created work, once

paid for by the management, ceased to be their property, might

be used in any way that that management saw fit and was

not likely, save in exceptional circumstances, to view the light

of day in printed form. As for the management itself, these
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writers of scripts realised that frequently it consisted of men
who, starting their careers as costumiers or pawnbrokers or

money-lenders, had taken up this form of entertainment from

purely commercial motives and therefore were intent only on

what the box-office receipts testified to be of immediate appeal.

This picture so painted by our critic-historian we may,

perhaps, imagine that we instantly recognise. Nothing else,

we may say, could have been intended by these words than

the film. The writers of scripts are, of course, the authors

of the screen-plays, the Hollywood magnates are the man-

agers, and the clownish comedian is today's popular farceur.

First assumptions, however, are not always impeccable.

Actually, the critic-historian was supposed to be delineating

the conditions operative, not in a twentieth-century studio,

but on the sixteenth-century stage; the form of entertain-

ment in his mind was presumed to be, not the film, but the

Elizabethan drama. Despised and condemned by cultured

men who followed the lead of Sir Philip Sidney, dominated

by those clowns to whom Shakespeare made slighting refer-

ence in Hamlet, dominated too by strutting tragedians,

controlled often by illiterate money-lenders like Philip

Henslowe, the dramatists forced (that they might earn the

wherewithal to live) to turn out scores of plays and to

watch these plays re-vamped by others—the Elizabethan

theatre and its conditions of existence have been presented

in this passage by no means in a distorted manner. Sidney

said as severe things of "our Tragedies, and Comedies,

(not without cause cried out against,) observing rules,

neyther of honest civilitie, nor of skilfull Poetrie". Bitterly

he attacked their violent change of scene and constant

bustle, their fantastic plots and their extended action. Above

all "these grosse absurdities," he marvelled
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how all theyr Playes be neither right Tragedies, nor right

Comedies: mingling Kings and Clownes, not because the mat-

ter so carrieth it: but thrust in Clownes by head and shoulders,

to play a part in majesticall matters, with neither decencie, nor

discretion.

"Horn-pypes and Funeralls" he found here intermingled

:

So falleth it out, that having indeed no right Comedy, in that

comicall part of our Tragedy, we have nothing but scurrility,

unworthy of any chaste eares: or some extreame shew of doltish-

ness, indeed fit to lift up a loude laughter, and nothing els. . . .

The sixteenth century public was a motley one and the

stage commercial, by its profits attracting to it many men
in no wise talented dramatically or otherwise eager to serve

the theatre's cause. Amid such conditions Shakespeare's

masterpieces were produced, in circumstances which would

have been likely to drive any modern playwright, distracted

and in protest, to some other sphere of literary activity.

For the late sixteenth century, the Elizabethan stage occu-

pied a position by no means dissimilar to that taken in our

own times by the cinema.

OPPOSITION TO THE FILM

A realisation of this fact gives us to pause. So familiar

have we become with the complaint that the composite

authorship practised in the studios denies any possibility

of individual expression and of artistic growth; the film it-

self has become so common and so cheap a form of en-

tertainment; and the records, true or false, of managerial

incompetence and illiteracy have been so bruited abroad

in current gossip, in newspaper paragraphs and in satirical

farces; that the cinema, where it has not been completely
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condemned and despised, has been accepted merely as a

thing which might make an hour pass easily, with no

thought of its artistic possibilities. Lovers o£ the theatre are

constantly seeing in it the cause of the drama's decline, and,

noting the way in which the film has filched stage successes

from every land, have denominated it fundamentally para-

sitic in its aims and in its methods. Horror of Hollywood

and trembling at Elstree have possessed their beings, so

that, while the film has been progressing rapidly and surely

in popular esteem, it has remained outside the critical at-

tention of many among those who have the good of the

theatre at heart. At most a few individual films

—

Little

Women, David Copperfield and Les Miserables among

recent showings, City Lights and The Gold Rush among

those of former years—have been, rather unwillingly, ac-

cepted and to these praise has been meted out sparingly,

and often erroneously, for where the film accepted has been

based on a novel, this praise has been given almost solely on

the basis of faithfulness to the original work of fiction. That

a filmic David Copperfield or Little Women could stand

alone in the same way that an Elizabethan play stands apart

from some Italian novella out of which its plot has been

fashioned—that is a thought which hardly ever has come to

such critics of the cinema. If David Copperfield has omitted

one beloved character, the attack on that account far out-

weighs any mild approbation of clever renderings, and

W. C. Fields is assessed, not as the impersonator of an inde-

pendent filmic Micawber, but as the reproducer and ani-

mator of a set of Victorian illustrations.

Usually, however, the theatre lovers join forces with the

moralists in belabouring and trouncing the entire cinematic

machinery. Allowing for the disappearance of that stern
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religious enthusiasm which fired the hearts and made bitter

the tongues of the Elizabethan sermonisers, we may per-

haps see a fairly close connection between the opponents of

the stage in the sixteenth century and the twentieth-century

opponents of the film. Of hard words and of what is more

galling than hard words—contempt, both have accorded

much. Even if we neglect those who, for religious and

moral reasons, seek to deflect their charges from doors that,

in their opinion, open the way to the underworld (of gang-

sters or of devils), we realise that, although the film has

become one of the most familiar and potent forces in mod-

ern life, comparatively little attention has been paid to its

aims, its positive achievements and its potentialities by

those more serious spectators from whose aid it might most

have profited.

Nor, indeed, have there been wanting from within the

ranks of the industry itself just such comments as Philip

Henslowe, violently making hay in a Marlovian and Shake-

spearian sun, might have uttered in some Elizabethan tav-

ern. Invited to lecture at New York University, Howard S.

Cullman, director of the Roxy Theatre, recently took for

his text "Why the motion pictures are not an art." Empha-

sising the fact that the films he chooses are selected, not

on any aesthetic grounds but solely on account of their

box-office values, he consequently deems that any "aes-

thetic" considerations are foolish and otiose. "As we sit in

our projection room," he says, "we are more like shoe buy-

ers looking over the Fall line than connoisseurs inspecting

works of art. For the fact is that we, along with the shoe

buyers, have only one thought uppermost—will the public

pay its money for this article?" The ordinary commercial

film he therefore assumes is to be regarded as if it were a
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mere object o£ merchandise. Interestingly, he seems to

opine that the opposite of "aesthetic" is "democratic" and

that by the former is signified solely the art of Greece:

—

Certainly, the screen is a backward art—a super tabloid for

young and old, moron and genius. Her sister Muses are the

comic strips, the pulp magazines, the radio and all other forms

of entertainment based on democratic rather than aesthetic prin-

ciples. No one . . . wastes much time deploring the fact that

Mickey Mouse is not patterned along classic Greek lines.

THE PURISTS

Unfortunately, a similar attitude has been adopted by a

large number of genuine film lovers. Acting as Sir Philip

Sidney did in the great days of the Elizabethan stage, they

decry the popularly successful and plead for the esoteric.

In 1595, when Shakespeare was reaching his maturity, there

were two groups which attacked the public theatres—first,

the religious enthusiasts and the civic authorities who

would, had the power been granted them, have banished

all the players and sternly closed their houses of entertain-

ment, and second, the literary exquisites. The former, with

their insistence upon the "corruption of youth with incon-

tinence and lewdness" and upon the "great wasting both

of the time and thrift of many poor people," sound a note

familiar enough today; Shakespeare's Cleopatra, now be-

come an examination question for school-children, once

was regarded as more recent moralists regard the Cleopatra

of De Mille. These, however, need not greatly concern

us: more important are the litterateurs. For Sir Philip Sid-

ney and those who thought with him, the drama was a fine

thing and fit to be prized, but the contemporay play was

not. In the grip of rude forces, the popular stage, they
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opined, was degrading the muses Thalia and Melpomene.

Loving them in spite of their degradation, these men
sought to encourage a purer form of artistic expression in

dramatic terms. The chill, but regularly faultless and con-

ventional, academic dramas, acted by students and gentle-

men, not for hire but for their own amusement and edi-

fication, were their ideal. They esteemed the historically

interesting but lifeless Gorboduc beyond any of the success-

ful plays presented in the public theatres and ever aimed

at stripping the stage of those meretricious ornaments

which appealed to the idle and uncritical fancies of the

crowd.

How closely allied were Sidney's views to those of some

modern theorists becomes amply apparent when we turn

from his strictures on the stage of his time to the writings

of men belonging to the French "cinema d'avant-garde".

His contempt of the crowd is echoed there:

—

Le film d'avant-garde ne s'adresse pas au simple plaisir

de la foule. II est a la fois, plus egoiste et plus altruiste. £goiste,

puisque manifestation personelle d'une pensee pure; altruiste,

puisque degage de tout souci autre que le progres.

There too resounds Sidney's objection to the stage's com-

mercialism:

Le cinema est un art et une industrie. Considere sous Tangle

artistique, il doit defendre jalousement la purete de son ex-

pression, et ne jamais la travestir pour convaincre. Mais il est

aussi industrie. Pour realiser un film et le repandre, il faut de

l'argent, beaucoup d'argent. La pellicule sur laquelle s'imprime

l'image est chere, les traitements qu'elle subit, couteux. En

soi, chaque element visuel ou sonore employe correspond a un

chiftre et a des debours fixes. L'electricite necessitee par un
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bel efTet de lumiere, ne s'obtient que contre monnaie, et aussi,

l'objectif qui l'enregistre, par example. L'enumeration se pour-

souivant risquerait d'etre longue.

L'industrie du cinema produit les films commerciaux, c'est-

a-dire les films composes avec le souci de toucher la grande

masse, et les films mercantiles. II faut entendre par films mer-

cantiles ceux qui, se soumettant a toutes les concessions, pour-

suivent un simple but financier et par films commerciaux ceux

qui, s'emparant au mieux de l'expression et de la technique

cinematographiques, produisent parfois des oeuvres interes-

santes tout en visant des gains justifies.

And as the result there comes the demand for a "purity"

corresponding to Sidney's praise of the simple, convention-

alised classic type of play, formal in its proportions and,

by the use of chorus or other devices, far removed from the

bustling adventure of life.

For consideration of their attitude nothing more is re-

quired than a realisation of the fact that the theatre has

ever discovered its true strength in the addressing of large

and representative audiences. Sophocles gained power from

the vast body of Athenian citizens who filled the theatre

of Dionysus for his (Edipus Rex, and to Shakespeare came

vigor and vitality from the crowds of London citizens who
flocked to the Globe playhouse, there to witness and to

welcome a Hamlet and a Twelfth Night. The cinema in

this may be regarded in a light no different from that in

which we view the stage. The crowd's judgments, it is

true, are often fickle and erratic; but that is a condition

which all who practice these arts must accept. No doubt it

is disturbing to find the same people hailing Emperor

Jones and Abie's Irish Rose with kindred enthusiasm; no

doubt we shudder and marvel to think that a profound
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Hamlet and a dull Mucedorus tied for pride of place about

the year 1600; but so the theatre is made and in such condi-

tions we must rest content. After all, in every art form

there are essential premises which must be agreed to before

anything of creative value is produced. If you wish to be

a dramatist you must be prepared to write for the estab-

lished theatres of your day; and if you esteem the cinema

and believe it to be an art you must be prepared to dis-

cover that art among the commercial films of Elstree and

of Hollywood, calculated to appeal to the public at large.

THE COMMERCIAL FILM

Precisely here, of course, many men stumble, hesitate

and retreat. No art exists, they cry, in Hollywood, nor may

it ever be supposed by intelligent observers that any art

can ever be dreamed to endure there. Let us but look im-

partially, they argue, at the fare provided in the picture-

houses of today: unless we would be mistaken for insen-

sible fools, how can we speak of art in connection with

such things as the cinema industry presents?

Faced with such questions, we must be frank and honest.

The truth is, of course, that these men are perfectly justi-

fied in their strictures. Only an infinitesimally small pro-

portion of the films produced in any country contains

anything of real value. Trivial themes, unimaginative di-

rection, stupid voluptuousness, cheap vulgarity, incompe-

tent performances are common, and excessively rare are the

occasions when a vital thought and a moving interpreta-

tion stir us to an emotion of strength and vitality. At pres-

ent, the organisation of the industry is such that the

repetition of similar films is likely to continue for many

years to come. That industry depends, like any other com-
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mercial undertaking, upon the public, and, while in this

the cinema agrees with the theatre, the public for the film

differs from a playhouse audience in that it is scattered

over the whole world, numbering millions to the theatre's

thousands. The stage may have one set of plays for London

and New York, with another set for less sophisticated

spectators in the provinces. A film, on the contrary, is sup-

posed to be shown in Slumpton-on-the-Mud and Conger

City as well as in the metropolitan "movie palaces." Un-

fortunately, too, more money in the end comes from the

Slumpton-on-the-Muds and the Conger Cities than accrues

from the larger centres. Necessarily, since profits are the

immediate aim of the producing companies, there has been

a determined working down to the limited intellectual

capacities of the most obtuse of spectators. "Box office" has

meant one thing for the stage and another for the screen.

Naturally, such an audience will be captured by novelty:

and as a result many of the most significant cinematic in-

novations have been exploited, not in the interests of art,

but in those of vulgar appeal. It was this which for so long

retarded the development of the sound film; sound, having

been invented, was exploited for its novelty and for noth-

ing more. The noisier and the more blatant the perform-

ance, the better. And so, think many, it will ever be. A
few fairly good films, perhaps; but for the rest little save

vulgarity and nonsense—at most sufficient interest and

laughter to provide a few hours' distracting entertainment,

promptly to be forgotten. The film, they opine, must ever

be compelled by its destiny to favor the worst. The crowd

loves sensation, and accordingly the cinema will pass from

sensationalism to sensationalism, running airmen till the

public tires of airmen, sentimentalising gangsters till social
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conscience calls a halt, thereupon turning to extol the forces

of the law in terms equally absurd.

A further complaint may be made. As a result of this

many-headed public the star is made to occupy a wholly

disproportionate position. That the mass of spectators adore

a star cannot be questioned, and many a bad film has been

saved by stellar attraction. To blame any producing com-

pany for catering to the public in this respect is difficult,

but if we do not blame we may regret and at the same time

despair. The exploitation of the star by clever advertising

agents may be all to the good, commercially, but it seems

to render the possibilities of artistic development hard, if

not impossible. Seeing the force of these star-films and

noting how much the public will accept if only a popular

figure (in as much undress as may be) is placed before

it, the producers, quite understandably, have had no oc-

casion to summon to their aid many men of higher ideals

for cinematic progress. The tendency, indeed, has been to

make any such men who have mistakenly been given con-

tracts to speak down to the levels of Slumpton-on-the-Mud

and Conger City. "We speak another language here," was

the overheard comment of one such man in a studio, "I've

just had all my three-syllabled words removed." What need

of art, when art, so far from encouraging success, is likely

to antagonise the factory girls who feed on Peg's Weekly

and the vacuous country bumpkins whose sixpences and

dimes, carefully tended, make Hollywood's and Elstree's

millions ?

Other objections may readily be brought forward. In

Russia, Pudovkin and Eisenstein insist on doing their own
cutting; if that privilege were denied them, they would

claim that, as artist-directors, the entire basis of their efforts
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would be reft away. Among commercial producing com-

panies, however, the director who insists on cutting his

own films is rare indeed. For this process a specially trained

technician is employed. To him are sent the yards upon

yards of celluloid which represent the work achieved in

studio or on lot; his the duty to cut this down to man-

ageable proportions. In the composition of any one film,

therefore, many men take part. The original story is written

by one; a scenario is prepared by another; a third adds

dialogue and builds the screen play. From a dozen different

quarters come suggestions, and these suggestions, often

illogically and inartistically, are inserted in the text. This

patchwork goes to the director, who starts to turn the ver-

bally indicated stage business into visual images. Then

comes the cutter, whose duty it is to reduce this material

in accordance with his trained judgment concerning popu-

lar values. How, the opponents of the cinema enquire

again, how can an art flourish under these conditions ? The

producer is nominally in control, and nominally there is

one person (or several persons working in loose collabora-

tion) in charge of the composition of the screen play; but

in actual practice the author may see his work so trans-

mogrified that it will bear no likeness to what he originally

planned, while the director betrays a lack of apprecia-

tion regarding his own artistic mission, according to the

Pudovkin theory, by delegating the most important part

of his duties to another.

Maybe this delegation of duty is determined by other

conditions, for, beyond the studio cutter, is a force more

inimical still to the hope of artistic composition. The Cen-

sor, intangible presence, god-like in his majesty and yet

immanent in a thousand human bodies, stands over each
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completed studio film. Boards of judgment, sometimes com-

posed of foolishly insensitive members, sit in conclave and,

with severe orders, slash and alter. What may proceed as

a unity from the producing company can well become a

maimed and bleeding victim when presented on the public

screen. Is there anything which can be said for this form

of entertainment, considered as an art, when all these

adverse conditions are present to operate against it?

The count is made and the decision seems inevitable.

The average film of the day is trivial in theme and often

vulgar in expression; that we cannot deny. Yet again a

doubt enters. Exactly in this way did Sidney speak a few

years before Shakespeare entered the service of the Lord

Chamberlain's players; and his error teaches us caution.

In Sidney's time a new theatre had barely been born. De-

pendent though the Elizabethan stage may be on medieval

achievements in the realm of the mystery play and the

comic interlude, fundamentally it started afresh and dis-

covered its own life-force with the first regular comedies

and tragedies written shortly after the middle of the six-

teenth century. Within thirty years Shakespeare had

arrived, but Sidney, penning his words immediately before

his advent, was impatient, expected too much and failed to

appreciate the signs already apparent in his time.

Nor was it that external conditions improved out of all

recognition within the intervening space of twenty or

thirty years. Shakespeare wrote for the same audience—

a

general and many-headed audience—for the stinkards in

the yard as well as for the gentlemen in the sixpenny boxes.

The public was avid of novelty and sensationalism, de-

lighting mightily in the gory horrors of a Titus Androni-

cus; the theatrical managers exploited freely whatever
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came uppermost at the moment, heaping ghosts upon the

stage while the going of ghosts was good and mad ladies

in white linen when ghosts began to pall; stars ruled the

boards and a clownish Kemp or a bombastic Burbage

demanded fat parts for the proper portrayal of his per-

sonality; considerations of art were left to the universities

and little was aimed at on the public stage save immediate

success; and over all stood the iron censor with his bowl

of ink. Yet Shakespeare wrote.

Instead of recognising that the tradition of this dramatic

form was short, instead of trying to enquire how the

popular stage might be improved, Sidney condemned it

utterly because of its apparent follies and inefficiencies;

instead of endeavoring to encourage it by helpful prognos-

tication, he attempted to kill it by means of immediate

ridicule. Clearly, the caution we learn from an historical

consideration of his failure correctly to assess the possi-

bilities inherent in the theatre of his time demands that

we, before judging the achievements of the film, should

examine, briefly at least, the positive results so far brought

forward, viewing these against the period of time during

which the cinema has been free to develop.

THE FILM'S PROGRESS

Any elaborate historical analysis would obviously be out

of place in a book of this kind, and in any case the story of

the cinema's development has been narrated more than

once; but at least the enumerating of a few landmarks is

obligatory for making the ensuing arguments clear. The

basis of a film is the photograph, and photography is an

invention of the nineteenth century; nor was it until many

decades had passed that the process of photography devel-
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oped such technical resources as to make it serviceable for

the, yet unborn, cinema. The old glass plate was useless for

cinematic purposes, and, although we may hail Nicephore

Niepce for his epoch-making image of 1822 and laud Louis

Jacques Daguerre for his elaboration of technical method,

to George Eastman goes the credit of laying the material

foundation of the film by substituting strips of emulsion-

coated celluloid for the plates of glass hitherto employed.

While the photograph, of course, forms the basis, the idea

of projection provides a second cardinal element in the

creation of the cinematic image. This idea of projection has

a certain respectable antiquity and even the seventeenth

century knew of the "lucernam magicam et thaumatur-

gam," the "magic lantern" so dear to our childhood and

still the delight of indolent lecturers; but it was not until

fairly late in the development of photography that the

images secured thereby were applied as objects suitable for

being thrown on the screen. Once the combination of

magic lantern and of photograph was secured, however, the

cinema remained not far distant.

The third element in the cinema's structure is, obviously,

the presence of an image which, in contradistinction to that

in an ordinary photographic positive or that in a projection

by means of a magic lantern, gives a semblance of move-

ment. Some fantastically opine that the Egyptians possessed

the secret when they painted a series of dancing figures on

their walls, but only in the phenakistoscope of the nine-

teenth century can we trace an appreciation, crude though

it may be, of the principles involved in the films of today.

The phenakistoscope is that cylinder, once so familiar, with

slots through which one looked at a strip of figures re-

volving and thus seemingly assuming movement.
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These three elements, then—the photographic image on

celluloid, the idea of photographic projection and the con-

ception of simulated movement by means of a series of pic-

tures in successive stages of motional development

—

although possibly adumbrated many centuries ago, are

essentially less than a hundred years old; while the com-

bination of the three in cinematic form cannot be dated

back beyond a period about fifty years distant. To whom
precisely the credit should go—for there are conflicting

claims—the fact remains that the first fragmentary "motion

pictures" did not appear till the year 1889, and only in 1895

did Lumiere present his first short film-strip of workers

leaving his factory. In 1895 and 1896, however, things really

began to progress. Lumiere added to his collection several

films each from twenty four to fifty feet long; what was

apparently the first "picture-house" opened in the basement

of the Grand Cafe in the Boulevard des Capucines; and

Edison showed, as a novelty at the close of a vaudeville

program, a short section of experimental film.

Once discovered, however, the cinema had to wait for

further development. Eight years elapsed before the first

attempt was made to tell a story by this method. Funda-

mentally, then, the cinematic form as we know it is little

more than thirty years old; and it must be observed that

for at least another decade it remained nothing but a toy

and a novelty in the hands of the curious. No doubt many

important experiments were being made and many inven-

tions introduced, but up to the year 1914 the cinema was

hardly taken seriously by anyone save the technicians.

These men, certainly, worked hard; improvement in the

film itself, in the cinematic cameras, in the projectors came

rapidly; although it is to be observed that only now are we
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beginning to feel that we have reached a certain stage of

excellence. A film made even a few years ago seems to

our eyes crude and imperfect; nowadays a certain assur-

ance, at least, there is that our uncoloured films will not

appear overcrude and harsh if they are revived in the year

1946. So far the cinema has been but feeling its way; until

comparatively recently every year was bringing improve-

ments which made the last year's films appear ridiculous.

A fresh step was taken by the Italian production of Quo

Vadis in 1913 and by the American production of The

Birth of a Nation the following year. From this time

only did some men begin to take the cinema seriously

and attempt ah exploration of its potentialities. Such activ-

ity, however, was severely retarded by the outbreak of

war, which served to prevent further European develop-

ment and made Hollywood almost the sole centre of film-

producing. In frantic and ever accelerating haste film after

film was prepared to feed the growing demand. On the

cessation of hostilities other countries started to organise

or reorganise their studios, endeavouring to catch up with

the American lead, and a new era began. The cinema had

now fully captured the interested attention of the public;

tentative essays started to appear on critical questions and a

kind of theory concerning this cinematic art took gradual

shape. Surveying the field from our vantage point in the

thirties, we must agree that, both technically and artisti-

cally, the rate of progress from 1903 to 1914 or from 1914

to 1926 has hardly been equalled by any other manifesta-

tion of man's creative ability.

This rate of progress, however, remarkable though it

was, proved as nothing to that with which the sound film

developed from 1926 to 1935, a brief span of nine years.
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Let anyone cast his mind back to the first experiments in

this form, to Al Jolson's The Singing Fool and The Jazz

Singer, and compare such films with any half dozen pre-

sented during the season 1935-1936 and he will realise what

vast tracts of territory have been covered. This, too, in spite

of the fact that almost all the young theorists of the silent

film condemned the infant as bastard. Stalwartly entrenched

in their opinions, they declared that, while the silent film

had the fundamentals of a distinct and separate art, the

sound film, ruining what with such travail had been so

hardly won, was naught save an illegitimate and conse-

quently worthless form. They ridiculed, and rightly, the

extraordinarily bad vocal accompaniments, forgetting that

this device was only in its infancy and that the silent film

itself, not so many years distant, had been equally stupid

and unruly. For the public, however, surer in its tastes

though less articulate, the new form had come to stay.

Hollywood was set ascrambling in its haste to convert old

silents into new "talkies" and to find means of improving

the reproduction of sound. Confusion, for a time, reigned

predominant; indeed, only after a period of four or five

years had elapsed—say from 1926 to 1931—did this atmos-

phere of stress and turmoil begin to subside. Barely d\t

years thus far have been granted for the comparatively

leisured production of adequate sound films.

Taking all these things into account, we must be forced

to credit it truly extraordinary that in so brief a space of

time, under commercial conditions which drew to Holly-

wood thousands in search of millions, with no traditions

from which to draw strength and necessarily calling on the

service of stage artists who, suspicious and contemptuous

of this new device, were too indifferent carefully and
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honestly to study its technique, the film has succeeded in

presenting us with such diverse examples as The Private

Life of Henry the Eighth, The House of Rothschild,

Queen Christina, Catherine of Russia, Little Women,

David Copperfield, The Story of Pasteur, The Informer,

Man of Aran. These are but a few titles from among

several score of films which, even though all are manifestly

but tentative in their approach, may honestly be regarded

worthy of our esteem.

No end, no culmination, has so far been reached. The

films mentioned above, and others such as Chapayev or

Thunder over Mexico, only mark the beginnings of some-

thing vastly more powerful in the realm of the narrative

film. Even technically the possibilities have not been fully

explored. The new colour-process which, in full-length

form, has been officially launched with Bec\y Sharp, may

open up a field of breadth and excitement equivalent to

that revealed by the introduction of sound. It is a brave

world of technical invention we live in, and its bravery,

even though at times it may become absurd and lead

towards strange situations or foolish predicaments, de-

serves, not superior ridicule, but sincerest appreciation.

And appreciation means more than refraining from con-

tempt or even than a mildly indifferent welcome extended

to what seems better than most. True appreciation may be

derived only from adequate knowledge; it is born of emo-

tional acceptance and of intellectual analysis. Until we de-

cide for ourselves what we want of an art we can never

reach anything approaching this appreciation; at the best

our judgments will be fumbling and insecure. Nor can

we ever reach it if our basic assumptions are false; we
cannot dream of appreciating any work of pictorial art if
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we believe that the painter's object should be merely to

present a reproduction of reality. Still further, our appre-

ciation will be limited unless we endeavor to gain some

knowledge of the methods at the command of the artists

and of the peculiar functions possessed by these methods;

no true recognition of watercolour values is attainable until

we know what watercolour, in contradistinction to oils,

may hope to achieve. To assume, as many still seem to do,

that the film is at its best merely a two-dimensional copy,

with variations, of a stage performance or of a scene in life

results in a prejudicing of appreciation; and a lack of

questioning investigation into the means available to di-

rector and cameraman will leave unobserved many things

out of which a film is built.

The cinema is even yet in a process of development, that

is true; but at the stage it has now reached, some approxi-

mation at least may be made towards formulating a theory

of its artistic aims and of its positive achievements. Plac-

ing ourselves there, in company with those who watched

the early development of the Elizabethan drama, with all

the predecessors of Shakespeare, each of whom in his own

way and without any complete success was building a

foundation for one greater than himself, we owe it to this

new thing that is among us, this new thing concerning

which so many hard words are still being said, that we

should honestly consider its fundamental principles and

endeavor to assess its potentialities.

THEATRE AND CINEMA

In this consideration, clearly it were useless to waste time

upon filmic material which is manifestly trivial or worth-

less. No writer on dramatic theory would be expected to
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spend time with the thousands of ephemeral farces and of

luridly sensational melodramas which once fretted an hour

upon the stage; an historian might be called upon to deal

with these, but for purposes of theoretical consideration

only those plays which exhibited genuinely artistic quali-

ties would be deemed serviceable. The dramatic critic,

moreover, would not be asked to condemn these farces and

melodramas, even in general terms; the theatre that pro-

duced The Clouds, CEdipus Rex, King Lear and Twelfth

Night is not lessened in esteem because it also gave birth

to lei on parle jrancais and Bluebeard.

The examination, then, of filmic aims and methods need

take no account of the currently valueless; nor need this

rejection of the worthless induce the supposition that there-

fore all connected with the cinema is praised. Concentra-

tion may be made upon the few significant films without

in any wise misconceiving the quality of the average pro-

duct. These few significant films bear to the entire cinematic

output the relationship borne to the entire theatre of those

hundred odd plays which we recognise as true dramatic

masterpieces, or rather, since the cinema is but young and

has had little time for the development of masterpieces,

they may be regarded as forerunners of something more

genuinely creative and harmoniously conceived to come.

To attempt an estimation of the potentially artistic value

of the cinema, accordingly, should not confuse us into

exaggerated glorification of what has hitherto been

achieved, nor should it in any way create misapprehension

concerning the proper functions of screen and stage. Be-

lief in the future growth of an artistic, penetrating and

emotionally arresting cinema is not antagonistic to an

equally firm belief in the future development of the theatre.
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The more we clarify our minds concerning the true objects

of the film the greater likelihood there is that we shall

thereby aid the stage into understanding its proper place

in modern conditions.

And first of all, we ought to rid our minds of the fear

that the cinema may kill the theatre. The theatre is not a

thing easily to be destroyed. For these two thousand five

hundred years it has endured, endured in ages of indiffer-

ence and in ages of hostility, ever preserving latent vitality

which it has always shown itself ready to display whenever

the time arrived for a period of blossoming. Over many
years when the delights of the arena attracted all men's

eyes it retained its life-force; during periods when all

thinking men condemned it utterly and sought its complete

overthrow, it persisted in its clutch upon life. To assume

that the mere advent of the cinema will prove its ruin and

to weep anticipatory tears over its supposed corse is

to overlook the lessons of history: far worse rivals than the

cinema have confronted the theatre in the past, and the

theatre has preserved its vitality still.

The truth is, of course, that, although the cinema and

the theatre have many things in common, they represent

distinct and separate means of expression and that, once

we have passed by the period when the younger form has,

imitatively, been forced to rely on the achievements of the

elder, there will come a time when the two will settle

down to pursuing their own independent paths. Novel and

drama have similarly been confused in the past, and we

can easily see that several of the Elizabethan dramatists

were not sure whether they were engaged in creating a

play or merely in providing immediate living embodiment

for some current tale. These days, however, have passed;
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narrative fiction has found its own characteristic methods

and the play has ceased to be disturbed by too close identi-

fication with an art separate from its own. So it is almost

certain to be with the cinema. The novelty of that form, no

doubt, has attracted many away from the theatre's doors,

and the drama, in a frantic endeavour to regain its lost

adherents, has caught at cinematic devices of various kinds,

even as the film, lacking courage, has filched many an idea

from the stage. Future years will assuredly remedy these

conditions. Already the cinema is beginning to realise its

true functions; the theatre is losing its desire frenziedly

to copy the novel devices; and audiences are coming to

realise that what legitimately they may expect to gain from

a stage performance they will not get from attendance at

the picture-house.

While the more precise distinctions between cinematic

and theatrical method may conveniently be left for later

discussion, it is necessary here to determine the essential

differences between the two forms. To say glibly that the

presence of "flesh-and-blood" actors separates the stage from

the screen is apt to prove both confusing and surface-

skimming; that does not provide us with the material we
seek. A more essential distinction lies in the fact that,

whereas the film is an established creation which remains

immutable as a painting or a piece of sculpture, the theatre

presents an art-form which is never precisely to be de-

termined in its outlines. Any theatrical performance is in

the process of dying as it is born; and no two performances

can ever be alike. The shape it assumes is determined by

two variable forces:—the performers and the audience. An
actor may feel "off-colour" one night; another may have a

cold; a third may have just been handed a telegram of
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dreadful import—and inevitably the interpretation of the

lines will change, not only the lines of that individual actor

but those too of his fellows with whom he is collaborating.

Apart from that, we must recognise that the audience in a

playhouse contributes much towards building-up the gen-

eral mood value experienced during the course of a per-

formance. Those on stage are not the only persons who act;

the spectators seated in orchestra and galleries perform too,

and by their improvisation during the three-hour display

of the spectacle comes a corresponding improvisation on

the part of the actors. Every player knows that audiences

vary from chill to warm. A joke early on in a comedy

that fails to arouse its expected laugh, an inopportune titter

at some seriously intended line in a drama, these may serve

to discolour the entire show; even failure on the part of

spectators to respond adequately to an emotional scene may

disrupt and disturb all the later acts.

Never may we determine precisely what will be the exact

impression created by any single evening's performance in

the theatre. Minutely, but none the less significantly, one

such performance will vary from that which immediately

preceded it and from that which is to come after. No
similar improvising reaction is possible in the cinema.

Certainly the presence of a crowd audience is important

here too, but only in so far as the presence of that crowd

influences each individual spectator. So far as the actual

performance is concerned, there can be, no matter what the

audience's emotions, no change in the eternally fixed record

presented by the film. Thus, then, the two forms are basi-

cally divided—one impermanent and in a constant state of

flux, the other permanently established and unchangeable.

From this basic difference, other deviations in method
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and aim are determinable. To assess aright what exactly

these are and to appreciate the need of exploiting in each

form the qualities and values peculiar to its own structure

and inner life, becomes of increasing importance in days

when cinema and theatre seem at times to be struggling for

supremacy and when in that struggle each seizes the

weapons its supposed opponent knows best how to wield.

In the service of the theatre and in that of the cinema alike

we need apply ourselves to these questions and analyse

impartially, without praise or blame, the diverse new

approaches and fundamental methods presented by the

film.

THE OBSTACLES

In saying that the cinema is reaching towards recogni-

tion of its true position in the world of expression, we
must, of necessity, bear in mind potentialities rather than

positive achievement, noting at the same time that poten-

tiality and promise are often more interesting and more

exciting than duller realisation of lesser aims. A crudely

youthful Shelley, the Shelley of Queen Mab, is vastly to be

preferred to a mature Tupper. Unfortunately, the Tup-

perian achievements of this life are apt to catch more of

the public attention, for good or for evil, than the aberra-

tions of struggling talent. Talent has been displayed by the

film, but we are much more easily led to condemn general

conditions and general results than, from an appreciation

of a few significant but less immediately arresting experi-

ments, to pattern forth finer conditions for the future.

That there are many disadvantages and difficult obstacles

in the way of more powerful film creation is obvious, but

signs are not wanting that changes are imminent, likely to
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lead towards the preparing of a more fruitful soil. Freely

we admit, for example, that the present public for the film

is unmanageable and that it includes a larger percentage

of less intelligent elements than a typical theatre audience

does or did; but one tendency of recent years we must

note—the tendency towards the making of more particu-

larised appeal. The producing companies are becoming

aware of the fact that, so long as their orientation is wholly

in the direction of Slumpton-on-the-Mud or Conger City,

an entire body of spectators will gradually fall away from

attendance at the cinemas. This maybe would not cause

them much concern; but another thing, too, is being ob-

served. The vaster unintellectual public begins to grow up

mentally. Where a few years ago it would have applauded

some utterly stupid film and gaped in uncomprehending

wonder at a more finished production, it starts to be bored

by the one and genuinely moved by the other. These two

things must be taken together. The second means that the

general level of the films is rising and must continue to

rise; the first explains the definite effort of certain com-

mercial companies to turn out at least a few films of richer

appeal. The success of Little Women meant much. It

meant that the producers came to realise that a well-told

story, efficiently directed, could draw a larger public than

a vulgarly stupendous Cleopatra with multitudes of sex-

appeals or a foolishly bizarre Scarlet Empress dominated

by Dietrich and demons. The Informer and The Scoun-

drel, however much these may have failed artistically to

achieve success, marked movements decidedly in the right

direction; and the courage displayed in preparing A Mid-

summer Night's Dream is relatable to the courage which

inspired the making of the first talking films. To prophesy
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either that the entire level of audience appreciation is going

to rise in the course of the next few years or that the pro-

ducing companies will endeavour to cater for a variety of

publics were temerarious; yet such indications as have been

referred to above seem to point in this direction. Already

in London and in New York there are houses that special-

ise in particular types of film, and maybe these will make

their influence so felt in the future that efforts will de-

liberately be made to cater for them along with the others.

Another thing is certain. While the introduction of sound

wrought immediate havoc and obscured the vices of many

bad films, the new form is now coming to be utilised for

legitimate ends. A fresh element, certainly, has recently

been brought forward in the use of colour; but that, hap-

pily, has made its official bow (in full-length form) under

the able hands of Kenneth Macgowan and Robert Edmond

Jones, and it seems as if the turmoil of the early sound film

were to be obviated. But even if we are deluged with a

mass of ruddy colour films directed less skilfully and sensi-

tively we may be sure that soon the element of colour too

will be incorporated harmoniously with the other elements

making up the cinematic world. Already, thought is being

paid to the emotional values securable by the use of tinted

light, and pictorial colour values are being eagerly experi-

mented with. The truth, of course, is that novelty soon

wears itself out and that yesterday's marvel becomes the

commonplace of today. The time has not yet come for a

complete setding down of various disruptive constituents

of the film; but that time seems now not far distant.

The summoning of men such as Macgowan and Edmond

Jones to Hollywood indicates, too, the beginning of a new

policy. In the studios the mere craftsman who boasted his
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insensibility to aesthetic values still is present; but along-

side of these men grows an increasing band of men who,

without being so aloof and superior as to aim at things

beyond the comprehension of all save a select few, are

intent on bringing into the cinema something of vigour,

beauty and significance. Even a cursory comparison of the

showings during the past two seasons with those of any two

years chosen from any previous period will demonstrate

what advance the cinema has made and what achievements

have been attained.

A particularly encouraging sign has been the recent de-

parture from complete dependence on the stage for plot

material. Eminently understandable, this dependence was

bound to be at once distracting and fettering. Already

dialogue was there to hand, and, while changes were funda-

mentally imperative, the presence of that dialogue often

prevented the completely fresh approach towards language

more fitting to the requirements of the screen, prevented

also the free establishment of cinematic time and space

development. One may deplore the fact that, with the

habitual herd-like attitude displayed by some of the pro-

ducing companies, too great use has lately been made of

material culled from narrative fiction. Dickens, Thackeray,

Barrie, Hugo are being ransacked in a frantic endeavour to

exploit this field, and no doubt Richardson, Fielding, Jane

Austen will follow. On the other hand, material from

novels really forms a better basis for a film than material

from plays. The scope of that material is more extended

and usually there is so much of it that choice may be made

of this section or of that. Restrictive, in that knowledge

of the original novel among the members of the public

must retard the freer movement of the creative imagina-
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tion, the novel yet comes closer, in its narrative method,

to the cinema than does the stage, for the novel, too, can

create its own time and has liberty to range whithersoever

its authors will.

The next and final step, towards which some hesitating

advances have already been made, will naturally be that of

free and independent creation especially calculated for

cinematic use. This the cinema deserves no less than the

theatre. Always, no doubt, there will be room for the cine-

matization of some popular stage success or of some par-

ticularly effective piece of prose narrative, just as the stage

has room for dramatizations on the lines of The Old Maid,

Dodsworth and Tobacco Road. When, however, we think

of the theatre, not on these do our minds rest; they rest on

The Silver Tassie, on The Petrified Forest, on Mary of

Scotland, on Winterset. Similarly, before the cinema may
account itself fully mature we must be able to bring to

mind, without effort and spontaneously, a great body of

characteristic film-material which has found no other form

of artistic expression or which, if historical in theme, has

been wholly worked out in terms of camera and of screen.

On the threshold of that period of maturity we now stand.

One other thing, too, is essential, or perhaps two things

bound into one. As has been seen, a theatrical performance,

save for the reactions it has caused in the audience, is gone

as soon as it is seen and heard. Two limitations there are

in the path of repeating these reactions. The first is that,

insensibly yet none the less surely, one performance differs

from another. Strictly we never have seen any general

production of Hamlet or Romeo and Juliet or The Petri-

fied Forest; all we have seen is these plays presented on

particular nights. The second limitation is that revivals are
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comparatively rare. A selected few plays from the world's

repertory will be represented occasionally, but for more

than ninety nine and ninety nine hundredths per cent of

the total body of plays written and produced since the time

of iEschylus we can have no actual theatre experience.

Over against this we have to place the fact that thousands

upon thousands of plays are readily accessible in print.

This is the form in which, for the most part, we know our

Greek dramatists, our Shakespeares, our Ibsens, our

Strindbergs. There is a large play-reading public and a

modern dramatist may count on at least a fair sale for any

of his plays which have proved successful on the stage. We
may, therefore, easily by this means refresh our memories

of what we have seen and conjure up mental pictures of

what we have not been privileged to watch in stage per-

formance. By this means a certain continuity of tradition is

established; to what is essentially ephemeral is granted a

permanent form and substance; for what might readily be

regarded slightingly as merely an evening's amusement is

provided a lineage and a dignified assurance of worth.

With these conditions may be compared the conditions

operative in the world of the cinema. A film is prepared

and released. First it goes to some special high-priced

cinemas in the larger towns and there runs for anything

from a week to a month. Then it gets handed over to other

houses and descends in the social scale until it finally

reaches the lowest-priced houses where it briefly occupies

part of a half-weekly bill. Thereafter it vanishes completely

unless some worthy film society deems it suitable, on ac-

count of its artistic interest or of its historical value, for

revival. Such revivals, however, are exceedingly rare, so
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that all save an infinitesimally small portion of the total

cinematic output disappears into a Cimmerian darkness.

Nor do we possess, at present, adequate means for re-

freshing our memories of productions once seen. Screen

plays are but rarely published; and almost the only means

readily available lies in perusal of film reviews in the files

of the more serious newspapers—at the best, an oppor-

tunity of releasing faintest recollections of the original.

There can be no hope of turning to the text and to the

stage directions as we turn to those of a Hamlet or A Doll's

House.

Before the film becomes properly established in the realm

of artistic creation, these conditions must be remedied. The

printing of screen-plays no doubt will come immediately

the cinema starts to build up its independent stock of plots.

There would be, for example, but a small demand for the

film version of The Barretts of Wimpole Street because the

stage play is easier to read and in any case must take

precedence. To examine several screen-plays in comparison

with original dramas might prove entertaining to some and

assuredly would be of considerable critical value, but it is

not a procedure for which any extended popularity could

be hoped. On the other hand, once the film begins to de-

velop its own themes, then the time will have arrived for

the presentation of those themes in screen-play versions.

From them one thing will be demanded—a literary style

in presentation apt to convey in words what the film so

largely conveys in visual images. Poetry must enter into

the cinema. The situation is not unlike that operative in

England during the latter years of the nineteenth century

when the lack of any adequate copyright laws persuaded

the dramatists to withhold their plays from the printing
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press. As Henry Arthur Jones saw clearly, if the habit

grew of having dramas issued in book form, the theatre

inevitably would gain in prestige and the authors would

take greater pains in the penning of their works. Pre-

cisely this came to pass, and, as years advanced, to Bernard

Shaw came the further realisation that well-written dia-

logue was not enough: to render the plays acceptable to a

reading public had to be added stage directions of a kind

entirely different from those laconically technical com-

mands hitherto employed. "Enter L." had to be substituted

by a lengthy paragraph of description. In publishing his

plays, therefore, he provided both readable matter to accom-

pany the dialogue and prefaces intended to add to the

impression made by perusal of tne dramas themselves. It

is not, perhaps, too much to dream of screen plays simi-

larly published—not with technical directions calculated

solely for the studio but with a re-rendering of these direc-

tions in terms of a general reading public. Let a new Shaw

of the films arise and his wit need not fear lack of appre-

ciation.

This alone is not enough; some means must be found

for the reviving of older films. That the time has come for

a kind of cinema repertory may well be argued, and in the

larger centres there is need for the establishment of houses

specifically devoted to the revival of outstanding films

which have been driven from the ordinary theatres by later

rivals. Assuredly the great public would still flock to the

new things; but sufficient numbers might still make such

ventures commercially self-supporting. At the same time,

and maybe in association with these, film libraries must

be established. One such has found a home in The Museum

of Modern Art at New York; others spread throughout
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the country are clearly needed. In these the reels of old

film would find a security and from them reproductions

could be made as desired. Technical developments during

recent years have made possible such organisations, for now

it is an easy matter to have the expensive full-size reels

reduced to a "sub-standard" form, while the introduction

of moderately priced light-and-sound projectors permits of

the wider dissemination of the filmic "library." The

Museum of Modern Art has made a beginning; out of its

effort much may come and hence those interested in the

art of the film may be granted an opportunity of seeing

almost any notable production which they may call for.

If this were done, and there seems to be no reason for

doubting its achievement, one thing is immediately real-

ised:—the cinematic art, supposedly impermanent, would

be rendered truly more permanent than that of the stage.

One projection on the screen is fundamentally the same as

another; there is no variation due to the physical limita-

tions of the actors and to the influence upon them of

audience reactions. What many have regarded as a weak-

ness in the cinema, its lack of life, would then turn itself

into an asset. By means of printed screen plays and of such

"revivals" we should be able to hold before us, intact, all

the achievements in this kind. Perhaps it were too much to

hope for the immediate bringing of this about; but there

can be no question that towards such an organisation of

its material the cinema is tending.

So far as the actual production is concerned, it will

clearly be necessary to determine more precisely the func-

tions of those concerned in the various branches of activity

involved in cinematic work. Perhaps we may agree that

director and cutter should be identical; but, in formulating
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this decision, we must not overlook practical considerations

and misunderstand the basis of cinematic and of theatrical

art alike. A particularly talented and versatile director may

on occasion assume almost entire responsibility and be

equally aware of literary, directional and photographic

values; yet it would appear that in the studio the same con-

ditions hold good as prevail on the stage—co-operation of

effort and mutual appreciation of varied talents will be the

sought-for ideal. An Obermanndirektor, combining in

himself the functions of playwright, director and scene-

designer, is an ideal impossible of realisation, and the stage

must continue to subsist on the combination of diverse

talents. Excellent results have been achieved in the theatre

by such a combination of talents; none less may be expected

on the screen. The alliance of F. W. Murnau, Karl Mayer

and Karl Freund on The Last Laugh, Tartuffe and Faust

or that of F. A. Wagner and G. W. Pabst on Die Drei-

groschenoper has produced unified results, intangibly har-

monised so that separation of the diverse elements becomes

virtually impossible. At present many of the studios are far

from realising this ideal harmony, and the script-writers in

particular grumble under the burdens laid upon them; but

again we must recognise that passing of time is demanded

for the formulation of method and for organised effort, and

that, as the public comes more and more to demand better

things from the film, the film will react and provide a

suitable basis for their creation.

The extraordinary thing is that, in so short a time, with

so many disadvantages, catering for a public wholly un-

tutored to criticise this new form of expression, the cinema

has succeeded in giving us so much already that is valuable

and aesthetically stimulating. The Hollywood studios may
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introduce absurdities compared with which the hilarious

episodes of Once in a Lifetime seem like understatements,

yet Hollywood has produced many things which may be

worthily esteemed. These are its apology and defence, and

if improvements in organisation, firmer ideals in artistic

expression and definite establishment of basic aims are de-

sirable, these are things which may readily come when the

first fervors of excitement give way to consolidation and to

less frantic, more self-assured achievement.
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THE BASIS

A,FTER a ruthless stripping of inessentials and of in-

cidental material, the basic element in theatre and in

cinema alike may be defined as movement. Drama de-

mands words, and it is by the glory of words that the

masterpieces of dramatic literature have been passed down

over the generations; but the theatre embraces more within

itself than may be frontiered by the dramatists alone. By

wordless mime and by ballet theatrical impressions, no less

sure and potent in their appeal, may be aroused and so take

their place alongside comedy and tragedy within the hege-

mony of the playhouse. Even when attention is confined to

the spoken play, we realise that two things are necessary

for certainty of success—physical movement accompanying,

and inextricably bound up with, the dialogue given to the

various characters and a dialogue which itself provides

a maximum sense of movement. The one thing fatal to a

drama is an even flow, monotonous and unvarying in its

intensity. Any thoroughly vital performance must intro-

duce words that move, words that suggest ideas instinct

with mental mobility, and physically the actors must be

provided with action that is dynamic. Aristotle's insistence

on 7T€pi7rer€ia, the peripeteia or turn of the plot, may be

over-emphasised because of the peculiar conditions of the

Greek theatre, but in varying and diverse forms just such

a measure of peripeteia is to be discovered in every play in

which is recognisable the essentially dramatic quality.

38
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Obviously, if this is true of the theatre, it is equally true

of the cinema. The films themselves are popularly known

as "movies" and by this current term the people on whose

support the entire cinematic world depends have signalised

that element which to them seems of greatest import. It

is the motion of the shapes cast upon the screen, not the

shapes themselves, which capture and hold the attention of

spectators. This quality of movement in the cinema will

demand further examination and analysis; for the moment

we must confine ourselves to the basic elements. In the

theatre the movement usually is brought upon the stage

by living performers. Occasionally light is made to play its

part, but for all practical purposes it may be said that on

the stage movement of human actors is what we expect and

demand. The scenic effects are almost always of a static

kind and the light may be, and usually is, either unchanged

throughout a scene or else so graduated as to exhibit little

sign of alteration. At first, perhaps, we might be tempted

to assert that the cinema provides us with a similar set of

conditions, the only difference being in the fact that, while

there are living actors on the stage, nothing save the two-

dimensional images of these actors are shown to us when

we look upon the screen. Here, however, is a question

which demands further examination, for precisely at this

point enters in a cleavage in opinion, determination con-

cerning which must be made before we pass on further.

INDIVIDUAL IMAGES

To consider adequately the problems involved, we must

first fix definitely in our minds the typical, and indeed

necessary, make-up of any ordinary film. That film pri-

marily consists in a certain number of individual pictures
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images. Each one of these images, technically called

"frames," is a separate unit and may, if desired, be con-

sidered independently of its companions. Considered so,

however, it will be merely a photograph; it can assume

f
cinematic quality only when, in combination with its com-

panions, it is passed through the projector in such a manner

that its separate individuality is lost or rendered indistinct.

While we watch the progress of a film we are expected

completely to forget that that film is created out of thou-

sands of distinct images; in our consciousness must remain

only the result fashioned by the rapid throwing of one

image on the track of another.

Nevertheless, behind the moving patterns projected on

the screen, these separate images retain their existence and

at any moment they may be extracted and assessed for their

artistic quality precisely as any ordinary photograph may

jbe assessed. A "still" reproduced in a theatre magazine

is no more than a representation, in two-dimensional form

and in masses of light and shade, of a single moment in a

stage production, yet it has a value and significance of its

own. Unless each stage grouping, even down to those which

are held but for a brief fraction of a second, has a certain

grace and compositional value, the scene in which it occurs

will exhibit a blemish—infinitesimal maybe and almost

unnoticeable, yet a blemish still. One might employ the

analogy of a dancer, saying that unless a dancer trains his

or her body movements in such a way that there is a con-

;
stant graceful and rhythmic gradation from one position

/ to the next, the resultant dance can never be wholly satis-

( fying; an ugly and awkward photograph of Pavlova or of

Nijinsky would be impossible since the very perfection

of their art arose from an innate sense of and technical
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striving for rhythmic gradations of this kind. The truly

fine and aesthetically appealing stage production will dis-

play just such a sense of harmonious and rhythmic move-

ment, and no instantaneous action photograph taken at

any single moment in the course of the performance should

be without its inherent grace and beauty.

In a precisely similar manner, unless the separate pic-

tures or images making up a strip of film possess their own

compositional strength, significance and loveliness, the re-

sultant film will be lacking by so much the artistic unity

at which it strives. The ordinary photograph today, in the

hands of modern experts gifted with sensibility and tech-

nical skill, has become a thing capable of great artistic

expressiveness; the creators of a truly important and beauti-

ful film need to have at their command all the resources

and all the artistic sensibility required for the making of

such effective photographic pictures. Here it is to be ob-

served that basically the photograph, even when not treated

by the hands of an expert, contains within itself the ele-

ments of artistry. As Andre Levinson has demonstrated,'

the fact that it reduces nature to a plane surface, sets this

nature in a frame and provides an exaggerated perspective

at once renders it more than a mere imitation of reality.

Within these conditions the operation of man to which we

give the name of art can progress and out of that in turn

may proceed a value incorporable in the cinematic form.

No really good film will present separate images or

frames which are lacking independent worth.

THE SHOTS

That this worth, except when the images are printed

off as "stills," is not perceived by us consciously is self-
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evident: in any "shot" or episode in a film numbers of such

images are passed so rapidly through the projector that they

become combined visually into one single "moving pic-

ture." A shot may be long or short, but, whatever its

length, it forms the first unit we can appreciate formally

in the witnessing of a film. We may summarily define a

shot as a single filmic episode, as the picture of any piece

of action taken in one complete whole by the camera.

Thus the presentation for a brief two seconds of a door-

knocker might be given by itself and be consequently re-

garded as a shot; while, on the other hand, a single shot

might show us a man walking towards the entrance to a

house, follow his movements continuously while he raised

his hand towards the knocker, continue following them

until the door was opened and he vanished within.

Each shot Pudovkin, the Russian director and theorist,

likens to a word in the hands of a poet; but in reality any

shot in a film is so much more than a word as the indi-

vidual image is less than a word. However brief any

episode may be, yet in it something definitely is told or

said; that something possibly does not find completion

within the scope of the shot itself but sufficient is brought

forward to suggest the complete whole of which it forms a

greater or a lesser part. Considered in terms of language,

the shot always expresses an action with subject and predi-

cate, or else, by its symbolic content, excites the mind to an

energy which indirectly introduces these two elements.

IRather than to a word, the cinematic shot may be likened to

| a complete sentence or at least to a clause. Exact parallelism

between language and filmic expression cannot, of course, be

established but, as will be seen later, there may be some value

in suggesting at least an approximate correspondence.
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THE SEQUENCES

How many shots go to make up the entire length of a

film is determined only by the nature and scope of the film

itself. Lengthy shots and brief shots possess their separate

functions and the most careful consideration and innate

appreciation of filmic values is demanded for their com-

position and binding together. This subject, however, is

one that may for the moment be left for later considera-

tion; here it is important to note that in addition to the

individual image and to the separate episode, we may recog-

nise the shot-combination as an appreciable unit of larger

proportions. If the analogy of poetry be pursued, one might

suggest that the former represented sentences and the latter

stanzas, each taking shape and achieving form only when

related to the whole of which they form parts.

By a shot-combination is intended a grouping of separate

episodes connected together by their subject-matter or by

their orientation towards the building up of a situation or

of an emotional theme. We might, for example, imagine,

preceding the shot which shows the man at the doorway,

one in which this man receives a letter bidding him to go

to the house we later see him enter and another subsequent

shot in which we watch him confronting the sender of this

letter. The three episodes, while distinct, would be bound

together by a common idea or action, and clearly we should

be justified in treating them together, as a formal unit

within the complete film. A useful example of such shot-

combinations occurs in David Copperfield. On leaving the

Micawbers little David walks along a London street and

is cheated of his trunk by a rascally scoundrel—one se-

quence; followed by a second, considerably more complex,
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in which a series of episodes displays the progressive stages

of the boy's long and weary tramp to Dover.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

Precisely here enters in a set of important questions.

The first is this. Behind the separate images, shots and

sequences obviously must exist an original from which each

of these has been derived. The camera may not invent its

own material; all it is permitted to do is to reproduce

(often, of course, with modifications and in artistically

altered tones) objects which come within the range of its

lens. Of such objects or original forms there may, clearly,

be several distinct kinds.

At one extreme may be placed those originals which,

static in themselves, are given apparent motion by being

photographed in a series of altered positions. We may take,

for example a dozen three-dimensional geometric objects

—a cube, a globe and what not—and by taking first one

combination and then another we shall be able to present

pictures which seem to set these things into movement. A

J

clever advertising film prepared for a certain tooth-paste

showed thus a number of sticks which appeared to travel

back and forth over the screen in a sort of musical military

formation. This may serve as a current example; although

those familiar with the showings of intellectual film socie-

ties will be able to recall several others presented with more

self-consciously "artistic" aims.

The same principle underlies the animated cartoon. Walt

Disney and his assistants prepare thousands of individual

drawings, each in itself motionless; when these are photo-

graphed in rotation by the camera and the resultant frames

passed through the projector the forms take motion and
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seem to acquire the functions of life. The only essential

difference lies in the fact that, although both are manu-

factured objects, the former possesses only an interest de-

pendent upon aesthetic appreciation of mass and line while

the latter introduces in addition the interest of narrative

and "plot." Of the same kind are the plastic figures used

in the Russian film. The New Gulliver. If ten or a dozen

such figures are made with slightly differing attitudes or

facial expressions and each is separately photographed on

several frames, movement and hence the impression of life

will be given to objects which, static in themselves, com-

bine to present a picture apparently dynamic.

Keeping within the sphere of the manufactured object,

we next pass to the realm of the marionette. The mar-

ionette, too, is a creation of man and, like a Walt Disney

drawing, may in itself be assessed for its own independent

artistic qualities, but whereas the drawing could never sug-

gest movement without being linked to other drawings, a

marionette of Podrecca's, through human ingenuity, is

endowed with the power of reproducing or of approaching

human mobility and consequently the camera may catch

that movement directly.

Generally, however, when we speak of the cinema, this

is not the kind of thing we have in mind. The films of

pure form are rare, and, while puppets have been familiar-

ised on the screen (/ am Suzanne forms a good example)

and Walt Disney's cartoons are universally known, these

do not at once come to the mind when we contemplate a

visit to the "picture-house"; the pictures we anticipate see-

ing there are those typical, representative films which use

for their material animate and inanimate nature, particu-

larly the movements of living men and women.
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This typical film, however, is again not one and indivisi-

ble; within its scope two main forms at least immediately

separate themselves. Commonly, we expect, when the screen

announces the showing of this or that film, to see presented

before us a story told by means of moving pictures which,

we are aware, have been taken in some studio with groups

of trained professional players supervised by a director and

performing against specially constructed sets. Regularly we

go to "see" Greta Garbo or Marlene Dietrich or Clark

Gable in parts specially created for these artists, just as,

when we enter the theatre, we expect to see on the stage

men and women who, talented histrionically, are engaged

r"in interpreting fictional roles. Against this commonly ac-

cepted filmic method, on the other hand, there has come

recently a violent reaction from the left. Pudovkin, follow-

ing the lead of Lev Kuleshov, thus proceeds to examine

wherein lies the essential nature of cinematic art and de-

velops an argumentation opposed to the employment of

professional performers. If, he reasons, this essential nature

lies in the artistry displayed by actors and actresses, then

(the cinema must be judged truly a pale reflection of the

stage. The director who controls their movements might as

well be rehearsing his characters for an ordinary theatrical

show, and the resultant filmic reproduction of the original

action is to be regarded in a light precisely similar to that

in which we look at a photographic copy of an oil painting.

No doubt an Alinari reproduction of some canvas by

Botticelli or Raphael proves useful to us; but in that repro-

duction there can be no art, only technical competence,

while no one could be so foolish as to suppose that con-

templation of this copy might convey an impression that
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in any respect rose to the height of the impression created

by contemplation of the original. All the art, the composi-

tional value, the massing of the forms, resides in that from

which this copy was made; even so, the photograph can

never hope to capture the subtler elements in the design or

the delicate shading of the colours.

Reacting thus, these film theorists and practitioners

—

Pudovkin and Eisenstein with reservations, Dziga-Vertov

and his Cine-Eye group wholeheartedly—propose to sub-

stitute "nature" for the simulated nature of the professional

performers. Leaving aside the most extreme experiments of

Dziga-Vertov, we may note how Eisenstein in Thunder

over Mexico purposely avoids the employment of studio

artists and of studio shots, preferring to scenes elaborately

prepared and rehearsed for the occasion, scenes and types

observable every day in a typical Mexican village. One

famous example of this is Pudovkin's treatment of a crowd

in The Heir of Jenghis Khan. Deliberately putting aside the

use of professional artists, he chose instead an ordinary

group of peasants. These in one shot were expected to dis-

play astonishment and admiring wonder. No amount of

directing could have produced such a result, and in any

case that result would have involved a certain falsity.

Pudovkin solved his problem by introducing a juggler.

Carefully keeping this performer out of camera range, he

photographed the crowd while they remained intent upon

the tricks being shown to them. The shot thus secured pro-

duced the filmic effect desired out of untutored and unre-

hearsed human material. In such ways, Pudovkin argues,

ought the cinematic director to carry out most of his

work.
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NARRATIVE AND FORM

The basic questions, however, are by no means fully

exhausted. One in particular must now be given attention.

When we go to see any film, we usually expect to be pro-

vided with a story. Many film themes are based on novels,

many others are derived from plays, and it is the action of

novel or play which is presented visually before us. Yet,

"if some miraculous power," wrote J. G. Fletcher, "could

give . . . audiences the idea that what the screen was

to give them was not a story at all, but only pictures—that

is to say, pictorial art—the whole motion-picture industry

would take a great stride forward," and his plea receives

emphasis in different terms from no less important a man
than Pirandello. Uncompromisingly, Pirandello declares

that

the cinema must free itself of literature, leaving narrative to

novels and the theatre. It should steep itself in music, but it

should leave melodrama (opera) to the opera-house and jazz

to the music-hall. I refer to that kind of music which can speak

to everyone without the addition of any words and for which

cinematography can become the visual medium. Thus, I would

say, pure music and pure image. The eye and the ear are the

most aesthetic of the senses, and they should become united in

a single artistic delight, the beauty of which is felt by the heart

so that the subconscious mind is moved and influenced by novel

images that may be either as terrible as nightmares or mysteri-

ous as dreams; sometimes soothing and sometimes alarming

according to the rhythm of the music.

Cinemelography: there is the new word for the true art revolu-

tion, the visible language of sound.

Between the two extremes—that of the commercial

film with its strong narrational emphasis and the "pure
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cinema" wherein form alone is deemed of account—are

infinite gradations. No doubt most of those who oppose

the telling of a story belong to the intelligentzia and

despise the crowd. The supporters of the French

"cinema pur," like Germaine Dulac, thus look to a

preciously refined art-form which could have but little

popular appeal. "Ces films," writes one, "ne pouvant

guere etre apprecies que par des inities, de petites salles

specialises vont ouvrir leurs portes." Specialised efforts of

the kind sponsored by Armand Tallier and L. Myrga at

the Studio des Ursulines, by Jean Tedesco at the Vieux-

Colombier, by Jean Mauclair at Le Studio 28, by Jean

Vallee at L'Oeil de Paris—Abel Gance's La roue or Ger-

maine Dulac's La coquille—confessedly have an exceed-

ingly limited appeal; and therefore, although we may

recognise in them elements of worth, we may be prepared

to set them on one side. Whatever of artistic value they

may present, the cardinal assumption of their makers, that

the applause of the crowd is vicious and so to be avoided,

that a true and "pure" filmic art can develop only among

small and cultured societies of initiates, is firmly to be

refuted.

What, however, are we to say of Dziga-Vertov, who,

equally an opponent of the narrational film, aims at in-

teresting, if not the whole world, Russia's millions at least?

Maybe it is true that the endeavours of his group, The Cine-

Eye, have been due largely to the lack of film-shortage in

Moscow and Leningrad, but that explanation does not take

away from the fact that his methods embody a thoroughly

reasonable approach to the cinema. In 1919, Dziga-Vertov

being unable to secure unexposed film for the making of a

new picture, created A Year of Revolution out of existing
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newsreels. Such success attended its showing that its di-

rector prepared two manifestos in which he outlined his

theories succinctly and argued that the public should be

given but one quarter of specially prepared "acted" ma-

terial and three-quarters of "documentary" matter, com-

posed harmoniously in accordance with his method. The
eye of the camera, he argued, has a special function;

through its means men are taught to see, by its means

things which would pass unnoticed or which are virtually

invisible are brought to common attention. Pursuing these

theories, he produced The Film-Eye (1923), The Man
with the Camera (1928) and Three Songs about Lenin

(i933)-

What decision we arrive at on this problem will depend

upon our attitude towards still a further element in the

creation of any film, that which the Russians have styled

"montage." In approaching it, we must bear in mind, first,

the compositional parts of a material kind (frame, shot,

sequence) making up any film, second, the varieties of

photographic original extending from the one extreme of

static "manufactured" objects to the other of professional

performances, and, third, the diverse purposes of those who

aim at telling a story and of those who leave the moving

pictures to conjure forth, by symbolic appeal and pictorial

pattern, emotions independent of any plot.

MONTAGE

Thetheory of montage as developed by Pudovkin as-

sumes that the principal foundation of cinematic art rests

in the arrangement by the director of individual shots. In

itself this theory, like Dziga-Vertov's use of newsreels,

grew largely out of economic and external conditions, for,
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forced by the scarcity of film in Russia to enquire more

carefully and with greater precision into the essential aims

of the cinema, the Soviet directors stand almost alone in

their close and painstaking analysis of aesthetic principles

and of practical methods. When you have unlimited sup-

plies of film you may well essay a hit-or-miss policy, cor-

recting your mistakes by scrapping unsuccessful material;

but when barely a few hundred feet are at your disposal

you will be careful, before ever the camera is set in motion,

to consider well exactly what you want to do and how best

you will secure the desired result.

With logical directness, therefore, Lev Kuleshov went

back to basic essentials. Every art, he argued, must have a

material through which its expression is conveyed and a

characteristic method. In the art of the cinema, he decided,

the former was represented by the separate images or shots

(not by the artistry of the performers) and the latter by the

arrangement of these images or shots on the part of the

artist director. Whereas, therefore, in the preparation of the

average commercial film greatest pains are taken to get an

adequate reproduction of some action already rehearsed,

the Russian directors decided to devote most attention to

the arrangement, the editing, of the material. For Kuleshov

and Pudovkin the shots became words and phrases; art

could not be said to begin until these words and phrases

were combined, by the imaginative work of the director,

into a poetic whole. In this sense, accordingly, montage

implies much more than mere cutting or assembling; it

assumes prime importance artistically in the creation of the

final film.

How far this work in montage differs from common
studio practice is realised at once when we consider even
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more briefly the usual methods employed in film produc-

tion. For most of the early commercial films and quite an

appreciable number of those still being produced, a story

is selected and a full scenario prepared; this scenario out-

lines the story more or less directly and in sequence of

incident so that shot follows shot in intellectually logical

order. Two recent films provide examples of this. Cine-

matically the technique of Noel Coward's The Scoundrel

and of Mae West's Goin to Town was antiquated. In the

latter we start with the galloping ride of some cowboys;

hear three men remark that their leader is a "bad man";

see them enter the saloon; hear them ask for Cleo; watch

the camera pick up Cleo in a private room—and so on to

the end. The plot of The Scoundrel was presented in a

kindred manner. One episode after another was shown to

us, and these were arranged with little deviation from a

normal time sequence and without the introduction of any

shots not strictly of a narrational kind. Thus in these two

films (selected here solely for their characteristic values)

each shot represents a fundamental piece of the action and

itself involves action which may rationally be appreciated.

The method, as indicated above, is rapidly becoming old-

fashioned, and, although plentiful examples of it abound,

it is easy to see that the prominent directors of future years

will make comparatively sparing use of it or at least will

modify its employment by the introduction of other ele-

ments and other methods.

Cutting or assembling implies merely the gathering

together of the filmic material and its arrangement in logi-

cal order. Montage, on the contrary, implies an emotional,

creative and imaginative approach, and its aim is, not to

lead a story forward by intellectually appreciable stages,
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but to stimulate and arouse the minds of the spectators into

feeling and hence into emotionally accepting the purport of

a particular scene. It frequently departs from the use of

straight shots logically connected in favour of oblique shots

emotionally bound together. The first film fully utilising

this method of approach was The Battleship Potem \in,

directed by Eisenstein; Pudovkin has adopted the same

means of securing his effects, as, for example, in Mother.

At one part of this film, the director's business was to dis-

play a prisoner's reactions upon receiving a letter of pardon.

For the direct method this would have been done by

concentrating on the actor; we should have been shown

a shot of the prisoner, despairing, in his lonely cell, an-

other of the warder entering with the letter, another of the

reading of the letter, another (perhaps an enormous

close-up) in which the performer strove to make his fea-

tures express his joy. Instead of following this direct ap-

proach, Eisenstein utilised here the oblique method, intro-

ducing several shots which, although unrelated intellectu-

ally and logically, took shape and meaning when linked

together in emotional sequence-shots of the prisoner's

hands, of a bird flying outside the barred window, of a

rippling stream. Two things are to be observed here:

—

first, the deliberate avoidance of concentration upon the

actor, and, secondly, the equally deliberate endeavour, by

the utilisation of indirect methods, to conjure up an emo-

tional image of a subjective state of mind.

Montage, of course, may be either simple or complex,

but, whether the one or the other, it always implies a break-

ing away from "straight" photography and usually intro-

duces something of a symbolic content. If cutting is prose,

montage is poetry. The simplest possible example would be,
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say, that of a shot showing the head of a ferocious panther,

dissolving into that of a villain's head. Rather obvious, per-

haps, but still montage. A more complex example occurs

in the long walk from London to Dover in David Copper-

field; there, instead of showing merely the tramping figure

of the boy, use was made of a series of exceedingly short

shots each with a symbolic and imaginative colouring,

punctuated by shots of milestones recording the stages of

the lonely journey.

From this theory of montage, it is easy to see how various

styles and filmic aims have been evolved. These we must

aim at assessing, for, until we formulate for ourselves our

own demands of filmic art, adequate appreciation either

of commercial work or of conscious experimentation along

particular lines becomes virtually impossible.

CINEMATIC AIMS

Image, shot, sequence and montage we may accept as

being definitely basic forces in the cinema's structure; the

question to decide is the use to which these ought to be

put. While recognising that in cinema and in theatre alike

there are many mansions, it would seem that we are per-

mitted to rule out of account two forms, one because it is

too "artistic" and the other because it is not "artistic"

enough. We are concerned with the cinema as a popular

fart-form, akin to the theatre in that it achieves its fullest

| expression when its appeal is widest, and therefore are

1 forced to decide that the "pure" patterns beloved of the

\ avant-garde should be neglected. These may serve a pur-

pose in emphasising the pictorial values of mass and line,

but clearly they can never become popular entertainment.

Their function will be similar to that of the early neo-
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classic plays or to that of certain modern poetic dramas,
j

We welcome experiments in the poetic drama; the signifi- \

cance of these experiments is great in that they provide

suggestions which may serve a purpose in other plays; but

in themselves they may stand so clearly apart from what

the theatre essentially requires that they must be considered I

separately and appreciated for the emphasis they throw on

certain neglected elements rather than for their direct re-

lationship to current dramatic forms. In precisely the same

way are the experiments in purely pictorial cinema to be

regarded. The poetic playwrights have emphasised the need

of poetic values on our stage and through their efforts,

something at least of those values begins to shatter the

framework of the illusionistic theatre. Similarly, while the

contemplation of moving forms by themselves will meet

with no popular appeal, the emphasis thus thrown on pic-|

torial elements is having its effect on the commercial mms.j

The sequences in silver and grey which formed part or?

Broadway Melody of 1936 owed much of their effect to al

conscious appreciation of tonal values.

At the opposite extreme is the ordinary newsreel. The

newsreel will always be popular and at times it may even

be pictorially satisfying; but its relation to the larger

cinema can be nothing more than that of the reporter's

news paragraph to the poems of Shelley or to Hardy's

novels. Technically, it may be brilliant; for its content it

may be interesting; but of true artistic expression it is ever

innocent. This, too, we therefore put aside.

Having placed the experimental "art" film and the news-

reel apart, we are left with the narrational film of com-

mercial manufacture, the emotional mood-film of Eisen-

stein, the elaborate Cine-Eye productions^ and the trave-
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logue. For each of these there is likely to be a constant

public, although the first will almost certainly remain the

chief in esteem.

First, perhaps, it will be convenient to consider the scope

of the Dziga-Vertov activities, together with several films

so closely associated with these that they demand simul-

taneous attention. In the former the separate shots are of

the newsreel type. Some will have been taken solely for the

purpose of recording current events; others the director

will have taken with the object of fitting them into his

completed whole. To create the entire film, no attempt is

made to work out a narrational scenario; at the most there

is an effort to bind the various shots together by emphasis

upon a chosen theme. Thus, without the aid of any formal

"story,'
f
unity was provided for Three Songs about Lenin

through the emphasis continually placed upon the spirit of

Leninism, and the technique employed was not that of

logical development from one achievement to another but

rather, by means of careful and imaginative montage, the

creation of a mood evoked both by the pictures themselves

and by their combinations. Unquestionably, a peculiar im-

pression can be aroused by this means; a kind of Cavalcade

effect results from the skilful handling of the material. On
the other hand, it is seriously to be questioned whether the

claims put forward for his chosen method by Dziga-Vertov

are to be seriously considered. When we compare his

typical work with similar films, such as The Battleship

~Potem\in and Chapayev, wherein the newsreel type of film

has been wrought into the framework of a story, we are

inevitably forced to believe that the latter are likely always

to maintain their priority in appeal. Similar convictions are

forced upon us when we note how, in Thunder over
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Mexico, Eisenstein has emphasised his general abstract

theme by concentration upon concrete instances, weaving

a story of direct narrational value into a filmic structure

essentially thematic. The answer to the previously posed

question becomes apparent: cinema like theatre normally

anticipates something along the lines of narrational action

and the public to which it appeals finds greater interest in

work which has a regularly developed plot, no matter how

slight, to unfold. Living Chapayev possesses more force, in

the cinema's world, than Lenin dead.

Another question may also be answered here. The theory

that only material of the "natural" kind may be used with-

out destroying the fundamental artistic basis of the film

cannot be maintained. Logically the argument seems to

possess considerable justification; but with similar logic one

might strip the theatre of nearly all the elements commonly

associated with it. Because the commedia dell' arte players,

with a peculiarly brilliant technique, improvised their per-

formances, we might logically deny to the stage the service

of its playwrights; because some skilful mimes have

created a powerful theatrical impression—an impression

equivalent or even superior to that effected by actors using

words—we might assume that the basic element in a stage

performance is the actor's silent impersonation; because

the imagination can conjure up rich and effective settings

on a bare, unadorned platform, we might deny the the-

atre any right to the fancies of the scene-designer. The
truth, naturally, is obvious. The theatre presents to us an

art-form in which movement of living actors is the first

and necessary attribute, and any theatre which refuses to

make use of this element is clearly falsifying its essential

purpose; but if greater beauty and greater effectiveness can
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be secured by summoning to its aid the services of other

arts—the dialogue of the playwright, the line and colour

values of the scene-designer, the compositions, too, of the

musician—then the theatre would be equally false to its

aims in rejecting such assistance.

Precisely the same is true of the cinema. Undoubtedly,

the essential filmic art does not start with the original

from which the photographic images are created—so much

is to be granted at once. A shot of mountain, sea or sky may

be more impressive and emotionally effective than one of

a man-made object with claims to artistic excellence. On
the other hand, where a preliminary use of such art will

add to the value of the resultant film, there can be no justi-

fication for not employing its services. The present pre-

vailing emphasis on the "star" may be unfortunate, but if

a star is able to give an impersonation which will be more

convincing and more appealing than that of another person,

trained or untrained, then unquestionably he or she will

contribute materially to the finished cinematic expression.

The same is true of the sets. Nature may provide what is

demanded, but to assume that no artificial properties or

manufactured sets should be made use of seems merely a

logical error.

The truth is that anything may prove suitable as the

foundation or original for a film shot—a real object in na-

ture, a model, a drawing, a built-up set; that which is to

be judged is the shot itself and no methods employed in

obtaining the result are to be condemned. A trick shot may

be deemed false in the sense that it does not reproduce

reality, but it may be essentially true to the conditions of

the cinematic form. We need no more despise it than we
should despise an actor who, having to impersonate a
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suicide on the stage, refuses to use a loaded revolver or to

plunge a real dagger into his quivering flesh.

Closely associated with the Cine-Eye film is such a work

as Eisenstein's Romance Sentimentale. The basis here is

music, and the attempt is made to present visual pictures

corresponding to the movements of the musical rhythm. No
two shots have any logical connection; from seascape the

pictures move to woodland, from woodland to a studio in-

terior, from studio interior to a flower. That Eisenstein's

effort was not successful artistically should not, of course,

lead us to condemn his aim; and perhaps we may be pre-

pared to recognise that there are many as yet undeveloped

possibilities in this direction. It would seem, however, that,

brilliantly though a director might accomplish his purpose,

the resultant achievement would always be a trifle recher-

che and strange to the common desires of a general public.

Again, the truth of this statement is realised when we com-

pare Eisenstein's film with others in which a kindred tech-

nique has been inserted in a narrational framework. The

story of Man of Aran is slight—a barest suggestion only,

but at least there is no flitting about from symbolic image

to symbolic image. The island itself and its inhabitants

taken collectively seize hold on us and are permanently

fixed in our memory. For that reason Man of Aran has a

more general appeal, and its combination of exquisite pic-

torial shots and of dramatic conflict has given it an impor-

tant place in the cinema's history. To be observed also is

the fact that it approaches, in some respects at least, the

territory of the ordinary travelogue.

Only one stage removed is Sequoia. Although the pro-

ducing company saw fit to introduce there two directly told

stories—that of the puma and the deer, and that of a
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limited number of human characters—still story value was

clearly not its chief element; its interest, like that of Man
of Aran, depended fundamentally upon the clever and ar-

tistically conceived photographing of nature in movement.

One further stage yet is marked by The Blue Light, where

a stronger tale was narrated against the rich background

of the Tyrol mountains. For plot alone The Blue Light

would certainly not be remembered; but for the exquisite

rendering of mountain and cloud it lingers fondly in the

memory, and, recalling it, we realise how much of an at-

mosphere and emotional content was provided by purely

pictorial values ably handled.

Within the region indicated by these films much may yet

be achieved, always providing, perhaps, more of a succes

d'estime than a genuinely popular triumph, but neverthe-

less with just sufficient of that triumphing to make their

production worthwhile commercially. The balance, how-

ever, will no doubt swing more towards The Blue Light

than towards the plotless Romance Sentimentale or the

only faintly narrational Man of Aran.

The argument seems to tend steadily in one direction:

our main conclusion must be that the current "commercial"

and narrational type of film is that to which we must de-

vote most attention, just as, if we are concerned with the

theatre, our minds must go, not to the "closet dramas" and

untheatrical poetic experiments, but to the regular fare

offered by the Broadway producers. The first requirement

in film and in play is that it should be suited for public

appreciation. There is no need to introduce perplexing dif-

ficulties and confusions here. The commercial cinema ob-

viously has often failed utterly to exploit the possibilities

offered so generously to it or, if such exploitation is at-
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tempted, the path has frequently been pursued only half-

heartedly and meretriciously; but this fact is not one that

must lead inevitably towards a general condemnation. The

theatre, too, possesses much that is unworthy, yet, when we

speak of drama, not of these lesser forms of play-production

do we think; we think in terms of Shakespeare and Ibsen,

Strindberg and Shaw, Chechov and O'Neill. A play of

Shakespeare's soars far beyond a cheaply popular melo-

drama, but both have the same essential basis in that each

has adapted itself to the requirements of the current the-

atre of its time.

In saying, therefore, that it is towards the commercial

film we should look implies no more than a statement that

a true drama must be calculated for theatrical representa-

tion. A truly fine film will introduce things undreamt of

in some vulgarly trivial production, but the two will agree

in the possession of certain elements basically necessary if

either is to make a general appeal. Each will have a clearly

told, significant and arresting story or a theme of major im-

port; human characters will be there and a pictorially beau-

tiful setting; and, in the narrative, the director will em-

ploy a montage which makes use of the specific attributes

of the cinematic form. The commercial film of this type,

therefore, like the commercial play, is our objective; there

is no call to condemn either or to attempt the discovery of

a fresh foundation.
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A:N examination of the basic elements in the cinema

has convinced us that the narrational film deserves most

of our attention. The cinema, like the theatre, is realised to

be an art of entertainment which depends for its very being

upon a wide popular appeal. On the stage the public has

always demanded good strong stories, and the cinema is

sufficiently akin to the theatre to require, normally, stories

of a cognate sort. While, therefore, we may be prepared to

recognise that the cinema can produce interesting forms

in which a plot is almost entirely or even wholly absent, we

shall concern ourselves mainly with those manifestations of

filmic art which, boldly plotted and narrational in scope, are

likely to capture the esteem of the greater mass of spec-

tators.

Since the film in this respect bears such a close rela-

tionship to the theatrical production, no surprise need be

felt in observing that, with a few exceptions, the efforts of

those concerned with the cinema have, until recent years,

been heavily influenced by stage practice. The theatre has

had a tradition stretching back thousands of years; experi-

ence in that art has brought knowledge and wisdom; gen-

erations of workers have contributed towards establishing

methods and determining possibilities. Amid the turmoil

attending the birth of this new form of expression, it was

but natural that men should turn for assistance to the com-

fortable security of the stage, adapting to the two-dimen-

62
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sional sphere what had already been proved in the three-

dimensional. Even although at a very early date the primi-

tive cowboy films had provided suggestions concerning

what the cinema might do in the way of depicting rapid

movement and massed effects, the great proportion of

films most familiar to us has been within the scope of those

culled from past or present stage successes. So much so, in-

deed, that the term "parasitic" came with some show of

justice to be applied to the new method, and that theatrical

managers started confidently to count on Hollywood's mil-

lions to recoup themselves for Broadway's losses.

Under these conditions there inevitably arose a confu-

sion between the long established aims and devices of the

stage play and those of the screen drama. Vaguely everyone

knew that these were not the same, but this realisation was

frequently so faint that, in the rush of producing activity

and in the face of the strongly felt kinship between the two

forms of entertainment, it became obscured and forgotten.

Some studios, even, went so far as to present films, like

Arms and the Man, almost unaltered from their original

stage shapes, and others, even when they introduced neces-

sary variations, continued introducing basic material re-

hearsed in theatrical manner. Obvious though it may seem,

the fact that there was a specific and appropriate filmic

manner of expression distinct from a dramatic manner

of expression was largely neglected, and all too often stage

directors, without any knowledge of or aptitude for cine-

matic work, were called in to handle material which al-

ready had been tried on the boards of the theatre. Even

now, many producers show that they have failed to recog-

nise the distinctive qualities of the art in which they work.

Numerous films of the present day, like A Feather in Her
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Hat or Scrooge, create an impression of boredom because

they do not acknowledge the all-importance of the visual

element in the screen-play, because they are dominated by

purely theatrical conceptions (witness the stagey empty

chair to indicate Marley's ghost) and because, as a result,

they neglect most of the essential features in cinematic

production.

An investigation of this film manner of expression,

clearly, even although it may be forced to cover much

ground already traversed, becomes positively essential; and

first we must apply ourselves to the elements which origi-

nally formed part of the silent film. This does not imply

that there is no difference between the methods rightfully

to be employed in sound and in silent films respectively.

To assert this were to overlook many important aspects in

each; but the fact remains that the mere introduction

of sound has not caused a complete cleavage between the

typical cinema work of today and the filmic masterpieces

produced during the era of the "silent screen." The assump-

tion that the bringing in of sound has separated these two

and made the modern film a kind of substitute for the

theatrical performance is entirely false. In spite of changes

necessarily introduced, the basis of the cinema has remained

unaltered by recent innovations; most of the judgments we

may pass on the old "movie" are equally applicable to the

presently popular "talkie." No particular excuse, there-

fore, need be offered for the immediate directing of atten-

tion to the purely visual aspects of film craft.

DRAMATIC AND CINEMATIC TECHNIQUE

For the purpose of determining the essential features in

the cinema's proper and individual manner of expression,
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it may be convenient to start with a concrete example; the

first few shots of a recently successful film may be taken

for comparison with the stage-play from which it was de-

rived. Most theatre-goers know of Rudolph Besier's The

Barretts of Wimpole Street and recall its opening scene;

here is the equivalent section of the screen play as adapted

by Ernest Vajda and Claudine West:

1. FADE IN

EXT. WIMPOLE STREET—LONG SHOT—
It is dusk of a damp, winter's day. The street is wet from

the afternoon's moisture, although no rain is falling now.

A lamp post in the foreground bears the name "WIMPOLE
STREET." In front of number "50" stands the carriage of

Dr. Chambers. The house itself is gloomy and forbidding

with all shades drawn. Iron rails surround the basement

and cast exaggerated shadows upon the wall, giving the

impression of a prison.

Carriages and other vehicles are moving down the street,

and it is to be noticed that as they pass number "50", the

rumbling and rattling of their iron wheels becomes silenced

by a heavy layer of straw, which has been spread across

the street, in front of this residence.

After HOLDING on this picture long enough to get over

the idea that the house is the residence of an invalid, we

move to:

2. CLOSE SHOT SIDEWALK IN FRONT OF THE
HOUSE—
where we pick up Flush, the cocker spaniel belonging to

Elizabeth Barrett. Flush has completed whatever business

he may have been sent from the house for and is trotting

dutifully back to his domicile. WE MOVE WITH HIM
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as he climbs the steps leading to the front door and

scratches, accompanying this by a short bark. After a mo-

ment, the door is opened and Flush enters.

3. HALL OF BARRETT HOME—
gloomy—imposing. A dignified butler is closing the door

after having admitted the dog. He makes the sign to Flush

that he is to keep quiet and as he does so, the voice of

Edward Barrett is heard from the adjoining room off scene.

Voice of Barrett

Almighty Father, Giver of all good gifts, Who of Thy

divine providence hath provided Thine unworthy servants

with all things necessary to their bodily sustenance, we thank

Thee for this food which Thou hast given us, and beseech

Thy spiritual grace that we may enjoy in quietness of spirit

the fruits of Thy bounty. Amen.

During this saying of Grace, Flush glances momentarily

towards the dining room, and then, at the sound of that

voice, his spirit seems to droop. He puts his tail between

his legs and slinks up the stairs, in the direction of the

room of his beloved mistress. THE CAMERA PANS
WITH HIM as he ascends the staircase, and as he reaches

the landing,

CUT TO:

4. LANDING—MEDIUM CLOSE SHOT—
Flush crosses the landing to the doorway of Elizabeth's

room and scratches the door in his accustomed manner. It

is opened by Wilson, Elizabeth's maid, and as Flush enters,

Wilson comes out and closes the door after him. She is

about to move toward the stairs when something apparently

very shocking engages her attention. She stares, frowningly,

off scene, raises a hand.
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Wilson

(worriedly)

Teh! Teh! Teh!

She advances. CAMERA PANS WITH HER toward a

window on the opposite side of the landing. It is open

about an inch only, but enough to flutter the lace curtain.

Wilson shuts and bolts it with a business-like snap and

starts out of scene.

CUT TO:

5-8. LANDING AT DOOR TO ELIZABETH'S ROOM-
CLOSE SHOT—
Wilson comes briskly in, looks off sternly in the direction

of the window, holding up a hand to feel any possible draft.

Apparently everything is satisfactory, for she goes out of

scene in the direction of the stairs. WE STAY ON THE
empty door for a moment, then,

DISSOLVE TO:

BEDROOM OF ELIZABETH COMPOSITION SHOT

With this composition shot we are introduced to the dia-

logue between Dr. Chambers and Elizabeth, the dialogue

which forms the opening episode of the stage play.

As will be immediately observed, certain things at once

claim our attention in this short series of shots:— 1) the

establishment of locale and the exciting of expectation by

purely visual means, 2) the arousing of interest and mood

by the employment of symbolic images, 3) the movement

which imaginatively we ourselves make in harmony with

the moving camera, 4) the utilisation of such things as the

dog for the purpose of emphasising indirectly human char-

acter, 5) the ease with which certain objects—the window,
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for example—may be singled out for our particular notice,

and 6) the tremendous expectancy created by a few special

devices, for example the showing of the closed door to

Elizabeth's room.

Only a few cinematic methods are here illustrated, yet

already sufficient has been provided to indicate immediately

the fundamental difference between dramatic and filmic

aims. We feel instinctively, and can support the dictates

of instinct and emotional appreciation by logical arguments,

that the way in which Besier began his stage play was

entirely right; with equal conviction do we feel that the

opening of the screen play is just and appropriate. At once

we realise that verbal exposition can largely be aban-

doned in the cinema and that, as a consequence, the busi-

ness of planning treatment and action becomes a task of an

entirely different kind. A certain amount, truly, a dramatist

can tell to the eyes by means of his setting. A poverty-

stricken kitchen presented visually before us saves an

amount of description, establishes the fictional locality of a

drama and maybe even sets the mood in which it is to be

accepted; a richly-furnished boudoir may be made silently

to convey a vast deal of information to an audience. Even

so, however, the dramatist is strictly limited in the use he

may legitimately make of these devices, nor can he dis-

pense with the necessary words of preliminary exposition.

In the screen version of The Barretts of Wimpole Street,

before having met either Elizabeth or her father, we are

enabled, with utmost simplicity, to grasp certain things re-

lating to their characters and apt to set our mood for the

drama about to be unfolded. We know that this is 50 Wim-
pole Street; we learn from the carriages that the period is

mid-nineteenth century; we guess that someone is ill and
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at the same time have it suggested that the gloomily shut-

tered house is a prison; we realise that, in spite of the over-

heard words of prayer, a man whom as yet we have not

seen possesses a temper capable of making a dog shrink

from his presence. The whole business of preliminary ex-

position, incorporating the setting of mood, the presenta-

tion of facts and the suggestion of character, has been pro-

vided by a series of images almost entirely visual in their

appeal. Though both film and play have the same plot, their

methods of treatment are completely divergent—as diver-

gent as are the methods employed by the dramatist and the

writer of novels.

To discuss these methods exhaustively or even in con-

siderable detail would prove a lengthy task. Here be it our

business to pass under our consideration merely the more

important among the cinema's many attributes and means

of expression, comparing these, where advisable, with the

more commonly understood and more fully discussed meth-

ods suitable for a stage performance and referring back to

the brief passage chosen from this selected film, The Bar-

retts of Witnpole Street.

MOVEMENT

The all-essential element in any film is movement. Kirk

Bond's definition of the silent film may be accepted as a

true one
—

"the observed motion of light and shade on a

limited plane surface." From this definition it follows that

the cinema "supplies the one missing order" of art en-

deavour. "Of the two higher senses—sight and hearing,"

Kirk Bond explains, "the latter is served by music both

statically, as in the East, and dynamically, as in our own
age, while there has been developed a plethora of arts based
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on visual form or design. It only remained to discover an

art appealing to the eye through motion—motion, that is,

conventionalized in a definite medium."

Continuing, he observes that

the single fact of motion definitely removes cinema from

competition with the various graphic arts. Few people realise

the vast difference caused by the simple incident of motion.

The photograph is still to be judged by the canons of paint-

ing, composition, light, tonality, and because so much is de-

termined by external conditions, photography can scarcely hope

to do better than a romantic impressionism. Let the same

photograph be put in motion and it is subject to a wholly

new set of values. For the line of the artist is substituted the

moving light of the artist. It is the distinction between a

landscape with clouds, and the actual clouds shifting against

the sky. A more pointed illustration is an ordinary fire. Paint-

ers, with rare exceptions, have passed it by for the obvious

reason that there is nothing to paint, it is all motion. Yet there

must have been some who wished to catch the bright, fluid

colors of the flames, whose fascination is the very opposite of

that of the pictures we are told to see there. Somewhat as

color has come to be used in painting, as a functional equiva-

lent for line, so on a larger scale the brush-made line gives

way in cinema to the rhythmic ordering of less precise masses

of light and shade.

Cinema possesses affinity with music. Even here, however,

the relation is more useful in philosophical than in technical

discussion. Music—Western music, that is—employs likewise

temporal continuity, and the two are thus what might be called

fourth-dimensional homologues, but they are not so similar in

actual detail as to merit the many comparisons made, and the

conclusions that have been drawn. . . .

If cinema is an aesthetic expression in time, it is still true
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that it is also a visual, and so a plastic art. Except in the

purest abstract work, it is necessarily concerned, to some degree,

with a representation of the physical world. It is, therefore,

although closely related to neither the fine arts nor music, a

sort of hybrid of the two, and cuts across the established dis-

tinction between them.

These remarks may require some qualification and sev-

eral additions. Compositional value is inherent in the film,

even although movement establishes a fresh set of values;

and in the theatre we have an art wherein visual move-

ment plays a large part in creating the aesthetic impression.

Between theatrical movement and cinematic, however,

there is this essential distinction—that whereas the stage is

limited (save for a very few exceptions in "experimental"

productions) to one single kind of movement, the move-

ment of the actors upon the boards, the cinema introduces

to us a whole series of moving forms undreamt of and un-

realisable in the theatre.

Movement in the cinema is, in reality, four-fold. First

comes the movement of the actors (or of natural objects, or

of abstract forms) depicted upon the screen—the movement

we are familiar with in the theatre, save that, although only-

two-dimensional, it is considerably extended in scope. While

the theatre can display at one time only a very limited

number of persons, and generally prefers to introduce a bare

half-dozen at most, the cinema can sweep a whole army

within its range. Crowd scenes in the theatre may some-

times prove effective, but usually it is difficult or even

impossible to create there the illusion of space so necessary

an accompaniment and, resultant from that, there is com-

monly experienced an impression of artificiality in the vari-
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ous groupings and regroupings. In the cinema, on the

other hand, many of the most memorable scenes have been

those in which vast crowds of actors appeared in one

series of shots, and many of the dullest have been those

wherein attention was concentrated upon a limited number

of persons. The close-ups in The Covered Wagon had little

value; but no one who has seen that film will forget the

panoramic view showing the long train of caravans mov-

ing over the plains and, in the middle distance, forking to

right and left, one party making for the farm-lands of

Oregon and the other for the excitements and perils of the

Californian gold-fields. In the opportunities offered for the

introduction of vast massed effects the film is granted the

power of doing something quantitatively greater than it is

in the command of the theatre to achieve; but beyond that

the cinema can go towards the bringing in of things which,

because original and unique, are qualitatively distinct.

Obviously in a stage performance it is impossible to ani-

mate static objects; on the screen such animation may be

effected at any desired moment. A Walt Disney cartoon

or a film of the type represented by The New Gulliver

shows this process in an extreme form, but the process

itself, with infinite modifications and gradations, may read-

ily be introduced in any kind of film, either for the pur-

pose of exciting laughter in a comedy or for that of sug-

gesting subjective approach. This and associated devices

have a legitimate place in the cinematic world, even if in

general we must agree that the basic element in an ordi-

nary narrative film is likely to remain the movement of

massed or separate human actors.

Closely connected with this is the power possessed by the

camera both of varying the settings and of depicting any
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movement inherent in the natural objects which form back-

grounds for the actors. On the stage the scenery normally

remains static except in those instances where a palpably

fan-made wind rustles artificial leaves or a Schwabe-Hasait

projector sweeps clouds over an unreal sky; normally, too,

the theatre restricts itself in the number of localities actu-

ally represented upon the stage. On the unadorned Eliza-

bethan platform, certainly, some forty scenes might be in-

cluded in the course of a single play, and in the modern

theatre we have periodical appearances of dramas which,

like Dodsworth, run to a dozen separate sets; but in general

we feel—quite apart from physical difficulties involved in

the preparation of these many scenes—that the typical and

appropriate stage method is to find means for telling a story

within a restricted number of settings. When Besier chooses

the Robert Browning-Elizabeth Barrett theme, he shows his

skill as a playwright by putting the entire action within one

room which remains, save for such changes as may be ob-

tained by the use of light, unaltered from the curtain rise

to the conclusion of the drama. That the stage has in its

possession a tremendous power through the bold acceptance

and exploitation of the conventionalism imposed by such

limitation is sure. Here we are considering, however, not

merits and defects, but simply matters of difference, and,

taking this approach, we are bound to acknowledge that

much more is thus brought within the range of the cinema

than ever could find adequate realisation in the theatre.

In the former we expect to have variety in the scenes pre-

sented, we expect to see such movement in the scenes as

would be associated with these scenes in reality, and, still

further, we expect to see another form of movement con-

ditioned by the shifting of the camera's range of vision.
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The shifting of the camera's range of vision amounts

practically to a sense of movement in the observer. In the

theatre we sit still in one spot and view the stage pictures

from left, right or centre; our orientation never changes

and, if we are seated at the side, we entirely miss any

action placed at the extreme edges of the set. Only once

perhaps in the history of the theatre has movement of the

spectator been permitted—in the peripatetic mystery stages

where a group of "mansions," spread over a considerable

tract of land, were placed in front of a crowd who, being

furnished with no special seats, could wander around as

they willed. Even so, however, the point of view was lim-

ited almost entirely to a horizontal range of vision with

objects relatively at the same fixed distance from the eye,

nor could there be any possibility of compelling a specta-

tor's vision to some one desired spot. This peripatetic mys-

tery stage was an exception and bears no relationship to

modern conditions where the audience, seated in appointed

places, watch the stage action each from his or her par-

ticular point of view. The early film-makers, tutored in the

ways of the theatre, never thought of doing anything save

shoot scenes in this direct manner, with the camera fixed

immovably for each independent scene; but, once technical

experimentation demonstrated that the camera itself could

move, a whole new means was opened up for the director.

Fundamentally, the camera serves as the eye of the ob-

server, with the result that, although we remain seated in

our chairs, we truly seem to move while the film displays

to us, now a direct shot, now one taken from above, now
one from below.

By this movement of the camera's eye, we, spectators,

become precisely what the director at any given moment
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desires. Through the cinema we are magically released from

the physical fetters chaining us in life and are granted the

power of moving where we will. All things become pos-

sible; we may gallop madly over a plain, we may soar high

in the heavens, we may delve leagues under the sea. Allied

to this is the fact that, having watched the participants

in the action being unfolded before us, we very easily

identify ourselves with some one individual among these

participants and look at the others from his supposed point

of view. By this means, the director is enabled to single out

any one part of the background he wishes, either for the

purpose of drawing our attention to it objectively or else

for that of emphasising what is, at a particular moment,

being seen by one of his actors. On the stage we may, cer-

tainly, by skilful use of lights, properly motivated or ex-

pressionistically employed, have the power of blacking out

part of the set, but clearly a device of this kind seems al-

most primitively crude when compared with the fluid ease

whereby in those first few minutes of The Barretts the

camera singles out street, street-door, lamppost, stairs, hall,

landing and window. The last-mentioned, the window,

occupies a special position. The other objects we have seen

as detached spectators would view them, but this window,

we realise, is being regarded by us in a fresh light, for we
are looking at it, not simply as spectators, but through the

eyes of Wilson. Nothing is inachievable in this way; we
may even become God if the director commands. During

the final set of shots in The Scoundrel a character begins

to pray; almost immediately the camera sweeps upward

and we find ourselves gazing down on his upturned face.

Not very successfully carried out because the shot was too

close and because we felt slightly embarrassed at becoming
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Deity in an attic, the device yet indicated clearly the extent

to which the camera can go in this direction.

This camera movement need not, of course, be confined

to the presentation simply of a variety of separate shots each

static in nature. The mobility of the camera and of the

camera eye is infinite. By the use of "panning" the director

can make us turn our eyes over a great tract of land or

over a vaster crowd than may be brought within the ordi-

nary camera vision; by the employment of a "travelling

shot" he can make us approach or retreat from a particular

object. With Flush we moved when he ran home along the

street and up the stairs to his mistress's room—indeed, we
varied our positions here, for on one occasion we actually

moved in company with him and on another we stood still

at the foot of the stairs, turning our gaze upwards to watch

his ascent. In Broadway Melody of 1936, an amusing

series of shots indicated a further use of the same device.

These shots were designed to show an angry producer

striding hurriedly through a great newspaper building, in-

tent only on reaching the office of a columnist who had

published some scandal concerning him. On the stage this

episode would have been impossible of realisation, but in

cinematic form it took on life and interest. The camera

simply followed the producer's figure as room after room

flashed rapidly by, the impetuosity of his haste causing

papers to rise and flutter from the desks.

Because it is so closely associated with the essentials of

the cinematic art and forms so distinctive a feature of that

art, camera movement of this kind demands the greatest

possible attention and analysis. One might, for example,

question whether the familiar and frequently employed

backward action whereby the field of vision is widened
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from a relatively close shot to a medium shot or a long is

advisable except for special effects. If the camera lens cor-

responds to our eye, there is a certain strain in adjusting

ourselves to a rearward motion—a motion we rarely em-

ploy in ordinary life—while at the same time we are aban-

doning the opportunity, by this too frequent use, of utilis-

ing the device effectively and legitimately to express fear

in one of the characters. Perhaps, too, consideration ought

to be given to Paul Rotha's argument that overuse of the

moving camera tends to bring the film back to theatre

standards, for the director, taking the easiest way, may be

inclined to sacrifice the essentially cinematic montage and

attempt to secure his effects by means of camera manipula-

tion. That there is truth in these observations is certain,

although we must remember that the moving camera also

is fundamentally cinematic. Another example of the prob-

lems involved may be chosen from the usage associated with

a panning camera or one moving in a straight line parallel

to a field of action. The impression created by camera and

figures proceeding in the same direction will differ materi-

ally from that produced by a combination of moving cam-

era and static objects or from a combination of a camera

travelling in one direction and figures coming against its

path. These examples are mentioned here because, in spite

of the fact that many excellent sequences have resulted

from the careful employment of the mobile camera, insuf-

ficient attention seems to have been paid to the resultant

audience reactions, and, since this provides one of the basic

attributes of the cinema, clearly every endeavour ought to

be made to determine precisely the various impressions and

moods produced by such means. Perhaps, in order to dem-

onstrate something of the minutiae connected with these
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problems, one might refer to the fresh significance given

to the question of the familiar theatrical "left" or "right"

cross. It is fairly well known that stage directors commonly

use the expedient of bringing important characters on

from stage left and of using a left to right cross for a

specially significant action. The reason is that normally we
are accustomed (probably because of early training in

writing) to carry our gaze from our left to our right and

therefore are more arrested by movements proceeding in

an opposite direction. Now, the cinema director not only

has the same means as are possessed by the stage director,

permitting him to make use of left and right entrances in

this manner, he also is given the* opportunity, through the

panning shot, of carrying our gaze in whichever way he

wills. A camera movement from left to right must in-

evitably produce an impression diverse from that occasioned

by a movement in the contrary direction; these, combined

with the directions which may be taken by the actors, in-

troduce a complexity which goes considerably beyond the

complexity of the theatre.

Besides these, the cinema has still another means of

presenting movement. Basically, a film consists of an in-

determinate number of individual pictures (frames) ; these,

placed in the projector, are run of? and the seemingly

moving images cast on to the screen. At first, no one

thought of passing these individual pictures through the

camera at any rate other than one conventionally deter-

mined; but, with increasing experimentation in cinematic

possibilities, it was soon found that, by increasing or de-

creasing the number of frames used for a single shot

effects of slow motion and of increased rapidity could

be produced, that the pictures might be run backward so
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as to show reverse action and that at any given moment

the whole movement of the film through the projector

might be arrested and the eye of the spectator held by a

"still" allowed to remain statically on the screen.

Many of such devices, of course, have been misapplied

and many are of little use for ordinary cinematic purposes.

Exaggerated slow and rapid motion belong largely to the

realm of trick photography. It may be instructive and even

aesthetically pleasing to see slow-motion pictures of horses

leaping over hurdles and of waves dashing up against the

rocks; but such shots can only rarely be of service in the

presentation of filmic narrative. When unexaggerated, how-

ever, and carefully subdued, immense possibilities open

themselves up in this field. Quite apart from the fact that

the camera, by the trick use of such devices, may lead us

into believing action to be swifter or slower than it could

be in reality, a subtler employment may provide another

kind of movement, not appreciated consciously but never-

theless of strong potential emotional appeal. An impression

of haste or one of indolence may readily be achieved by

these means and occasionally symbolic shots (say, the un-

folding of a flower's petals) are thus rendered possible of

execution. Even the use of an occasional "still" in the

midst of a narrational film can prove of value, although

most of the experiments made in this direction seem to

indicate that the violent contrast between the moving

images and the static picture is too disturbing to act as

more than a very minor tool in the hands of the director.

Finally, there is a fourth sort of movement attainable

by the cinematic method. The various shots out of which

an entire film is created must obviously vary considerably

in their duration; by the utilisation of several brief shots
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presented in sequence a very different impression of speed

is conveyed from that which is aroused by the employment

of longer shots. The combination of shot-lengths of differ-

ing duration, however, carries us over to the question of

filmic rhythm and may at present be left aside for later

consideration.

LINKAGE

The sense of movement in the cinema is added to even

by methods which do not strictly apply to the shots them-

selves. Already it has been observed that a film differs struc-

turally from a play in that whereas the latter has only a

limited number of divisions, the former has many. The

units in a film are the individual shots, which are short;

the units in a play are the scenes, and it has been found

that the theatre is in general best served by scenes which

have a fair amplitude and present a major portion of the

plot development. This is largely the explanation of the

fact that, in general, dramas which concentrate on a rather

limited period of time are more effective than those which

cast their action over numbers of years. A certain following

of the famous "unities" has distinguished many of the

world's dramatic masterpieces. Even during the period of

greatest dramatic freedom, the period of Elizabeth, there

is evident a tendency, as in Othello, to restrict the scope of

the action, or, where that proved impossible, a correspond-

ing tendency to suggest such a restriction. Thus may be

explained Shakespeare's "double clock," by means of

which an impression is given that a narrative demanding

the passing of months has been carried through in a brief

passing of days. Outside of the Elizabethan theatre, this

tendency is even more marked. Plays of the kind repre-
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sented by Arnold Bennett's Milestones or James Bridie's

The Sleeping Clergyman are comparatively rare.

Opposed to all these tendencies are the ways of the cin-

ema. Long-drawn-out scenes there have been found lack-

ing in appeal; the only legitimate way of telling a story

filmically is to split it up into a variety of separate episodes.

Because of this splitting up, the cinema almost demands

extension in time-limit. One might in this connection com-

pare Shakespeare's dramatic "double clock" with a sim-

ilar, but inverted, device used in The Informer, In that

film all the action was supposed to take place in a bare

twelve hours, a strict "unity," but hardly a single spectator

would have been prepared to say aught else than that this

action really covered a longer period. Not, of course, that

The Informer is by any means typical; generally we prefer

a film to carry its story over months and years, finding no

difficulty, rather delight, in accepting the aid of the cine-

matic time machine.

This leads to a consideration of the breaks which neces-

sarily must come between scene and scene or between shot

and shot. In general, the theatre possesses only a limited

range in the means of separating the several portions of a

drama. Very definite emotional effects, certainly, can be

called forth by the use of a slow or a quick curtain and by

short or long intermissions; but, since the director is given

only a few opportunities for these and for the variety in

treatment, they form only a minor element in his summon-

ing of mood values. He may have a long intermission when

the audience is permitted to troop into the foyer; he may
have a scene-change within an act which lasts anything

from a minute to four minutes; he may have a swift rise

and fall of the curtain without a scene-change (to mark
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the passing of time) ; he may have a scene-change effected

in full view of the audience. Beyond these he cannot go.

Between scene and scene, moreover, there is little possi-

bility of linkage. An orchestra occasionally may play appro-

priate music; very occasionally there may be a structural

uniting of the two parts by sound or light. In the original

Belasco version of Madam Butterfly, for example, the little

Japanese bride and her children sat watching for the hus-

band's return; gradually the afternoon sun faded into twi-

light, the twilight gave way to darkness and that in turn

was pierced by the first rays of dawn, which revealed the

children asleep and the mother still waiting for her lover.

Shakespeare used a "chorus" in Henry V to bind sections

of his play together, a device followed by John Drinkwater

in Abraham Lincoln; a few dramatists have introduced

linkage material in the form of dialogue, drum-beats or

trumpet-calls, continuing through a change of setting. Such

devices, however, are rare, and we recognise their feeble-

ness when we turn to the innumerable opportunities of-

fered in the cinema for linkage both by means of sound

and by visual means. The ordinary direct break is there,

corresponding to the pause or wait during a scene-change

or to the longer intermission. But this is merely one among

many others. By a fade-out the scene being shown may

be caused gradually to disappear—an exaggerated and more

suggestive version of the theatre's slow curtain. By a fade-

in a new scene may gradually take shape before our eyes.

A mix makes one shot imperceptibly intertwine itself with

that which is to follow. The fade-in, the fade-out and the

mix are to be regarded as normal means in the hands of the

director and we expect their use in almost every film. Fur-

ther variation is securable by devices of the kind introduced
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into Broadway Melody of 1936, where, instead of a fade-in,

the whole image on the screen, as though set on a hori-

zontal or vertical pivot, turned over, from right to left, from

left to right or from top to bottom, revealing another

picture at the rear. A similar linkage device is that whereby

an image starts to split in ever lengthening wedges, these

wedges, extending across the screen, gradually bringing

into view the beginning of the next shot. Another was

exemplified in Thunder over Mexico where a distinct

variation in mood appreciation was produced by a kind of

washing or rubbing-out effect linking the Aztec shots

contrasted with the sharp breaks between the shots showing

the Maya monuments. It is obvious that every one of these

has its own significance and that the cinema director has

opportunities offered to him in this respect of which the

theatre director can make no avail.

Associated with these linking devices are the time-indi-

cating shots which join two main portions of the filmic nar-

rative. To suggest a passage of years there is, for example,

the trick of showing the leaves of a calendar turning over

rapidly—in its simple form a hackneyed trick, certainly, but

one the scope of which is restricted by nothing save the

imaginative power of the author and director. A shot of a

full bottle fading into the bare remains of a banquet will

demonstrate clearly, though silently, the passing of eve-

ning into morning. With added symbolic value, the flicker-

ing down of a candle will produce a similar impression. A
modification of this device occurred in The Age of Inno-

cence wherein we were shown, first, the revolving wheels

of a buggy and then, without a break (by means of a mix

or dissolve), the revolving wheels of an automobile. The

simple change did all that was needed to bring us imagi-
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natively from one generation's world into that of another.

Longer and fuller time values may be combined with nar-

rative elements in this way. In Diamond }im we had to be

informed that Jim Brady had started manufacturing in a

small way, had proved successful and had consequently

become the owner of a large factory. The method employed

was strictly in accord with proper cinematic technique. A
single shot showed us Brady speculating on his plan; the

next revealed a small blacksmith's shop, this faded into a

small factory while that in turn dissolved into a vaster

expanse of factory buildings. Without a word story was

told and time indicated.

Typical of what may be done in this direction is the jour-

ney from London to Dover in David Copperfield, already

referred to. The story-teller's business here was to suggest,

without dwelling upon, the long tramp which joined the

earlier episodes to the later. At the most the theatre could

have given us either narrative description in retrospect or

else a vision of David setting off well-clad at the end of

one scene and of his arrival, dust-covered, torn and weary

at the beginning of the next. Filmically, the impression

was secured by a series of disjointed shots: periodically and

rhythmically the progressive milestones indicated the

stages; these were inset with a few long shots showing

David trudging along; with those went one or two close

shots of his trousers and shoes, gradually becoming torn

and worn; in one we saw only his hands passing over a

coat into the fat hands of a pawnbroker; in another a

coach rattled far into the distant roadway amid a storm of

dust; still another introduced the eerie noises and fear-

some shadows of the night; while one shot displayed the

eating of a hunk of stale bread which had been rudely
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wrapped in newspaper. Altogether, and as a combination,

hardly anything could have been conceived more strongly

to evoke the mood desired and to provide the proper link-

ing of sequence to sequence.

Such methods, too, must be considered, not only for their

time-indicating and mood-creating values, but also for their

significance in providing a sense of movement and for the

technical requirements they demand in the preparation

of a cinematic scenario. Obviously a series of separate

shots, each sharply concluded and begun, will affect us far

differently from the same series of shots blended and fluidly

streaming from one action to another. Of this the stage

knows little. A dramatist has to seek always for a "good

curtain" to each scene; the film author, owing to the par-

ticular conditions of the art in which he is working, gen-

erally has to avoid these "good curtains" of a dramatic

kind. In the cinema an imaginative power has to be called

into play different from that required in the theatre, and

particularly in this matter of linking the various shots a

vigilance and an alertness are demanded separate from that

care which the theatrical director will take in the timing

of his curtain or from the painstaking thought the drama-

tist will devote to the final words of his scene.

FILMIC MAGNITUDE AND CONCENTRATION

Several of the cinematic devices mentioned above con-

tribute to providing the film with another quality unpos-

sessed by the stage. Already, in the short example from The

Barretts of Wimpole Street, it has been observed that the

camera may single out some one object so that, without the

least chance of any spectator's failing to grasp the direc-

tor's intention, all else in a scene is for the moment elimi-
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nated. The close-up, which more than any other device, con-

tributes to securing this concentration, may, of course, be

abused. We have become tired of watching a grossly mag-

nified head of the heroine, followed by a similarly grossly

magnified head of the hero; although it is quite under-

standable why, in the early days, directors conceived the

close-up only in terms of the stars. The close-up, however,

has a service and a function far removed from that of

merely giving intimate pictures of popular features multi-

plied some forty fold; its function is to provide typically

filmic magnitude and concentration. The first demands a

word or two of explanation. On the stage an actor is an

actor and a hornet is a hornet. That is to say, the specta-

tors can see the actor as nothing but a man, six feet tall,

standing from ten to a hundred paces from them; he can

be no smaller and no larger than the playhouse condi-

tions and the laws of optics permit. If a hornet buzzes un-

bidden onto the scene it will be invisible to practically

everyone in the audience. But in the cinema, the actor may

be made to appear any size the director wishes; and a hor-

net may be made to fill the entire screen. Real magnitude,

like real time, is, on the screen, completely banished; and

the director is empowered, if he so desires, to utilise this op-

portunity for adding to the effectiveness of his story.

To secure this impression, of course, other devices be-

sides that of the close-up may be employed. In casting on

the screen an enlarged image of a hornet the shape of this

insect is truly made hundreds of times greater than it is

in reality: but relative magnitude may be employed, with-

out the aid of actual enlargement, to secure similar effects.

If, for example, we are shown a picture of a house, men-

tally we give to that house the height it would be likely to
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have in real life and normally we should expect to see a

man taking proportionate size by standing just underneath

the lintel of the door. An easy cinematic device, however,

could readily show us a human figure apparently towering

over the roof, and, this presented to us, our minds would

immediately credit this creature with superhuman stature.

To create the seemingly enormous or the seemingly small

in this way, to transform completely the familiar propor-

tions of life, is a task of no difficulty in the cinema, and,

although there may not often be opportunity for employing

the device, the means is there, another tool at the service of

the cinematic director. At least in films introducing the

supernatural the method might prove of excellent service.

In a cinematic rendering of A Midsummer Night's Dream,

for instance, an interesting effect could be secured by show-

ing the fairies at one time so small that they can truly rest

in cowslip bells and at another assuming the stature of

humans. The idea is explicit in Shakespeare's words al-

though manifestly its physical expression on the stage

would be utterly impossible; and one may suggest that

Max Reinhardt missed a chance when, in his filmic version,

he failed to differentiate his fairies and his humans in size.

A little thought will demonstrate that his fairyland might

easily, by this means, have been made much more thrilling,

delicate and, because bound up with Shakespeare's poetic

conceptions, inherently affecting.

Intimately associated with filmic magnitude and, indeed,

in many instances, hardly to be separated from that, is

the power of concentration which the cinema possesses. By

the use of the close-up and in other ways the director can,

as it were, take the whole audience by the hand and make

them see what he wishes them to see. On the stage, "point-
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ing" is a familiar device. By words, by actions, by place-

ment of properties, by groupings, attention is drawn to

some one thing which the plot demands the spectators to

notice. With what labour and with what wearisome toil

this effect is secured, however, is proved by the witnessing

of any one good film. Here the director simply looks with

his camera at what he chooses and the audience is com-

pelled to do the same. In The Informer the police notice of

reward is photographed in its entirety—no tedious reading

of its contents aloud as would happen on the stage; it is

photographed all crumpled up as it flutters along the murky

street and as the wind makes it cling to Gypo's legs; finally

it is photographed while the flames curl with caressing evil

around it and distort the face of the man who has been

betrayed. Control over its material is complete in the

film; the possibilities of selection are infinite and at

every moment attention may be concentrated on just those

things which are of essential import. "Guided by the mind

of the scenarist and director," rightly remarks Paul Rotha,

"the camera eliminates from the screen everything but

material absolutely significant to the exposition of the

dramatic content of the theme." What this implies a few

examples will demonstrate.

On the stage, an actor's whole body no doubt must play

its impersonation, but, unless we are among those who use

opera glasses, we must inevitably fail to notice many of

these body movements. A Moissi and a Hardwicke may

convey much by the use of their hands—the flashing flame-

like hands of the former in Franz Moor or the window-tap-

ping fingers of the latter in Barrett; but the possibility of

producing effect thereby is limited. All the camera has to

do to tell a story is to focus on a pair of hands clutched in
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grief, clasped in agony, hypocritically expanded. A pair of

boots will present a character, and a tragic tale may be

shown in a silk hat. That Griffith was the first to realise

the opportunities offered by the close-up is generally rec-

ognised, and one shot in Intolerance has become classical;

to him we owe the discovery of what is perhaps the great-

est of the film's assets. For we ought to note that this

close-up provides not merely for intensification of some-

thing already shown in the large; it has the power of giving

the film a fine selectiveness. On the stage—unless in a mys-

tery thriller we decide to stimulate horror by showing the

clutching hand of an unknown villain stealing from be-

hind a curtain—any character called for by the plot, no

matter how insignificant his part may be, must be displayed

in the flesh. The character perhaps is given only one line,

but there he must stand before us to say it. By means of

the close-up the cinema is provided with the opportunity

of revealing only the significant and, by selecting, of sug-

gesting the whole. In David Copperfield the person of the

pawnbroker to whom the boy pledged his coat did not need

to be brought before our view; all the situation was clearly

outlined by showing the man's hands as they took the coat

and passed a piece of money to the trembling young hands

stretched out to his.

The presence of these attributes—the power to alter size

at will and to concentrate on just those elements which are

regarded as significant—alters the entire scope of the cinema

from that of the theatre, both in directional method and in

that of scenario composition. The theatre, too, has the

ability to concentrate in its effects, but the means of at-

taining this end are mostly different and, even when they
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are akin, are calculated to produce divergent reactions in

an audience. The moving camera may introduce points o£

view which, aiding the concentration desired, utterly

change by their orientation our vision o£ the objects pre-

sented. In a film we can look at an object from any angle,

no matter how strange; we may be under a horse's hooves,

we may suffer an automobile to pass right over us, we may

see a man not only from front, back or side but also

slanting-ways, from above, from beneath. In a hundred

different respects the point of view can be altered. An inter-

esting example occurred in the film version of Children in

Uniform. The stage play necessarily confined the action

to rooms within the school and each of these was viewed

from the angle normal to anyone who might have entered

such a room; in the film one of the most arresting shots

showed a picture of the central stairway in the school,

taken from the head of the shaft, and the peculiar place-

ment of the camera did much toward building up the

mood quality of that particular scene. In the theatre point

of view is fixed and immutable; in the film it is free and

varied.

Because of this the film director has other and different

problems than those confronting his stage colleague. A
theatre presents to the eyes of the audience a proscenium

arch which forms a rectangular "picture-frame," and the

director, in manipulating his cast, has in general just one

major question to answer:—how best and most effectively

to bring his characters into the view of the spectators.

His frame at least remains static. On the screen, of course,

is projected a similar static frame, for the screen itself is

stationary; but the background revealed by the open frame
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is constantly changing, or rather may be made to change in

accordance with the director's or author's wishes. In one

scene the camera may remain motionless and the charac-

ters enter the field of vision much as they would do were

they actors in a theatre; in another the actors may remain

relatively motionless while the camera swings or retreats

so as to draw more into the field of vision. Effects of sur-

prise and suspense find ready and varied realisation in

these ways.

Although it were out of place further to examine the

innumerable technical devices of a purely filmic kind or

to explore in detail the consequences resultant upon the

utilisation of each, a conclusion in general terms may be

reached to the effect that, whereas in drama a plot ought

usually to be unfolded directly, indirect treatment is the

true medium of the cinema. Two of the examples already

given will serve to support this statement. A comparison

of The Barretts of Wimpole Street in play and screen ver-

sion, besides indicating now much in the latter is achieved

by visual image, convinces us that, while for the one a

straightforward development of narrational elements is

essential, for the other the oblique shots of street, Flush,

door, hall, staircase and window are clearly right and just.

The Informer may similarly be considered. Were that a

stage play, we should demand a logical moving forward, an

explanation of the relation between the betrayer and the

betrayed, an elaboration, in words, of the offered reward

and of Gypo's temptations. All of these things are secured,

and secured effectively, by the oblique filmic method, with

the utilisation of concentrated images to make the facts and

the psychological reactions intelligible.
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CAMERA MAGIC

The ability of the camera to control space and magnitude

obviously gives it a kind of magical power. By its means

we are enabled to do things impossible in our ordinary

terrestrial existence and to see things which could never be

in actuality. To transform the size of human beings is

witchcraft and to set lifeless objects into animate motion is

dark with the wizard's spell. The greater part of this magic

no doubt is confined to the sphere of the cartoon which, in

Walt Disney's hands, will display animals acting as humans

amid the surroundings of man-made civilisation, will make

furniture behave like sensible beings, will personify an

abstract conception and give thought and emotion to a

musical note. Here all the laws of our material lives are

defied. That such magic, however, is not confined entirely

to Disney's fantasies has already become clear. The simple

operation of slow motion or of accelerated motion causes

common phenomena to assume new and surprising appear-

ances; by means of similar simple camera tricks a man may

be shown walking upside-down over a ceiling, striding

serenely across a cloud, rising wingless into the air. Rein-

hardt's fairies soared aloft like aeroplanes after a little run

for a take-off; Rene Clair's spirit in The Ghost goes West

was at will seemingly solid or transparent.

This camera magic was seized upon at a very early date

in the history of the film. By 1902 George Melies had pro-

duced A Trip to the Moon, a production which introduced

many trick shots aiming at the creation of the absurdly

impossible. His professors reach the lunar realms and watch

their umbrellas (stuck in the soil) grow up to giant toad-

stools, or surprisingly find the moon's inhabitants, on re-
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ceiving a blow, vanish in a puff of smoke. Melies was

wrong cinematically in the particular orientation he

adopted, with his frankly painted backdrops and general

vaudeville lay-out, but the principles involved in this film

were such as may be put to service more legitimately in

half a hundred ways.

His tricks we could not accept because they were so

obvious, but a vast realm of invention stretches out in the

combination of the seemingly actual and the patently im-

possible. For reasons which will be discussed later, film

spectators can readily accept the obviously artificial (ex-

emplified in the Disney cartoon) or the apparently real;

they refuse to accept the theatrical. Within the scope of the

apparently real, however, is included much more than that

which is either familiar or possible. By easy gradations, an

audience may be induced to treat the frankly impossible as

if it were not only possible but positively realised. "The

film," says a writer in Intercine, "can give us documentary

fidelity even in the representation of the impossible and the

marvellous. By the aid of its tricks, it shows us, with com-

plete exactitude, the aspect that would be assumed by the

impossible, if it were possible." To gain appreciation for

this, all the cinema has to do is to introduce its material in

a kind of matter-of-fact way.

A brief comparison between the basic approaches of A
Trip to the Moon and of some shots in Strike Me Pin\

will illustrate this clearly. In the former the entire orienta-

tion was "theatrical." The latter set forth a story which,

although containing elements of an exaggerated kind, was

based on actuality. Having set this atmosphere of slightly

fantastic realism, the director could then easily present

"documentary fidelity" in the completely impossible. At
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one moment we were shown a dancer performing on a

highly polished floor which mirrored his movements; sud-

denly his reflected image started to dance away to one side,

and, even when he himself paused, it continued its tripping

steps. If images and shadows could separate themselves

from their creators, this is the way they would behave; no

trip to the moon could ever be like that presented by

Melies. The same procedure was followed in another shot

of Stride Me Fin\ where a dancer, leaping in the air,

slowly descends and remains delicately balanced upon the

outstretched hand of another figure. Were we able to make

our bodies light as air, thus would we act. Kindred ex-

amples might be taken from a variety of recent films. The

events, for example, presented in The Invisible Man were

impossible, but the thought of their impossibility was

dissipated by the apparent veracity of their documentary

quality. To watch a real skull gradually turning into a

human head would, we know, be something which life

has no power to grant us; but seeing this on the screen

brought a wondering thrill of acceptance. In things of this

kind, so long as all is kept within the field of the imagina-

tively actual and out of that of the theatrical, everything

goes well. Whenever the theatrical intrudes, the spell is

destroyed and the illusion vanishes. Some shots in Rein-

hardt's Midsummer Night's Dream demonstrated this

clearly. The actual transforming of Bottom's head was well

done. Thus, we felt, could a head alter its shape almost

imperceptibly. But when the transition process was com-

pleted and we looked upon the new Bottom we realised

with a shock that he was wearing just such an ass-mask as

we might have seen in any theatrical production of the

play, and consequently the illusion which we had before
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been prepared to accept utterly left us. Not thus would a

real ass-head appear in a world where such things had

become possible.

Combination of screen-pictures and of sound effects ob-

viously increases the film's control over magical effects of

this kind. It is cinematically an easy task to show an

animal—a dog or a horse, say—apparently speaking like a

human being or to display a man who utters no words but

expresses himself by means of a dog's growl or a horse's

neigh. We are in a world here where anything may hap-

pen, and part of the delight we take in the cinema arises

from the fact that we are in this way enabled, not only to

see more clearly and with greater vividness the things

which, because of their very commonness and easy familiar-

ity, we are not accustomed to examine closely, but also to

have presented before us objects and events which could

never find realisation in this world. The Indian juggler's

(seemingly mythical) rope-trick offers on the screen no

difficulty in accomplishment and his mango-growing

sleight-of-hand is achievable in thoroughly "realistic" terms.

Within a space of three minutes we may watch a rose-tree

rise from a cutting to a flowering plant or observe the

three second's of a horse's jumping extended to cover a

period of time multiplied a hundred-fold.

FILMIC TIME

Clearly, in a play the dramatist has the power of creat-

ing, within certain limits, his own time. A full-length

comedy or tragedy contains, let us say, three acts, the first

supposed to occur in January, the second in April, the

third in November. These three acts, however, take only

two and a half hours to present on the stage. License is
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given the author to imagine, within the intermission

periods, the passing by of the requisite months; but within

the acts he must bow to severe restrictions. A theatrical

director, to secure an impression desired by himself or by

the playwright, may cause a particular scene to be per-

formed inordinately fast or considerably slower than

might normally be expected, but rarely are we willing

to accept in the theatre more than a slight increasing or

diminishing of speed. So, too, we permit the author to

"steal" time only when this "stealing" is not carried so far

as to become obtrusive; a fictional half-hour's action can

be lengthened to make forty minutes' playing or reduced to

an actual performance of twenty. Occasionally, of course,

this may be brought slightly further; thus the Greek tragic

writers, during a choral chant, sometimes assumed a pas-

sage of time far in excess of the time actually spent by the

chorus in the orchestra; but in general devices of this

kind have now been incorporated in the act-intermissions

or breaks between the scenes when time is permitted to

slip by, unseen and unnoticed, between one section of a

drama and another.

Normally, too, in a play, this fictional time, whether

corresponding exactly to real time or not, has to flow on-

wards straight-forwardly. There are, of course, a few

dramas in which deviations have been made, in which the

action moves consistendy backward, in which there is a

sudden return to a period already passed, in which, even,

two scenes, supposed to occur simultaneously, are given

one after the other. Such experimental forms, however, are

rare and, popular though they may be for a time, we feel

that they are somewhat freakish and that the theatre is not

likely to exploit their methods freely. This being so, it will
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be realised that usually the playwright, having to start in

the midst of an action which must possess (no matter how

self-inclusive the stage action seems) a past and a future, is

compelled to pursue a direct and rectilinear path. His ex-

position must take the form either of bold conventional de-

scription of the kind used by Shakespeare in The Tempest

or else of the provision, carefully concealed, of information

inherent in the speeches given to his characters.

Direct narrative and description of this kind is by no

means necessary in the films and consequently there enter

in expository devices of an entirely different quality. Once

more the credit of displaying the full possibilities of the

cinema in this direction goes to D. W. Griffith. Ever an in-

novator, and with a true sense of filmic values, to him came

the realisation that the cinema need not keep to a strictly

natural time-sequence—that the flash-back was not only a

legitimate cinematic device but one that was peculiarly

suited to its purposes. Already has been demonstrated

how much of antecedent material the film may present by

means of visual images; but, in addition to this, the film

possesses in the flash-back an opportunity of conveying

information which normally could be conveyed in a drama

only by the introduction of retrospective narrative. The de-

vice, as we have seen, has been employed in plays by Elmer

Rice and a few other modern dramatists, but its sphere is

properly cinematic and not theatrical. Of the flash-back

there are two principal forms. In the first, the flash-back,

by presenting a picture of events supposed to have taken

place in the past, merely corresponds to the playwright's

expository explanations. We are introduced, say, to a

couple of characters; up to a certain point their story is

unfolded and then an episode occurs which creates a very
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definite and marked reaction in one of them. To explain

that reaction it is necessary to indicate that the episode

shown is in some manner linked up with another which

had taken place before the beginning of the selected action.

On the stage only rarely can aught else save narrative be

used for this purpose; in the film it is easy—because the

film obeys solely the dictates of its own time-scheme—to

break the chronological continuity and to summon from

the past whatever may be desired. Watching a film, we
entirely lose sight of the time-progression familiar to us in

our daily lives, and without effort we are prepared to

accept anything the director or author may choose to cull

from that past which, cinematically, at any moment can

be transmogrified into the present.

Separate from this simpler function of the flash-back,

there is the second, where the flash-back is used to resum-

mon that which we have already seen. Thus, towards the

end of a plot we may desire to emphasise some episode

which has occurred, and which we have seen occurring, at

the beginning of the film. Nothing is simpler than to re-

introduce these earlier shots and make them run their

course a second time. No doubt over-use of this device, too,

may become monotonous and distracting; but, carefully

employed by the director for selected situations, it provides

the film with opportunities barely realisable on the stage.

In the flash-back, the camera makes the past relive itself;

but it can do more still, it may make the present live a

double existence. The cinema, by thus destroying ordinary

time and space, leads us into a kind of fourth dimensional

world where our imaginations are released and where the

spiritual takes control of the physical. Our eyes being in

one place, it is, of course, impossible in reality to see two
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concurrent events at once; if we watch the happenings in

one room we cannot watch those in another. But in the

film this may readily be achieved. Several writers on the

film have pointed out the use of this concurrent presenta-

tion of two simultaneous events in the early "Westerns."

A familiar situation there was the plight of hero or heroine,

threatened with death, while his or her friends galloped

madly to the rescue. At one moment we saw the hero-

ine; the next shot showed us the foam-flecked steeds;

that following brought us back to the heroine; again the

galloping horses succeeded—and so on, through a series

rising crescendo until at the last moment the forces of vir-

tue arrived to triumph over those of vice. We have become

rather tired of such crude attempts nowadays, although the

situation is still to be seen—was seen recently indeed in

Les Miserables with considerable effectiveness; but once

more we realise that the device is one capable of exceed-

ingly subtle and artistic employment. Of it the stage had

no conception until the cinema came to indicate this new

approach; and clearly, even when the device is imitated

there, we can hope for no great flexibility in its use. True,

Bruckner experiments in this way with concurrent events

in Elizabeth and Essex when he shows on one side of the

stage Elizabeth and her courtiers praying for victory, on

the other Philip and his nobles similarly engaged; but

the sheer limitations of stage space forbid its further elab-

oration.

The methods by which concurrent events may be pre-

sented or suggested in the film are various. By pursuing

a continuity in space instead of in time conceptions based

on the familiar passing of moment to moment are dissi-
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pated. One might, for instance, have three or four shots

of diverse localities, separated by it matters not how many

leagues, and demonstrate to an audience their appearance

at any chosen identical minute; actually, of course, these

follow a time continuity in their running through the

projector but that time progression will be forgotten in

the emotional impression created. Or else two separate

events may be shown at the same time, through the means

of double exposure; each shot reveals a distinct action

but because of the superimposition of one upon the other

we are given the power of being in two places at once, of

releasing ourselves for the nonce from the fettering restric-

tions laid upon us in actual life. Neither of these two de-

vices could find a place in the theatre; both are thoroughly

characteristic of the film. The most that the theatre might

accomplish in this way would be the representation of,

say, several rooms in a single house, all revealed to the

audience simultaneously, but, even if in each of these

rooms action proceeds concurrently, the proscenium frame

is too large to permit our watching what occurs in every

room; our gaze will stray from one to another without

that concentration securable in the film. Associated with

such cinematic devices are others wherein the idea of

time enters in only indirectly. Imagine, for example, a

scene of magic where a witch waves her wand and causes

certain objects to vanish utterly or, waving her wand again,

makes them assume their former shapes. The procedure is

impossible in nature and could be represented in nothing

but a clumsy manner on the stage, but by filmic method it

is rendered easy of achievement. Time and space, in every

respect, are controlled by the scenarist and director.
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THE SUBJECTIVE APPROACH

The cinema's methods in these directions, involving the

power to present not merely the actual or the imagina-

tively actual but also the purely imaginative, both in

time and space continuity, necessitate the discussion

of a further quality which sharply distinguishes the cine-

matic approach from the theatrical. In the theatre we are

bound essentially to accept a wholly objective treatment of

whatsoever is shown to us. In making this statement, one

must, of course, indicate clearly what is implied in the use

of the word "objective." Every work of art is subjective in

the sense that into it the artist has thrown his own being;

Shakespeare may not positively reveal himself in his plays,

may not draw himself in his Romeo or his Hamlet, but the

very spirit of Shakespeare is wrought within the fabric of

his tragedies and his comedies. This is true not only of

poetic plays; even in realistic dramas, if they are genuinely

artistic, the presence of the creating author is to be felt,

informing the course of the action, determining the posi-

tions and the words of his characters. Not in this way, how-

ever, are the terms "objective" and "subjective" employed

here. Their present significance is determined by the neces-

sary approach towards and means of presenting the action

or the characters. Thus in the theatre normally we are con-

fronted by a set of persons, viewed objectively as we view

our friends and our neighbors in our common daily life;

they may be set in a pattern, they may be made to reveal

their motives more clearly than is common to men and

women in daily existence but there is nothing qualitatively

different in their fundamental appearance and behaviour.

We are simply catching them, as it were, at significant mo-
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ments in their lives even as, on occasion, we may catch real

persons who, through a sudden shock or overwhelming

emotion, cast off for a time their social masks and give us

glimpses of their inner spirit. There are, of course, excep-

tions to this on the stage. O'Neill has sought in Strange

Interlude to suggest deeper, secret thoughts and commonly

concealed emotions, emotions and thoughts which ordi-

narily are hidden behind politely smiling exterior words

and gestures; Pirandello has, in several plays, endeavoured

to mix the world of outer "reality" and that of creative

vision, going so far as to mingle "real" persons and the

figures born of a playwright's mind; occasionally, too, we

find dramas wherein one act is a fantastic one, the embodi-

ment of some character's day-dreaming. In all such plays,

however, we experience an impression of strain. Comment-

ing recendy on Elmer Rice's Not for Children, Charles

Morgan declared that, "as a piece for the theatre—that is to

say, for a place to which men and women come that

their imagination may be impregnated by esthetic illusion,"

this drama suffered from the serious defect, "namely, that

it obtrusively juggles with the planes of illusion, a process

which, though often a necessary point of view of philo-

sophic criticism, is the very devil of dullness when the

stage itself engages in it." This judgment is fundamentally

just. The normal stage procedure is being rudely stretched

and we feel that, interesting though such experiments may

be, too much is being pressed into a form essentially suited

to contain matter less subtle. It seems certain, moreover,

that the theatre will not suddenly abandon its old ways

and whole-heartedly follow this new path; Pirandello's

dramas are interesting but he will not be the master of

a great new school. The theatre has ever found its strength
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in objective treatment and to that objective treatment it

will continue to cling.

When, on the other hand, we turn to the cinema we

discover something essentially different. Broadway Melody

of 1936 was an ordinary spectacular "musical" which

sought in no wise to satisfy the "artistic" aims of intellec-

tual purists. It was a typical Hollywood studio production.

Were we to tell an ordinary spectator that in that film he

had witnessed an example of subjective treatment of mate-

rial, he would no doubt simply stare at us uncomprehend-

ingly or incredulously; yet the example was there. In one

shot we see a young girl with stage aspirations seated in

the orchestra of an empty theatre, waiting for the producer

to call her. Suddenly, without losing sight of the girl her-

self, we watch the bare stage miraculously become set with

a rich scene, and there in the centre of the stage is this

same girl dancing. Without any effort or strain we have

entered into the girl's mind, we have passed easily and

without recognition of the fact from an objective to a

subjective approach. A similar device was used in The

Informer, in the sequence when Gypo Nolan stands out-

side a tourist office window gazing at the advertisements

there. From these advertisements his eyes descend to the

model of a liner set out on display. Gradually the picture

of the model dissolves into another showing the deck of

a real ship on which stand Gypo himself and his "girl,"

Kate, dressed as bride and bridegroom, he holding the rail

while the sea-winds blow her fluttering finery in the air.

The shot is one of an event which never had been, and

never could be, save in the mind of the character.

Perhaps the difference between the theatrically objective

and the cinematically subjective approaches may be real-
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ised if we imagine a possible filmic treatment of a Shake-

spearian play, say Macbeth. Were Macbeth to be rendered

in terms of the screen, part of Macbeth's dreaming in re-

gard to the glories attainable after Duncan's death might

well be displayed visually as purely fantastic images con-

jured from the depths of his own mind; and so, too, many

of his fears at the close, many of his sorrowful regrets,

might effectively be shown us in actual shots. "The hosts

of friends" and honours which he had for ever lost might

take immediate form before our eyes. Another instance is

suggested by Hamlet. For modern audiences there must

always be difficulty in accepting the famous queen's closet

scene. There Hamlet confronts his mother, only to be in-

terrupted by the appearance of the ghost. This ghost is

not merely a figment of the prince's mind, since it is given

words to speak, yet the queen fails to see it. The fact that

we watch this ghost moving across the stage makes us

incredulous of Gertrude's inability to trace its form, and

consequently a certain tenseness in the scene is destroyed.

In the cinema such an episode would present no difficulty.

When Hamlet looks the ghost is there; when the queen

looks it is absent. The task would be easy, for in the film

we are granted the power of seeing through many different

eyes when we look upon the screen.

The subjective approach, naturally, may assume a variety

of diverse forms. Again turning to The Informer, we re-

call the direct presentation of the reward notice with its

photographic reproduction of Frankie MacPhillip's fea-

tures; after the betrayal, Gypo comes to the bare wall from

which he has torn down this notice and almost imper-

ceptibly the paper once more takes shape in front of his

eyes, only this time the photographed face bears an angry
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and accusing scowl. Perhaps most effective are those shots

in which the imaginative, subjective image is mixed into

the "real" one, as when the drunken Gypo enters the

shebeen and approaches a girl who shrinks from him. This

girl is a stranger, but, gradually, by double exposure, her

form and features change and take focussed shape again as

Katie. In a flash we are made acquainted with what would

have taken many words to express in a drama.

Another example of the way in which the film, by the

possession of this power, deviates from the path pursued

by the stage appears in the sound version of Peter Ibbetson.

In the theatre only a faint and clumsy approach could be

made towards realising the peculiar psychological state

postulated by the novelist in his hero and heroine. The

film accomplished the task easily. From symbolic touches,

such as the showing of the railing which separates the

two children, the railing which divides the grown man and

woman when first they meet again and the prison bars

which shut them off physically from one another, to the

manipulation of the dream machinery, the film achieves its

purpose surely. We are made conscious of the close spiritual

connection between the lovers when we watch him being

cruelly flogged in jail, switch off for a moment to hear her

scream in terrified agony while she stands in her own room

miles away and turn back once more to the scene in prison.

Readily does the film lend itself to the creation of the

dream world into which these lovers, released from the

clinging fetters of the flesh, move during their hours of

sleep. The vast forests they traverse, the pleasant lawns they

tread on, the terrors of the mental storm, the delicate out-

lines of the dream palace—all these could be created visu-

ally only through the medium of cinematic expression. By
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no powerful alchemy of machinist or of technical director

could there have been hope of producing such an effect in

the theatre.

The particular means in the service of the cinema apt to

create such impressions are manifold. Direct photography

may be employed on occasion; the distortion of the features

in the reward notice when the paper is cast on the fire is

the real result of the action of the flames and this result

has been reproduced directly in the form of a pictorial

image. Generally, however, the effects are rendered either

by means of camera manipulation or by that of building up

special devices. A picture taken a trifle out of focus may

suggest several states of mind, each dependent on the con-

text of a film. In A Midsummer Night's Dream the out-

of-focus images were used to indicate the land of faery, a

purely objective approach; but in some emotional film if

we are shown a woman in tears a similarly treated picture

will at once make us see the world through her eyes.

Empathically we become for the moment transported into

her mind and her tears have become our own. In another

film we are shown, say, a man who, for one reason or

another, has had his whole clear vision of the universe

destroyed, and here the out-of-focus image becomes less a

physical perception than a spiritual mood. Elsewhere the

camera may take double shots, so that with some character

we lurch drunkenly from a bar-room, seeing things dis-

turbingly and awry. There is indeed hardly any limits set

to the manners in which the camera can thus transform

reality in accordance with mental states. It can photograph

an object in a distorting mirror, and, without realising that

we are looking in a mirror, we suddenly see nature in

shapes strange and terrifying—changed subjectively so that,
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instead of remaining observers as we do in the theatre, we

become direct participators in the psychological action.

Emotional effects of a kindred sort may be effected by

other means. A fade-in may suggest the awakening of

some character out of a deep sleep ; a fade-out may similarly

indicate a lapse into unconsciousness; by double exposure

an impression of mental chaos may result, while slow mo-

tion or the reverse can easily be given a subjective import.

That is to say, those particular devices of the film which

in general are used for a purely objective approach have

the power of serving a subjective orientation whereby we

lose our own individualities as observers and come to view

the action through the eyes and through the mind of some

particularly selected character.

The importance of all this lies in the fact that such de-

vices are no precious and arcane things. In the very

earliest days of the film its resources in this direction were

recognised; even Pathe's crude Faust of 1905 introduced a

"vision" seen in Margaret's mind by making these events

appear in a wall-space previously covered by tapestry.

Modern films like Peter Ibbetson and Broadway Melody of

1936 are not "art" products: they are the very stuff of

Hollywood's industry. Yet in them are being incorporated

methods which are seen to be both intimately related to the

essential cinematic approach and calculated to introduce a

deeper significance into the stories with which they are

associated. We are not dealing here with fond theories

spun from the brains of idealistic visionaries desirous of

making the film a toy for aesthetes and superior intellec-

tuals; we are watching something much more significant

—

the sure development of an art out of conditions which

have made many regard it only as an industry.
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PICTORIAL SYMBOLISM

The discussion o£ these various cinematic devices in-

evitably leads to the question of pictorial symbolism in the

film, and this demands a further consideration of the

respective arts of stage and screen. The tragedies of Shake-

speare owe their strength and mastery to a combination of

many elements—elements of dramatic value and elements

of literary power—and of those by no means least in sig-

nificance are the recurrent images which, as recent critics

have demonstrated, run like musical notes through the

various plays. In Macbeth, for example, we can trace the

images of sleep—dream—nightmare—death, of evil feast-

ing and of nature distorted, from the very opening scene

of the witches to the final conclusion of the drama. Such

images have recently been carefully noted and fully com-

mented upon. Now, at first sight one might be tempted

to believe that such a careful tabulation of metaphor and

simile in a play were both otiose and false, false because

the process of tabulation must of necessity be an intellectual

process far removed from the emotional and imaginative

appreciation of a theatrical performance. To a certain ex-

tent such an objection is justified, but to a certain extent

only; for further investigation must convince us that the

sixteenth century audience for whom Shakespeare wrote

appreciated his plays in a way vastly different from the

way in which we appreciate the same plays today. The

Elizabethans unquestionably possessed a lively sense of the

values in spoken words, were keener in their grasping of

verbal significances, had memories more highly trained

than those of the present-day audiences. What, therefore,

is now to be sought out only with laborious intellectual
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analysis must have had a direct emotional appeal to Shake-

speare's contemporaries. Herein lies one of the principal

difficulties for the modern poetic drama; an audience may

still be able to appreciate the rhythmic, the musical, worth

of words, but that which, in the truly vital poetic drama,

must ever accompany that rhythm, the emotional vigour of

the poetic symbols, is largely lost. We moderns are, it

seems, much more deeply moved by visual symbols than

by words; however common is the symbol of the cross, it

ever awakens thoughts and emotions when placed in a

significant position, a sword is a gleaming sign of force and

a flower of charm. In the utilisation of such visual imagery,

however, the theatre is manifestly restricted. Symbolic ob-

jects may be presented there, it is true, but usually these

must remain fixed; there is little opportunity for the intro-

duction of a regular flow of images calculated to excite and

stimulate at once the attention and the understanding of

the audience. In the cinematic realm, there is nothing

which cannot be accomplished in this kind, and accord-

ingly there is the possibility there of awakening to life and

of releasing mental processes which in our modern world

are apt to remain dormant when words alone are heard.

Already some examples of this cinematic use of the visual

symbol have been referred to, but not specifically from this

point of view. One such occurred in Les Miserables where

a character stands in a courtroom with, dimly seen in the

background, a large crucifix and, boldly silhouetted in the

foreground, a soldier with musket and bayonet. This ex-

emplifies, of course, only the direct and the most simple

form of the visage image : beyond that it may proceed with

almost unlimited subtlety. Sometimes the image, as here,

is subdued; sometimes, as in the well-known stone lions of
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The Battleship Potem\in, it is singled out and made

prominent, perhaps even setting the tone for the film. In

The Informer, before the action really starts, we are pre-

sented with several misty shots in which are dimly seen a

few figures in outline merely, a Black-and-Tan officer, a

woman, a man; and here the human persons in silhouette

take on the force of symbols. The crumpled paper in the

same film which clings like a living thing to Gypo's leg

and clutches him the more tenaciously when he tries to

shake it off may be taken as another example. Still more

effective was the use of double exposure in Thunder over

Mexico, a kind of imaginative pictorial shorthand; seeing

the figures of human beings against the lines of ancient

monuments, instantly we were made acquainted with what

would have taken many hundreds of words fully to express

—and this acquaintance came, not resultant upon intellec-

tual processes, but emotionally. Akin to those was the series

of shots, not narrational in aim, which preceded the plot

development of The Age of Innocence. These, designed to

suggest by a series of symbols the pace and conditions of

modern life, set out to give tone for the action to follow.

The visual images need, of course, not be confined to

one solitary method of presentation. The commonest and

the obvious method is, by simple cutting in, to bring two

separate shots into close conjunction, one following the

other with a break between them or with union provided

by a dissolve. Similar effects, however, can readily be

secured through the employment of other means. Double

exposure, for example, provides a convenient instrument

for achieving effects of this kind. While one use of double

exposure is to display concurrent events, another, and

equally important, is to bring two sharply contrasted ideas
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or pictures into close association. The precise device used

will depend on the particular scene being shown and the

effect desired; what we should observe is that each of these

devices can be put to varied service and that the cinema

has at its command many resources for the securing of

similar ends.

The employment of all such images is, naturally, bound

up with the Russian theory of montage, and may be car-

ried to an extreme, as it was in Eisenstein's Romance Senti-

mentale. Again, no doubt, we become tired of the device

when it is over-emphasised, but nothing is more potent in

the hands of skilful directors. The images which colour and

inspire the plots of Shakespeare's plays can thus be made

to body themselves before the very eyes of spectators, and

by the ease with which the cinema turns from shot to shot

exquisite and forceful contrast can be effected. To see a

room filled with a happy, laughing group of people and

to watch that shot fading away into another showing the

same room desolate and empty is to experience an emotion

which might be conveyed by but few words or none. The

sight—with people of today, at least—provides more stimu-

lus to the imagination than the sense of hearing.

At the same time, in dealing with these visual images,

one thing ought to be stressed. The visual images them-

selves should never assume such a pictorial beauty as to

make them stand out separately from the rest of the film.

A play like Beddoes' Death's Jest Boo\ is dramatically

weak precisely because the author has created it out of a

hundred individual sections, each no doubt exquisitely lyri-

cal and lovely, but by that individual loveliness destroying

the dramatic continuity of the whole. Where, then, in a

film, any separate shot startles us with wonder and admi-
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ration by reason of its beautiful mass and line or by the

over-forced nature of its symbolic mood, we may suspect

a cinematic blemish, in exactly the same way in which we

may suspect a dramatic blemish inherent in a passage of

similar qualities appearing in a play. No shot in a film may

stand separately any more than an individual scene in a

tragedy or a comedy. A "still" provides but a lifeless

glimpse of what a whole film really stands for, and little

more (even less, because it is more deceptive) can be pre-

sented by a single shot or by a single shot-combination.

It is for this reason that those critics who have attacked

the ways of the film censorship have ample justification

for their wrath. A film is not a mere collection of shots,

or at least ought not to be; and in a skilfully directed film

the least tampering with the sequence and continuity is

likely to destroy or mar its beauty and effectiveness. At

this point, however, we approach still a further aspect of

cinematic art and before proceeding with an examination

of what the method of current censorship implies we must

devote a moment or two to an examination of the implica-

tions of filmic rhythm.

RHYTHM

The film, as we have seen, is essentially an art of move-

ment. Now this movement, like the movement inherent in

a theatrical performance, inevitably involves the introduc-

tion of a rhythm peculiar to each work of cinematic art.

In accepting such a statement, of course, we are obviously

confining our attention to those productions which possess

qualities worthy of our esteem. Hundreds of dramatic per-

formances there are in which the rhythmic qualities have

been obscured or neglected; and hundreds of films, like-
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wise, exhibit no conscious or innately inspired sense of

rhythmic values. We might, perhaps, modify the statement

and say that every significant film and drama presents a

rhythmic movement, either deliberately conceived or cre-

ated unconsciously from the artistic sensibilities of its

directors.

In the securing of this rhythm various elements may be

brought into play. First, naturally, there is the actual tempo

of the scenes photographed and projected, which may or

may not be identical with that of the original scenes used

as the basis for the shots. Thus in The Informer, although

the subject dealt with the exciting adventures of the Repub-

lican Army in Dublin, the rhythm was kept deliberately

slow by means of restraining the tempo; there was secured

a kind of effect which in the realm of prosody would have

been called spondaic. This remains quite distinct from the

scope of the action; in this particular film the fictional time

occupied a space of only a few hours. Here, of course, the

cinematic director employs a means not far different from

that which is at the service of the theatrical director; the

only essential divergence rests in the fact that, while the

latter may slow down or accelerate only the actual persons

who appear upon the stage, the former may do that and

more, for he has the power of manipulating and control-

ling the number of frames passed through the projector

within a determined period of time and so of fixing the

apparent speed of the action.

Much more significantly, however, the cinematic director

may introduce rhythm by means of his continuity. The

various shots making up the entirety of a film being com-

paratively short, there will appear in the course of a one-

hour showing many independent units, various groups of
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these units—shot combinations—joining to form larger

units, of which there will also be a fair number. If each

of these be likened to phrases and paragraphs, it becomes

obvious that a definite rhythmic pattern may be woven out

of them, if the director and cutter look upon them not

merely as portions of a story but as expressive units, each

with its own significance. Both length and stress may here

be considered, for every shot will possess both a quantita-

tive and a qualitative value. The quantitative depends on

the actual number of individual pictures or frames run

through the projector in one sequence and consequently

upon the number of seconds it will take in the showing;

the qualitative, on the other hand, will depend on the

emotional stress and strength embodied in the actions de-

picted. Both of these, and the impression created by them,

must be appreciated fully if a film is to be more than a

mere conglomeration of separate images. This goes far be-

yond the simple problem of how much action should be

shown or how long a particular action should be held,

which concerns wholly the plot-telling or narrational part

of a film. It is clearly necessary for a director to assess cor-

rectly when precisely the movements of his figures should

be cut, for a bare second's additional action may easily de-

stroy what he is desirous of revealing; but, besides that,

he must determine the force of his shot in terms of rhyth-

mic, as well as narrational, significance.

This may be made clear by reference to prosody. A poet

secures his rhythmic flow and interest by establishing,

towards the beginning of his poem, the prevailing metre

and then proceeds to work out variations in this norm,

the mind of the reader unconsciously superimposing the
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variation upon the pattern originally set. Thus Shelley

starts

O Wild West Wind, thou breath of autumn's being.

If we employ a / sign to mark a syllable quantitatively

long, a x sign to mark one quantitatively weak and a \
sign to mark one of intermediate length, then we may say

that that first line establishes a pattern of iambic or rising

metre \/|\ /|\/|x/|x/|x, at the close barely suggest-

ing a variant to come in the form of a trochaic movement.

The second line catches up this suggestion,

Thou from whose unseen presence the leaves dead,

which may be scanned /x|x/|\ /|xx|/\ with a

strong beat coming first. Lest this variation obscure the

basic rhythm, however, the next line catches back the music

of the first

:

Are driven like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing,

which once more reveals the rising movement x/|xx/|

xx|x/|x/|x. The result of all this is that in later stanzas

he may easily introduce violent variations, as in

Shook from the tangled boughs of heaven and ocean,

which scans /xx\/x\/x\/x\/x without our having aban-

boned the basic iambic pattern x/\x/\x/\x/\x/

,

In securing his effect the poet makes use of all the oppor-

tunities for variation permitted him. Normally special

stress will be laid on a syllable numerically long and a

syllable of stress value will be placed in a quantitatively

strong position; but often, to obtain variety, this coinci-
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dence is abandoned. Thus in the second line of Shelley's

poem we are inclined to linger a trifle over the essentially

weak word "the" purely because of the place it occupies in

the arrangement of the rhythmic pattern; in the third line

we correspondingly linger over the essentially weak word

"an"; and in the first line words of stress value such as

"O", "West" and "thou" appear in quantitatively weak

positions.

The fact that Pudovkin has likened the cinematic shots

to words gives us assurance for comparing the rhythmic

processes of verse with the rhythmic processes of the film,

for clearly the various shots may readily be arranged to

form a pattern no less appreciable than that secured by the

poet. The short shots correspond to the numerically short

syllables, the long shots to the syllables numerically long.

Variations of a kind precisely similar to those in the poet's

music are obtainable in the film. Short shots containing

material of powerful emphasis and long shots containing

material of less significance may be combined with those

in which the quantitative and the qualitative values coin-

cide. Indeed, we might even say that a fixed keeping to

such coincidence is likely to result in an effect akin to that

produced by a set of verses in which lack of variety induces

an impression of monotony and of crude cadence.

That this principle of cinematic art has been but scantily

appreciated matters little; important only is the fact that

the cinema possesses the means of producing effects per-

haps as yet entirely undreamt of. So far we have seen this

patterning only in a few sequences, never throughout the

entirety of a film; but that does not mean that its com-

plete achievement is unattainable. The visual images pre-

sented in the cinema form tools as powerful as ever words
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were in those of a literary genius and we are as eager to

watch and grasp the force of the rhythm created by their

means as were men in the past to listen to the poet's music.

Perhaps one further suggestion might here be made. The

power that the cinema has of entering into the minds of

individual characters may introduce the possibility of secur-

ing certain rhythmic overtones beyond those just described.

The film, as already has been noted, possesses the extraor-

dinary ability continually to alter and shift its point of

view. At one moment, we may seem to be ourselves, ob-

servers, looking on at an action, appreciating more or less

objectively; the next moment we are seeing things through

the eyes of this character or of that, subjectively entering

into his mental and physical vision. Nor need these be kept

distinct; through some strange magic we find not the

slightest difficulty in letting one vision fade imperceptibly

into the other. This, in turn, suggests a still further kind

of rhythm securable in the cinematic form—the rhythm of

eye approach, it might be styled. It seems likely that, for

ordinary purposes, no truly significant employment of a

pattern obtained by this means were either desirable or pos-

sible, but in certain filmic themes the device might be made

to yield a thrillingly arresting effect. Closely allied to such

rhythmic process is that which arises from camera method.

In Thunder over Mexico a. definite pattern resulted in the

mind from the juxtaposition of soft, misty shots and of

shots in which were sought depth and a clear-cut quality

almost approaching the outlines of a silhouette.

To harmonise these rhythmic processes may seem dim-

cult, indeed might even be thought impossible of achieve-

ment; yet the task is no different and no harder than that

confronting the poet, who must similarly harmonise in his
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work a variety of divergent elements. By some strange and

as yet unanalysed mental alchemy he succeeds in combin-

ing three things—the intellectual content of his words,

their sound value and their syllabic significance. The effort

is no more easy of accomplishment than that confronting

the author of film plays and their director.

From this consideration of the rhythmic qualities which

must be, or ought to be, exemplified in all films worthy

of esteem, we may return for a moment to that question

of film censorship already referred to. Clearly, if someone

objected to certain words in Shelley's poem and cut the

lines to read

O West Wind, thou breath of autumn's being,

Thou from whose presence the leaves

Are driven, like ghosts from an enchanter,

we should hold up our hands in horror and proclaim

against such vandalism. In the theatre, certainly, we have

become accustomed to seeing certain sections of a play de-

leted, but there is one essential difference between a the-

atrical performance and the presentation of a film. In the

former, changes may with some ease be made by the

author and director; it is common procedure to alter and

improve, either during final rehearsals or during a "try-

out," quite apart from any external instructions. A play

production is always a malleable thing and so long as the

creators of that production are on hand to approve of

changes or actually to make the changes no great harm is

done. A film, however, once released from the studios is a

fixed and completed entity and any alterations made in it

must necessarily be, first, in the form of deletions and, sec-

ondly, independent of the director's will. Yet boards of
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censors sit in conclave, chop and change, concerned merely

with what they decide is morality, utterly insensitive to

any other than ethical values.

Now, two things must be confessed. In a longer work

of art—a film or a play—changes may be effected with less

injury to the original than in a shorter work of art—

a

lyric, say. Moreover, most films suffer not a whit from the

operation, and some we might well wish cut from an

hour's program to one lasting two minutes, yet the danger

is there, that, as the cinema develops and improves its

artistry, the work of really distinguished and gifted men
may be ruined and their further progress thwarted. Sooner

or later the work of censoring boards must be carefully

considered and their duties defined with specific exactitude.

To have all films treated alike, as if they were merely

commercial products from which portions might without

injury be cut, is fatal to any artistic development within

this form.
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THE SOUND FILM

w«HEN sound was first added to the silent forms

presented in the cinema, a great outcry arose from

those intellectuals who had up to then sponsored and sup-

ported the new art, as well as from a number of directors

who, aiming more highly than others, felt that they were

rapidly mastering the secrets of this medium. Pudovkin at

first stoutly opposed the introduction of sound on aesthetic

grounds. Writing in 1930 Paul Rotha, likewise condemn-

ing reproduction of the human voice, declared that he

was

certain that these new forms will never destroy the original

and highest form of cinema, the silent, flat film with syn-

chronised or orchestra accompaniment, which is indisputably

the most effective medium for the conveyance of the dramatic

content of a theme to the mind of an audience.

This judgment he repeated in his next book (1931), where

he averred that, although "sound can help the cinema as

a means of expression," "speech is proving detrimental to

it"; Chaplin he praised because "from the time when the

recorded voice was first employed in conjunction with

screen images" that actor had "observed the futility of the

attempt."

J. G. Fletcher in 1929 categorically dismissed the possi-

bilities which might reside in the combination of visual

and audible elements:

120
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A complete boycott of "talking films" should be the first duty

of anyone who has ever achieved a moment's pleasure from

the contemplation of any film

expressed clearly his point of view. In the same year

Katharine Gerould declared that, if the talkies prevailed,

"then the art of the motion-picture, with its immense pos-

sibilities, will be in our own generation as 'lost' as the

Egyptian art of embalming." .

These judgments were written only a few years ago;

but Time has many revenges. Time, even the short time

that has elapsed between 1926 and the present, has demon-

strated the falsity at least of such prognostications as are

embodied in Rotha's words and seems to have gone further

towards a disproving of the aesthetic standards implied in

Fletcher's appeal. The sound film has fully established itself

in the esteem of the public; by no possible imagining can

we credit the return to favour of the silent film; and recent

years have shown such a marked advance in the former's

artistic excellence that we believe it to contain potentiali-

ties far in advance of anything achieved or even imagined

ten years ago.

That popular success in itself does not imply, of course,

the most artistic choice needs no special emphasis. The

public has shown itself at fault in the past, and indeed there

are many still who deplore the loss of good old days, haloed

with the light of fond recollection, when no voice pro-

ceeded from the silent expanse of the screen. Of necessity,

we must consider the validity of their position, and, in

order to accomplish this task impartially, we are compelled

to make several admissions.
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EFFECTS OF SOUND

When Al Jolson came forward with The Jazz Singer

and The Singing Fool a monkey wrench unquestionably

was firmly flung into the cinematic machinery. From 1914

to 1926 there had been steady progress, and in the films

of 1922-1925 some remarkable things were being accom-

plished. Charlie Chaplin produced The Pilgrim in 1923,

The Gold Rush in 1925 and The Circus in 1927. Robert

Wiene's inventive and suggestive The Cabinet of Dr.

Caligari was a film of 1919, James Cruze's The Covered

Wagon of 1923; F. W. Murnau's The Last Laugh and

Eisenstein's The Battleship Potemfyn both were released in

1925. Out of these was developing a very pretty piece of

critical theory, and it certainly looked as though the cinema,

which for so long had dealt with impossible melodramatics

and stupidly farcical situations, were coming to its own.

A vast gulf yawned between the clumsy inanities of The

Fireman and the subtleties of The Gold Rush. Directors

and public alike were begining to sense potentialities they

had hitherto never even conceived, and positive achieve-

ment seemed already to have been realised. Many in 1925

were prophesying great things for the years 1926 to 1930.

In reality, these years showed the cinema almost at its

nadir. Sound came, and by one fell swoop most of the

fondly established theories came crashing dismally to earth.

It had been argued that the cinema was purely an art of

visual appeal; that consequently everything should be sub-

ordinated to pictorial images; that sub-titles even were

fundamentally unnecessary. In the earlier films continuity

titles had been constant accompaniments of the displayed

action, and by their means direct information and even
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portions of supposedly spoken speech were freely brought

before the attention of the audience. That, argued the the-

orists, was wrong; the whole story ought to be developed

by action and by suggestive symbols; these should stand

unaided, and the art that used them seek no assistance,

however slight, from the art of literature. The cinema,

continued these theorists, is thus the most universal of all

the arts. Literature is appreciated only by persons who are

familiar with the particular language in which a book is

written; painting has its limitations, for the basis of West-

ern art is not that of the oriental; even music depends on

a special training, so that the melodies of the Chinese strike

strangely on our ears and Bach is incomprehensible in

India. The cinema alone possesses the quality of complete

universality. Based on fundamental things, it is the litera-

ture and the art of humanity. Before it opens out a vast,

hitherto unimagined prospect, thrillingly enticing in its

unexplored wonders.

Then sound: in a moment sound destroyed and shat-

tered all this conceptioning. The cinema, according to the

theorists, was cast back into hybrid mediocrity.

That something of this kind did actually occur, and that

most certainly the promise of the years 1922-1925 was de-

stroyed we must agree. We have to admit, too, that sound

at first was very terrible. Those who attended perform-

ances of those first sound films will recall the alarming

bass notes of the heroine and the hesitating uncertainty

of the hero's tenor. You were never sure what was to come

next and dwelt in constant dreadful expectancy. For some

of us the new form had an exciting value of its own and

we were prepared, knowing how much science had already

accomplished, to credit a future refinement and measure
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of perfection. But to those whose dreams had been rudely

broken by raucous voices, the sounds that came from the

screen must have seemed ominous prognostications of

doom and disaster. Even now many persons will not be-

lieve that the process of registering sounds on film-strips is

the finest kind of recording hitherto achieved, or, admit-

ting so much, stoutly deny the right of any words at all

to interfere with the progress of the filmic story.

The third admission is this. Having discovered the sound

film, or rather, having sound unwillingly thrust upon them,

the producing companies, in a frantic agony of competi-

tive desperation, immediately bethought them of the treas-

ures of the stage. A play had action and words, they

argued; the new sound film needed action and words;

therefore it seemed reasonable to suppose that herein lay

material ready for cinematic exploitation. Broadway and

Shaftesbury Avenue were ransacked; from Paris and Ber-

lin and Rome cables poured in to the offices announcing

the success of this or that new drama; and scripts, eagerly

sought for, rose in value. Authors and theatrical managers

hastened to make hay in the shining of this cinematic sun;

and the film, which had been developing its own tech-

nique, swept back to depend on the stage once more. All

seemed lost.

In critical prose, the theorists put forward their many

objections to the introduction of sound. They demonstrated

to their own satisfaction that, the film being essentially an

art of sight, the bringing in of sound rendered it impure.

They emphasised the power of the cinema to control speed

of movement and declared that with the coming of sound

all this movement necessarily was slowed up. They had

hailed the freedom of the cinema from the restrictions of
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the stage, and saw a return to full-face recording, with the

movement of lips harmonised to the words that were

spoken. They witnessed the rapid disappearance of the

visual symbols so inherently cinematic.

Only after the passing of five or six years did the devel-

opment of the cinema recover itself; indeed, the last two

years are those which have brought us back to the condi-

tions of 1925; but in bringing us back, they have also

taken us forward and we are able to obtain a clearer view

of filmic values than was possible in the earlier years of

disruption.

MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT

In approaching this subject, it is to be realised that the

film never has been without sound accompaniment. From

the earliest "nickelodeon" days, music from a tinkling

piano or a more formal orchestra has gone along with the

display of the pictures on the screen. The reason is not

far to seek. Normally, in life we associate sound and move-

ment; on the stage sound hardly ceases unless for some

particular purpose. Occasionally maybe the dramatist or

director wishes to make comic capital out of a scene in

which the characters remain silent; more commonly stage

silence arouses a feeling of serious tension. It is the quiet-

ness before the breaking of a storm. To witness, without

hearing a sound, a pure piece of miming, unless the mim-

ing be done in a wholly conventional manner, would

become either tedious or over-straining; it is indeed observ-

able that the vaudeville comedian whose skill lies in his

actions nearly always demands an instrumental accompani-

ment from the orchestra. The film, in this, must bow to

the same conventions as the stage. A restlessness would
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develop were we to witness only the actions, a restlessness

dependent upon the potential alertness of our auditory

nerves. We should expect sound and none would come.

The musical accompaniment to silent films, therefore, sim-

ply occupied our attention and prevented the disappoint-

ment resultant upon a thwarted expectancy.

Often enough, this musical accompaniment assumed

mimetic form. First of all, the music was clearly selected

to accord with the situations. Delicate and melodious

strains kept time with the lovers, and deep bass notes har-

monised with the appearance of the heavy villain. From

this the accompaniment proceeded to the actual suggestion

at least of the sounds which would in reality have been

heard in the given situations. Not all episodes lent them-

selves to this, but an organ would play a hymn tune in a

church shot, wind instruments would play a march as the

soldiers passed by, a sea symphony would come with the

waves and rain music in a shot of deluge. Hence was but

a step to the utilisation of special non-musical devices

employed during the performances of some films—knock-

ing at a door, rattling of pistol shots, pounding of horses'

hooves.

So that, even before the introduction of the sound film,

a definite approach had been made towards the introduc-

tion of mimetic sounds, in addition to the visual images.

For some reason, these were felt by audiences and directors

to be desirable. The sound-film, however, is fundamen-

tally the talking-film, and with words enters in an intel-

lectual content entirely different in character from either

the musical accompaniment or the mimetic noises referred

to above. It is this the theorists objected to. Before pro-

ceeding to examine these objections, it may be well to
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point out that the bringing in of incidental noises by

means of synchronised recording can hardly itself be con-

demned. The recording method certainly is far superior to

the sometimes erratic manufacturing of the noises by a

member of the orchestra, and by its means the director

may secure precisely the pitch and approximately the in-

tensity he desires. The noises, it should be observed, need

not be merely mimetic in the sense that they provide the

sounds which would accompany real actions, nor need they

come only when a particular visual image is cast on the

screen. They often indeed may serve either for binding shot

to shot or for emphasising the particular rhythm of the

film. Thus in The Informer, after Gypo Nolan has given

the particulars which will bring death to his friend,

Frankie MacPhillip, we suddenly become aware of the

insistent ticking of a clock on the wall. That shot ends,

and in the interim between it and the next the ticking of

the clock proceeds; proceeds, too, into the shot which

shows Frankie at home with his mother and sister, where

motivation is again provided by another wall-clock. Fur-

thermore, this insistent ticking is caught up later by the

tapping of a blind man's stick as Gypo slinks away from

the Black-and-Tan headquarters. The noise possesses at

once a subjective and an objective force: amply motivated

in all three shots, its drumming persistency yet seems in-

creased by individual awareness, now of time's passing,

now of haunting retribution. Still further, a certain rhyth-

mic beat is established thereby which gives some particular

tone to the music with which this film is accompanied.

Sounds of this kind, however, as we have seen, may be

kept distinct from words and introduced by those who
theoretically would prohibit the use of dialogue. Charlie
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Chaplin, for example, added to the silent mime a certain

amount of sound effect in City Lights, but none of the

sound had an intellectual significance. The "blah-blah-

blah" of the civic orator was literally that and not built

out of satirically conceived words. It is dialogue in formally

conceived words, which still sticks in the throats of many.

In general, the objections to dialogue are based on a set

of false assumptions, upon an unwillingness to consider the

possible advantages to be derived from its use and from

argumentation founded on observation of the worst in

current film fare. Unquestionably, if dialogue were to

mean that the fundamental cinematic methods were to be

abandoned in favour of straight shooting, nothing could

be said for it. To make the film merely a split-up version

of a stage play were absurd; therein lies no future.

CONCENTRATION IN SOUND

The assumption that because a film and a stage play

both use words therefore there is a likeness between them

reveals its falsity just as soon as we stop to consider this

question in detail. No doubt, many films of the present

unimaginatively employ earlier technique and so fail to

secure the greatest possible effectiveness within their com-

mand; even such a film as The Scoundrel by Hecht and

MacArthur strangely erred in this respect, and, in spite of

several interesting individual shots, proved unsatisfactory

because its method was a combination of outworn cine-

matic devices and of devices associated with the stage. No
use was made in it of symbolic imagery; nearly all the shots

were straightforward ones, showing visually the lips of the

speakers as they uttered their words; from close-up and

medium shot we moved to close-up and medium shot in
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wearisome monotony; and the dialogue had not been toned

down sufficiently for cinematic purposes.

The first thing we observe about cinematic dialogue is

that, whereas in general a stage play demands constant

talk, a film requires an absolute minimum of words. The

essential basis of the cinema lies primarily in the realm of

visual images, and such sound accompaniment as is ad-

mitted must be reduced to the barest necessaries. The dis-

tinction between the two forms becomes at once apparent

if we pause to contrast some nineteenth century melo-

dramas and some modern films in which there is exces-

sive dialogue. The melodramas we shall condemn because

their authors, in carelessness or haste, often allowed stage-

direction, indicating action, to do the work which ought

to have been accomplished by the use of words; while, on

the other hand, we shall condemn a film which permits

words to do what might have been achieved by means of

moving forms on the screen. In essential principles drama

and cinema stand distinct and separate; they are allied,

no doubt, but allied in no wise other than as painting and

sculpture, music and poetry, are allied. Lessing in his

Laocoon demonstrated clearly that we ought to censure a

sculptor for trying to do in marble what his fellow-artist

so much more easily and effectively might do in words;

and precisely the same holds true for cinema and drama.

Drama, certainly, is a concentrated form, and the author

must guard against introducing any words or ideas which

are not strictly germane to his theme and necessary for

the building-up of his impression; but this concentration

is increased a thousand-fold in the film. Part of the reason

is that selectivity is more readily achieved in the latter, this

selectivity being of certain kinds. First of all, we may take
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a typical scene in a play. That scene, let us say, introduces

two men quarrelling. Now, so long as these men remain

in the one location and are not interrupted by a third per-

son, the quarrel scene has to be carried through in its en-

tirety. Once start a conversation on the stage and it is diffi-

cult to bring it to a conclusion without developing the

theme in some considerable fulness. The film, on the con-

trary, may arrest words or actions at any given moment,

and this same scene might, in the hands of the cinematic

director, reveal only the first movements and words, cut-

ting all the intervening portions until the conclusion. The

rest would be supplied by the imagination of the audience.

At once we recognise why it is that a bare minimum of

words is called for in the film and, concurrently, we appre-

ciate the fact that in these snatches of conversation (because

of the camera's ability to cut off the scene when required)

greater point and neatness are demanded. An entirely

diverse technique is summoned into play, for whereas the

dramatic author will habitually aim at smoothness and

continuity, with a dialogue moving steadily towards a good

"curtain," the writer of a screen-play will strive towards

the securing of variety, contrast and rapidly made points.

Further than this, however, does the power of concen-

tration go. In ordinary life we normally see and hear only

what we will ourselves to see or hear. Millions of objects

appear before our eyes but of those millions only a small

proportion actually is recorded in our minds, and of the

corresponding millions of sounds few are consciously ap-

preciated. Apart from this general fact we realise that

sounds take on varying intensities in accordance with the

subjective state of our own minds. As an example we may

choose the ticking of a clock upon a wall. Usually the
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noise made by this clock will be completely ignored; al-

though the sound, considered objectively, is constant and

continually present, it simply ceases to exist so far as we

are concerned. Occasionally for a brief moment the noise

of its ticking will impinge itself on our senses, but gen-

erally, when this happens, we exercise our wills to dismiss

it and again it ceases to exist. Imagine, however, an in-

valid, racked with fever, lying in the room; his mind is

peculiarly sensitive so that to him the clock's ticking as-

sumes an exaggerated importance. Try as he will, he can-

not succeed in dismissing it from him and the more he

strives to escape, the more insistent and terrifying the

sounds become. Imagine, too, another person—a con-

demned prisoner awaiting the hour of his execution. For

him the clock becomes a symbol of inexorable Time mov-

ing relentlessly on towards his final minute. The clock's

ticking takes on for him also an exaggerated importance,

only, instead of being irritating, it stands for a power of

destiny he cannot control.

This single example may be sufficient to demonstrate

that in real life we hear only certain of the myriad sounds

around us and either deliberately select those of which we

become conscious or else unconsciously dismiss the mass

of those we remain unaware of. Sound is an objective

thing, measurable by science; but the hearing of sound is

subjective. On the stage, obviously there is considerable

possibility of selection in this way—selection of dialogue

and selection of "off-stage" noises both; but there can be

litde opportunity, save in a highly expressionistic play, of

presenting either from the points of view of individual

characters and consequently the possibility itself is limited.

A ticking clock remains the same for all the persons intro-
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duced on the stage at one time, and, i£ we do wish to

emphasise its importance for one character, we can do so

in hardly any other way save by calling attention to the

fact in actual speech.

For various reasons, therefore, dependent upon certain

means peculiar to the cinema, filmic dialogue must, if it is

to be truly characteristic and make full use of the opportu-

nities offered to it, deviate considerably from dialogue char-

acteristic of the stage. The selectivity is perhaps neither

more nor less; it is simply different in kind and fully to

appreciate this difference is the business of anyone con-

nected, either creatively or critically, with the cinema.

SOUND CONTROL

The second essential difference between the use of sound

(including speech) in the theatre and on the screen is that

the former, in a variety of ways, bows absolutely to the

will of the author and the director. Two kinds of sound

there are which can be presented theatrically—the speech

of the actors and "off-stage" noises. A little reflection, how-

ever, will show that both are extremely restricted in their

range. The words spoken by the actors are restricted to

the scope of utterance possessed by the performers them-

selves—for in this we cannot go beyond nature; and if for

the "off-stage" noises any mechanical means is employed

in the projection of the sounds clearly there is a fettering

because of the danger of introducing too violent contrasts

between the natural tones and those mechanically manu-

factured. In the cinema, on the other hand, all the sounds

are mechanically reproduced and even although modern

recording has achieved a fine sensitivity in rendering we

can no more escape the consciousness that the sounds we
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hear are being presented to us through a medium than we

can avoid the realisation that the forms thrown upon the

screen are, not reality, but two-dimensional reproductions

of reality. This means that the entire range of the sound

effects in the film is immeasurably extended. In the process

of projection the natural tones of the performers' voices

may deliberately be made to acquire an increased flexi-

bility and scope. Through the opportunities thus granted a

singer's voice may be rendered into something which we
could never hope to hear on the concert platform. Faulty

notes can be deleted and a measure of perfection secured

by a process of dovetailing all those portions which are

flawless combined with that of cutting out those which

introduce elements of a less satisfactory quality. Without

creating any disturbance or confusion in the minds of the

audience the power is granted to the director of developing

and controlling a cinematic sound world even as he was

granted the means of developing and controlling a cine-

matic time and a cinematic space.

Because of this extended range, allied to cognate quali-

ties in the sound projection, the actual conversation which

the players are to be given for utterance presents a series

of problems new and distinct. By means of the purely

cinematic tone much may be done acoustically towards the

creation of mood and interest which, on the stage, would

have to be accomplished through the use of intellectually

conceived words. Furthermore, the fact that the words

spoken by the actors and what would correspond to "off-

stage" noises are harmonised by their both passing through

the one medium permits of the introduction of effects

securable but rarely and then with extreme difficulty in the

theatre. It must, for example, be obvious to all that the
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suggestion on the stage of crowd noises generally fails in

the impression which the dramatist or the director desires

to produce. Whether a group of persons is trained to mur-

mur and shout behind the scenes or a loud-speaker is

employed, the device usually leaves much to be wished for.

Just such effects form excellent cinematic material.

Already we have seen how freely and impressively the

camera may bring crowds within the range of its vision;

masses of people whose presence in the theatre might seem

forced and artificial may create powerful impression on the

screen. In the same way the field of sound is so extended

in the cinema that the acoustic qualities associated with

these pictures may effectively be introduced there. Since

all the sound heard comes to us through a mechanical

medium, there can be no sense of discrepancy or conflict.

Nor need this remain solely within the sphere covered by

theatrical practice. The Ghost goes West introduced several

shots which showed visually the Capitol at Washington

and the Houses of Parliament in London, with accompany-

ing sounds supposed to be the broadcasting of speeches on

both sides of the Atlantic. Clearly this was a device which

could reach realisation only in the cinema; for the theatre

it would have been impossible.

Still more important is the fact that this mechanical re-

production, besides having the means of increasing the

range of natural sound, provides opportunities for altera-

tion and distortion. In the filmic version of A Midsummer

Night's Dream one of the most effective scenes was that

displaying the lovers' quarrel. A few rapid shots showed

Hermia and Lysander, Helena and Demetrius in angry

recrimination, and throughout the projection of these shots,

without a break, we heard their voices in a confused babel
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of words. On the stage, of course, conversation among a

group of characters may be made to overlap, but there could

be no chance of proceeding so far as this in the building of

an impression of voices excitedly distraught and confusedly

intermingled. This example from A Midsummer Night's

Dream, however, goes but one step beyond nature; no

hint is provided there of the greater lengths to which the

deliberate alteration of sound may go. One may state that

there is no transformation of common tones and noises

which is impossible in the cinema; for comic eflfect or for

tragic we may do whatsoever we will with nature. Indeed,

when we examine this subject, we realise that precisely the

same means of manipulation exist in the realm of sound as

exist in the realm of visual images. Slow motion and accel-

erated motion can be applied to sounds and to the objects of

sight as we may desire. We may use the device of double

exposure and lay one series of sounds or noises upon an-

other. We may even project words in reverse just as we

may show characters on the screen proceeding in back-

ward motion. The fade-in, the fade-out and the dissolve

—

all of these have their acoustic counterparts; by their

means it is easy to have one set of sounds intermingle

with another set, to create just such a juxtaposition as we

have seen possible in the field of visual images.

How far this control removes the writing of a screen-

play from the writing of a stage-drama must be imme-

diately manifest. Acoustic montage has to be applied here

in the same way as visual montage is applied to the images

fixed on the frames. We are dealing here, not with a selec-

tion of sounds from nature, but with a collection of sounds

recorded on strips of film, each in its own way distinct
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from the original which gave it birth, all to be wrought

into a harmony by the skill of the author and director.

SOUND SUBJECTIVITY

On the power which the film possesses of abstracting

from objective reality particular sounds heard by individual

characters and on its power to transform these sounds at

will clearly depends the film's ability to suggest, by oral

means, psychological processes at which the stage can but

hint. With sounds as with visual images, there is the same

ease in moving from an objective to a subjective approach.

Without the slightest difficulty, a shot, or a series of shots,

may be introduced giving the sounds heard by one selected

character and not by others introduced in the plot. We
might have, for instance, a medium shot showing four per-

sons with no accompaniment save the dialogue given to

them, and then a close shot showing one of these persons

accompanied by such sounds (external noises in addition to

chosen words) as that particular individual is hearing at the

moment.

Before going further, it is well to emphasise here that,

while dramatic dialogue must always be directly presented,

filmic dialogue may be introduced in a variety of ways, of

which by far the least interesting is that which shows per-

sons speaking. Absolute synchronisation of lip-movement

and of words uttered may be desirable and necessary, but

we do not always need, in fact we rarely need, to see the

lips at work while the sounds impinge themselves on our

ears. In the realm of visual movement, as we have seen,

there is the possibility in the cinema of presenting merely

part of an object; the pawnbroker's hands therein stand for

the whole figure of the man who, in a dramatic treatment
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of the Dickensian theme, would have had to be brought

physically on the stage. Precisely similar opportunities are

offered in the realm of sound, for the film may freely pro-

vide the words of persons whom we do not see, not be-

cause these persons are concealed behind screens or curtains,

but because we choose to focus our attention elsewhere.

Even in that small passage from The Barretts of Wimpole

Street there is demonstrated a typical utilisation of this

device. Flush is let into the hall; from an inner room comes

a voice, the voice of Barrett, and, hearing it, the dog drops

his tail and slinks upstairs. While we are looking at

Flush, we hear Barrett. No doubt this particular effect,

save for the acting of the dog, might be reproduced on

the stage; but from this we proceed further. By means of

groupings and of positions, a theatrical director may sug-

gest what particularly he wants his audience to observe, but

never may we be positively assured that the indications

will be appreciated or carried out in realisation. Within the

cinematic sphere, the director is sole judge of what the

audience shall see and hear; because of the means at his

command he can rest assured that every single thing he

chooses will be brought fully to the attention of the spec-

tators and that there will be no chance of having certain

dearly cherished and carefully planned effects lost or dis-

regarded through the straying of attention elsewhere. From
his point of view, therefore, dialogue assumes functions and

must be made to serve purposes entirely different from

those associated with theatrical conversation.

Here another aspect of the subject calls for consideration.

On the stage (unless in some bizarre and highly experi-

mental productions) the dialogue heard by the audience is

associated directly with the characters set at the moment
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within the proscenium frame. This, as has been demon-

strated, need not hold for the cinema where sound heard

and objects seen may be, if desired, wholly separated. The

result is that the filmic author and director are granted

certain opportunities denied to the dramatist and the theat-

rical director. Sound and visual images may agree in

synchronisation, indeed, it is possible to agree that com-

monly this combination will form the staple basis of any

ordinary film. On the other hand, infinite variety is

achievable in different directions. An impression of strong

contrast may be evoked by showing, say, a picture of a man

in despair while a jazz melody insistently throbs in our

ears. Another impression may be summoned forth by mak-

ing the two (the visual and the acoustic) agree without

synchronisation in mood and spirit. The scene of grief

might, for example, be given increased tension and poign-

ancy by having the picture accompanied, not by words,

but by the whimpering or moaning as of some animal in

pain. Or else, perhaps, the words are left and the visual

images changed, as in a scene where we hear the voices of

two lovers murmuring their endearments while on the

screen we watch the slow ripple of waves upon the sand

or the gentle tossing of boughs in a forest. Further oppor-

tunities may be exemplified by a series of shots in Strife

Me Pin\ where during the singing of a song suggestive of

violent emotion the visual images were presented in a

series of exceedingly short, sharply delineated and abruptly

divided pictures. The possibilities of securing variety by

such means are indeed unmeasured. All we need to do in

order to appreciate this is to think of some simple situation

—let us say, a miser bent over his treasured gold—and

imagine the diverse ways in which the film might treat it.
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We might have the miser soliloquising, with lip move-

ments synchronised, or silent himself with a whispering

voice suggesting his inner thoughts, or silent again with

the groaning of some hungry wretch coming to us from

outside his window, or silent still with the accompaniment

of immaterialised and fantastic sounds expressive in some

way of his greed; or else we might completely change the

approach, allowing the jingling clink of the coins as he

counts them to become accompaniments to pictures which

do not introduce the figure of the miser at all—pictures

calculated, by their imagic agreement or by their contrast,

to bring forth more strongly the impression desired.

In order to make this absolutely clear it is possibly best

to retrace our steps a moment and take a perfectly simple

example of filmic non-agreement in acoustic and visual

terms. Such an example is provided in that scene of The

Barretts of Wimpole Street when Barrett enters Elizabeth's

room in the midst of Henrietta's hilarious polka:

BEDROOM FULL SHOT—
Henrietta has stopped dead in the centre of the room. The

others stand rooted to their places. The silence is deadly.

CUT TO:
CLOSE SHOT FLUSH
He descends quietly from the foot of Elizabeth's couch and

pads discreetly—CAMERA PANNING WITH HIM—over to

his basket. He clambers in, and lies down, his back to the

camera.

CUT TO:
ELIZABETH'S ROOM—CLOSE SHOT BARRETT
He stands motionless just beyond the threshold looking before

him with a perfectly expressionless face.
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Voice of Elizabeth

Good evening, Papa.

The camera then proceeds to pick up Barrett again and we
see him speaking: but a moment later the same device is

repeated

:

CLOSE SHOT HENRIETTA & OCTAVIUS

Henrietta

I—I beg your pardon, Papa.

Voice of Barrett

And may I ask what you were doing as I came into the room?

Henrietta

I was showing Ba how to polk.

CUT TO:
CLOSE UP BARRETT
He looks incredulous disgust.

Barrett

To . . . polk?

Voice of Henrietta

How to dance the polka.

Barrett

I see.

An analysis of this sequence indicates the rapid shifting

of attention. First, it is concentrated upon Henrietta, ar-

rested suddenly in her dance (visual only) ; then it moves

to Flush, symbolic of the spirit of the human actors, cowed

by Barrett's presence (visual, for symbolic effect); is fixed

upon Barrett, with Elizabeth's voice coming through
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(visual and indirect sound) ; turns back to Henrietta, with

the voice of Barrett heard (visual and both direct and indi-

rect sound) ; and finally concentrates on Barrett with Hen-

rietta's faltering accents indicating her fear (visual and both

direct and indirect sound). Variety is provided here and an

emphasis, possibly not greater than might have been se-

cured on the stage, but assuredly divergent in essential

principle from that.

The use of the unseen voice has many applications in

the filmic telling of a story. Only occasionally on the stage,

by the use of non-directional recording apparatus or by that

of the aside, can an approach be made towards the creation

of words apart from those spoken in conversation by the

actors seen by the audience. God's voice may thus descend

from the clouds to a devout Noah, O'Neill may employ

the aside in Strange Interlude to suggest inner thought,

unexpressed externally in life, and Shakespeare may have

his heroes unburden their hearts in words through the

medium of soliloquy. Such methods, however, seem only

too often forced and strained, while of means to project

the unarticulated voices of madness and hallucination there

are none. All this may readily be accomplished in the

cinema. In the same way that The Informer showed mo-

mentarily a subjective mental image in Gypo Nolan's mind

while his eyes rested on the model of the liner, so mo-

mentarily are presented the voices which well up within his

own consciousness and to him appear audible as those

actually spoken by his companions. When his conscience

recreates the image of the murdered Frankie, Frankie's

voice takes shape and warns him that he is lost, that with-

out the aid of his friend's brains he can do naught. Simi-

larly, too, in The Scoundrel words, which may be those
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of fate or merely the hallucinations of a dying man, sound

while we look upon the floating body in the whirling waste

of waves. The mother in So Red The Rose hears her son

calling, and, as we ride with her when she sets out to find

his body, the mental voice comes whisperingly through to

us. Immense possibilities are here, both in the creation of

themes specifically designed for the film and in the re-

treatment of themes already known to the stage. A film of

Hamlet thus might articulate much more of the hero's

imaginings than the stage soliloquies allowed, and Joan of

Arc's supposedly heaven-sent admonitions could take actual

filmic form before an audience. By the employment of a

whispered intensity, these words could never be mistaken

for the words of living persons consciously uttering their

thoughts; spectators, however untutored, would find no

difficulty in appreciating their force and significance.

LINKAGE BY SOUND

Already something has been said concerning the linking

of shots in the cinema, but this subject, introducing a fresh

use of sound, deserves a trifle more attention. In a theatri-

cal performance, as we have seen, the divisions in the action

are relatively few and not many opportunities are offered

to the director for the binding together of part and part.

Occasionally an attempt is made in this way; recent ex-

amples were provided by Georg Bruckner's Elizabeth and

Essex and the same author's Races, when words spoken in

one scene were caught up in the scene immediately follow-

ing or running concurrently. The device, however, is not

essentially dramatic and even when skilfully handled, gen-

erally lacks conviction. At the most it may be employed

in one single section of a play. We found the movement of
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the savage tribal chant into the hymn-singing of Munro's

Progress exceedingly effective, but the employment of a

similar concatenation in other scenes would have been

deemed monotonous or ridiculous.

In a film, on the other hand, the shots are so numerous

and the intermission periods so brief that linking of one

set of images to another becomes generally desirable and

certainly easy of attainment. That linkage usually is secured

by visual means, but sound presents the opportunity of

diversifying the method of binding the shots and of pro-

ducing slightly different emotional results. A simple exam-

ple of such sound linkage appears in the Micawber scenes

of David Copperfield, where the wailing of the child joins

shot and shot together; that child is shown in one picture,

as we wait for the next shot its wailing cry is still heard,

and while we watch the second shot, although the child

itself is not in the picture, the cry persists. The ticking of

the clock in The Informer illustrates a further use of this

device, three distinct scenes being connected by its means.

Difficult indeed would it be exactly to analyse our aesthetic

and emotional reactions during the hearing of this sound.

In one respect, the realistic motivation is complete—that

is to say, in the latter example there is no reason why we
should not hear the ticking of the second clock. On the

other hand, we realise two things: first, that the ticking is

exaggeratedly loud and, second, that it has harmonised

with or forms a continuation of the sound given forth by

the other. With the latter we shared empathically in Gypo's

nervous expectation, and with the former, although Gypo

is not present, indeed has remained far off in the Black and

Tan headquarters, we watch the action at least partly

through his imagination. The movements of the characters
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are objective, certainly, but at the same time we know that

these movements are precisely those which Gypo was con-

juring up in his brain while he dwelt on the effect of the

information he had given. The linkage here is thus not

entirely objective; we are carried forward from shot to shot

emotionally.

Further possibilities in treatment of cinematic dialogue

and in linkage effects were revealed in a short sequence of

an otherwise not too imaginative film, The Man Who
Bro\e the Ban\ at Monte Carlo.

In that sequence we are taken to Interlaken where the

hero, Ronald Colman, has made the acquaintance of the

heroine, Joan Bennett. The business of the director is to

show the progress of their friendship. On the stage all that

could have been accomplished would have been the pre-

sentation of a single scene in which Colman testified to his

adoration. Normally in cinematic treatment there would

have been a series of scenes each with a short passage of

conversation between the pair; but in this particular story

it was obviously expedient to keep the girl as silent as

possible while, on the other hand, the particular terms Col-

man found to testify to his love did not really matter. All

we were concerned with was the fact that he had fallen

madly in love with her and told her so. The entire story,

therefore, was narrated in three closely associated shots. In

the first the two were riding, in the second they were boat-

ing and in the third they stood after dinner upon the

terrace of the hotel. These unrelated pictorial shots were

bound by words; during the first we heard Colman utter

six words, the beginning of a sentence, during the second

he was carrying on that sentence, and during the third the

sentence was completed. Nothing could have been better
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devised to suggest the constant reiteration of his passion,

while the association of the pictures with the words clearly

indicated the various occasions he took to reveal his state

of mind. Visually, orally and by combined linkage effect

the impression was effectively and arrestingly given.

Closely connected with this question goes the question of

sub-titles. Sub-titles, we might have imagined, would have

naturally vanished with the disappearance of the silent

film, but we can still see them in at least a few of the cur-

rent products. In general, they are to be condemned,

although very occasionally they may serve a special purpose

of their own. The test, probably, ought to be whether they

can be dispensed with or their information supplied by

more normal cinematic methods. Judged according to this

standard, their use in three or four recent films was faulty.

The Informer started with a perfectly needless reference

to Judas casting down the thirty pieces of silver. The

quotation printed on the screen did nothing to add either

to the story or to the appreciation of Gypo's character;

rather did it serve to distract because it raised an assump-

tion that something was to be developed in the theme

which was never carried out and never even projected. Les

Miserables, similarly, started with a few words of informa-

tion which aided not a whit towards the understanding of

the plot. Perhaps preliminary notes of this kind are not

wholly to be deplored, but, if introduced, they had better

come as frank directional information along with the name

of the actors, reproducing thus what might have gone in a

theatre program note. It seems a mistake to put them in

Gothic or other "harmonising" letters and to throw them

on the screen as the first shot of the film itself.

Much more dangerous are the titles within a film. One of
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this kind suddenly intruded itself in the course of David

Copperfield, where a caption drew our attention to the fact

that, having pursued the fortunes of the young David, we

were now to follow his career in manhood. Even more

disturbing were those in Peter Ibbetson. Among them was

a sentence telling us that Peter was confined in a prison,

set amid bleak northern moors. To have displayed these

moors before us, to have suggested the dank and the

dreary wastes, would have been a simple cinematic task;

the sub-title was manifestly a wrong procedure. Another

similar employment of the printed words appeared in The

Little Minister. There one shot shows Babby scribbling

her note in the minister's Bible; the next action shot re-

veals the minister himself finding this note on opening the

Bible while he stands in the pulpit. Between the one and

the other a number of days is supposed to elapse, and, to

indicate this, a notice "On the following Sunday . .
."

was inserted. Once more we cannot escape feeling that the

lapse of time could have been indicated by means, either

visual or oral, more in accord with the cinematic style.

Final examples may be taken from A Tale of Two Cities.

Here there was a foreword title, giving a fairly long quo-

tation stating that this "was the best of times" and "the

worst of times ... in short, it was a period very like

the present." Into this foreword title faded a scene on

Shooter's Hill, the Dover Road, with, superimposed upon

it, a caption reading "England—The Dover Road, A Cer-

tain Evening Late in the 18th Century." Later on we were

shown an obviously French roadway with characteristic

rows of poplars and once more came the superimposed

caption, "France." Hardly any better examples could be

found than these. Maybe a "program note" might have
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been admitted, but the initial quotation was of doubtful

value, while the information about the Dover road and

the French roadway was either otiose or a confession of

weakness. For the whole series of titles there was no ex-

cuse. Nor was there excuse for the title which accompanied

an aristocratic banquet scene:
—
"This was the Warning,"

with its long-winded terms. When the revolution starts and

messengers are sent galloping over the land, the visual pic-

tures were amply sufficient to emphasise the action, and

consequently another superimposed title was worse than

valueless:
—
"Over the Countryside the Message of Hate

went forth: Death to the Aristos! Death to the Innocent as

well as the Guilty! Death to all Aristos! Death to their

Friends! Death to their Servants! Smite them all, the Root

and the Branch! Death!" Equally false was the commen-

tary, "And from the Slum of St. Antoine came the Answer:

'Down with the Bastille'," while this plethora of printed

signs reached its most absurd expression in a series of ques-

tions:— "Why?" "why?" "WHY?" we read in increasing

size of letters and in increasing wonderment. Even a well

prepared scenario like Anna Karenina superimposed a

useless "Moscow" over a picture which, because it concen-

trated on "the characteristic domes of the Kremlin," clearly

told its own story.

That the creator of a screen-play and a director are here

presented with a serious difficulty is, of course, not to be

denied, but we may at the same time assert that the solv-

ing of the problem ought to be attempted cinematically and

not in the way of literary narrative. Filmically both the

passage of time and the establishing of setting had better

be indicated either by means of visual symbols or, if abso-
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lutely necessary, by means of spoken words. The former

method is generally the more satisfactory; but in the sound

film words, too, may be used for this purpose as they are

used in a stage play, although, with the much greater

concentration demanded by the cinema, rarely is there the

opportunity granted for leisurely time exposition. Each

word has to do so much more in a film than in a play that

but sparing use can be made of oral indications of this

kind.

Normally, we may agree that, in spite of the difficulties,

mere falling back on informative captions is an unimagina-

tive escape; ample justification is there for saying that, by

symbolic images—visual or verbal—a way should be found

for bringing the lapse of time or the locality directly before

the public. Occasionally a device of the kind employed in

So Red the Rose may be employed—the providing of in-

formation by some titles disguised as filmic material, in

this instance through what purported to be Civil War
bulletins chalked on a board; but such a device, although

wrought into the general plan, clearly is not to be used

with any frequency. However transformed, it remains a

printed caption, and to that almost anything is preferable.

Even the use of an unseen announcer's voice, the Voice of

Time, would have been better than the introduction of the

printed words in David Copperfield. Strangely enough,

this device, although known on the stage from an early

period, seems not to have been much exploited in the film.

There would appear to be no valid reason why it should

not meet a need, although, as with all things in cinematic

art, experience from actual trial alone could provide a

definite answer.
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DRAMA AND SCREEN PLAY

Having thus surveyed some of the basic principles in-

volved in the sound film, we may turn to a brief considera-

tion of the film scenario or screen-play in its entirety.

Already have been demonstrated the essential facts that

cinematic dialogue must be much more economic in its

effects than dialogue in a play, that we expect in it not the

complete development of a conversation from beginning to

end but a series of suggestions concerning that conversa-

tion's course, that the subjective frequently must be called

into service alongside the objective, and that the words in-

troduced often must play a double part, directly presenting

a scene and indirectly linking that scene to the one imme-

diately following. Dependent on these principles is another,

that, in order to secure economy, visual images are

preferable to words if these visual images are sufficient to

convey the impression desired. Fundamental to the cinema

is that which is presented to the eye; this must ever take

chief place. Words spoken occupy a secondary position; and

printed words may only occasionally be called into service.

A Tale of Two Cities presented one sequence which illus-

trates this clearly. Mme. Defarge has just told La Ven-

geance that the man who had kept Dr. Manette in prison

for eighteen years was the Marquis St. Evremonde and has

added that, for other reasons as well, this nobleman occu-

pies "a place of honour" on her "register." This informa-

tion could hardly have been presented visually; therefore

the dialogue is right and just. Right and just, too, are the

following wholly visual shots:

—

CAMERA PANS DOWN the shawl that she is knitting, until

we come to almost the top of the shawl. The knitting is
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covered with simplified designs of the crests of armorial bear-

ings of the aristocratic families. The first is the same as the

crest of the carriage door of the Marquis St. Evremonde. From

the crest on her register,

DISSOLVE TO:
THE SAME CREST
On a carriage door of a coach, which is moving quickly. PULL
CAMERA BACK and reveal the Marquis, sitting nonchalantly

and casually—speaking to an attendant, Moreau.

After a series of shots introducing words and actions (the

coach brought to a stop when it runs over the little child

of Gaspard and setting ofl again) there is a further dis-

solve into a picture of

CHATEAU EVREMONDE
The Marquis' carriage comes over moat, and comes to stop at

porte-cochere. He alights amid lackeys—turns, goes off stage.

This, again, is followed by:

—

THE CHATEAU EVREMONDE. CLOSE SHOT THE
COAT OF ARMS OVER THE MAIN DOOR.

There can be no doubt but that by such visual means

the implications of the story and the relationship of the

characters are fully and effectively portrayed. On the other

hand we may reasonably criticise adversely the latter part

of The Informer, a film otherwise well planned, because

of its failure to permit the visual precedence over the oral.

The story of this film was largely told in visual pictures

up to the last court-martial scene, and that scene somehow

proved less satisfying than the earlier shots. The reason

well may lie in the fact that words there were substituted

for movements. Movement there was, of course, but not
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sufficient attention had been paid to the necessity of se-

curing an absolute economy in the speeches and of allowing

the eyes to serve as instruments for the imagination. How
fully possible this is was shown in Chapayev, where the

character and achievements of the hero were delineated

visually in such a manner that a spectator who knew no

Russian could, even without the aid of sub-titles, follow at

least the main outlines of the plot and appreciate Chapa-

yev's virtues and vices as conceived by the director.

It is but natural that, since the film started with silent

images cast on a screen, greater proficiency should in gen-

eral be displayed in the controlling and determining of

visual sequences than in welding words into suitable cine-

matic form. Of this, too, a good example is provided in A
Tale of Two Cities. Whereas the shots showing the capture

of the Bastille were brilliantly managed (in the screen-play

conception, if not in actual direction), with judicious

variety both in the incidents delineated and in the camera

angles, the conversational portions of the film were weak.

Soliloquy was permitted to intrude when Carton meditated

on the distinction between himself and Darnay; and solilo-

quy must be judged a thing essentially belonging to the

stage, a convention determined by the theatre's restrictions

in the possibility of displaying inner thought. In many

parts, too, the words came in long monotonous sequences,

lacking diversity. In the screen-play, throughout two entire

pages Carton and Darnay converse without any attempts

being made to co-ordinate movement in the pictures pre-

sented and movement in the words. The storming of the

Bastille, on the other hand, exhibited careful planning and

genuine appreciation of cinematic values. Bare feet clatter-

ing over cobblestones, independent shots showing selected
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citizens leaving their shops to join the crowd, the mob

marching, that mob joined by others, the mob seen from

the castle walls, the drawbridge rising and bearing with it

a young man who is eventually forced to fall, rapid short

shots of individual members of the mob and of the troops,

the firing of the cannon, the arrival of the French soldiers,

and the final fall of the fortress. The way in which this

was handled, particularly the skill used in quickening the

tempo and reducing the length of the shots in accordance

with the increase in tension and excitement, left little to

be desired. The contrast between the methods employed

here and those employed in the treatment of dialogue is

thoroughly characteristic.

While emphasising the importance of the visual images,

we must at the same time note that sound is not a mere

appendage in the film. The introduction of words has

brought into being a new form, these words and their

power frequently determining the shape which a film play

will take. Perhaps, in order to emphasise this a few con-

crete examples may be taken, and first it will be con-

venient to start with one where it is possible to compare

closely stage and cinematic versions of the same theme.

Of all modern plays perhaps The Barretts of Wimpole

Street is among the best-known, and consequently it will

not be unfitting to select that and the accompanying

screen-play for examination. In the play's second act, as

will be recalled, several themes were developed—princi-

pally those of Henrietta's love of Surtees Cook and of

Elizabeth's first meeting with Robert Browning. The whole

of the action during this series of scenes—indeed during

the entire length of the stage-play—was set in Elizabeth's

room.
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A comparison of this with the corresponding episodes

in the film becomes highly instructive. First o£ all, there

is, of course, no act division. Following the play, the film

makes Elizabeth ask Wilson to draw the curtains and ex-

tinguish the lamp, but the movement that follows intro-

duces several essentially cinematic features. The camera

proceeds from a general shot of the room to a close-up of

Elizabeth, and thence "pans" over to a close-shot of the

window. During the second of these we see "one of the

faded flowers in the vase" shed "its petals on the table."

Deliberately this shot is made to dissolve in order to

provide continuity of impression: the scene just shown

drifts into another of the same window framing a winter

view. The camera now draws nearer, tilts downwards and

presents us with a glimpse of the street below where we see

Henrietta emerging with a surreptitious air from the door-

way. Here comes the first major departure from the stage

action. Besier obviously was forced to employ a trick in

order to get Surtees Cook within Elizabeth's room, and,

equally obviously he was denied the opportunity of show-

ing anything of the clandestine meetings between Cook

and Henrietta. The ubiquitous camera, however, can tilt

itself downwards and, having caught Henrietta outside,

.may follow her until she meets her lover at the nearby

pillar-box. The few phrases of the stage Henrietta's re-

ported conversation are legitimately expanded here into a

section of dialogue which serves to indicate the relations

between this pair and the force which separates them.

The next shot in the film shows Elizabeth on her couch,

reading a book before an open fire. Wilson moves in to

clear away the dishes, and there ensues the substance of the

play's dialogue concerning the unfinished lunch and the in-
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comprehensibilities of Sordello. This is presented by means

of the general shot referred to, a close shot of Wilson as

she stops in surprise, a medium shot of Elizabeth and Wil-

son while the former reads the passage from Browning's

poem. Immediately upon the close of this action (without

any break) Arabel and Bella enter, Bella then announcing

her engagement. At this there is a cut to a close shot of

the door, through which Henrietta comes dazedly.

Through several shots the conversation proceeds until

Bella leaves, confident of her power to win Barrett's con-

sent for the appearance of Henrietta at her marriage. Left

alone with Elizabeth, Henrietta tells that Surtees Cook has

asked her to marry him and that "of course she accepted

him—and said that she couldn't." This is interrupted by

the arrival of a note from Browning, announcing that he

is downstairs and waiting to see Elizabeth. Here the screen

version, by presenting a reading of the note and some

accompanying comments, adds a trifle to the dialogue of

the play. After some hesitation Browning is admitted. First

we see Elizabeth nervously waiting; Henrietta's voice is

heard; Browning enters and greets her. With some con-

siderable movement of the camera, this scene continues up

to the beginning of the discussion concerning his poetry.

Then we get a close-up of Flush, "sitting up in his basket,

gazing interestedly at the visitor." This shot is caught up by

Browning's turning to the dog and addressing some of his

remarks to it. Through a series of varied shots the scene

proceeds, while Elizabeth confronts him with the obscuri-

ties of Sordello, That finished, a long—probably too long

—

shot follows in which Browning testifies to his adoration.

Then the talk ceases: Elizabeth rises shakily and manages

to reach the window, her movement being momentarily
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broken by a short glimpse of Flush as "he watches his mis-

tress with grave eyes." From above we see the street as

Elizabeth sees it and watch the figure of Browning march-

ing bravely down it.

Thus ends the second main section of the film, corre-

sponding to the play's second act. Clearly the action fol-

lows that of the drama fairly closely, but precisely because

of this close approximation we may discern more easily

the differences between the dramatic and the cinematic

methods. Flush plays no part in this act on the stage; unless

with a specially trained dog his performance therein would

have been entirely impossible. In the film, on the other

hand, he can be made to play an important role and sym-

bolically to arouse the audience's imagination. A mere

comic element in the drama, he becomes almost a pro-

tagonist in the film, for it is he who both begins and closes

the entire action. The exploitation of his role is perfectly

justifiable. Justifiable, too, is the symbolic treatment of the

falling petals. The effect would have been insecurable on

the stage both because of physical difficulties presented in

producing such a trick and because the distance of the

spectators would rob the device of any real significance.

It is just such a device as the cinema legitimately may use.

Still more important is the use made of a combined objec-

tive and subjective approach towards certain things—con-

centration on what she sees and concentration on the

picture of Elizabeth herself.

All of these, however, lie within the sphere of visual

images, and at the moment we are concerned mainly with

sound. Much of the play's conversation in this section of

the film has been curtailed, and rightly so in view of the

different conditions in presentation; but one episode has
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been added, the direct displayal of Henrietta's love affair.

Without a doubt, we feel that the insertion of this episode

was right, and, believing so, at once we recognise that, just

as the theatre has certain scenes a faire without seeing

which an audience is dissatisfied, in the cinematic narrative

other scenes a faire are demanded, including material

which in a play we should be content to have described

for us. Following along this line of thought, we may well

ask ourselves the question whether indeed more deviation

still was not demanded in this cinematic treatment of The

Barretts of Wimpole Street. In particular one might argue

that in the cinema more preparation is demanded for

Browning's entrance than is provided by the sudden

sending-in of the letter; one might express the belief that

several shots showing Browning in his own surroundings

would have been desirable, thus by presenting contempo-

raneous events in his apartment and in Elizabeth's sitting-

room bringing that tension which is peculiarly securable by

these cinematic means. Indeed, there is a need for just such

a scene here as is given later in the screen-play when, after

watching Elizabeth write her letter to Browning, we find

the scene fading into the poet's study, and there listen to

Wilson's words, first to the housekeeper and later to

Browning himself. The presence in this study of books by

and articles on Elizabeth is used to emphasise the pas-

sionate devotion he accords her. In the play we know it is

impossible to see Browning at the moment he receives her

note; realising that no difficulty is presented in the cinema-

tic treatment, this is a scene we positively demand. There

can be no doubt but that this is not only thoroughly in

harmony with the cinematic technique but also a very effec*

tive way of telling Browning's story; and we recognise that
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something of this kind was required also before the poet's

appearance in Elizabeth's room.

Already examples have been given of the way in which

concurrent events of this kind may be effectively intro-

duced by means of visual images alone; an indication of

the manner in which they may be used to build up a filmic

narrative by combined employment of sound and image is

provided by the beginning of Private Lives. This film, after

a general shot of a marriage ceremony, opens with a com-

position shot of a church interior taken over the back of

the minister:

Bride and bridegroom stand side by side at the chancel rail.

Sybil looks up at Elyot with a demurely happy smile to which

he responds with some restraint. The hymn ends. The parson,

book in hand, takes a step towards the bridal pair.

The Parson

Dearly beloved brethren, we are gathered together here, in the

sight of God and . . .

As he speaks, DISSOLVE INTO INT(ERIOR) FRENCH
MAIRIE—COMP(OSITION) SHOT—DAY (Shooting from

back of Moire). The voice of the English Parson dissolves

into that of the little Maire, bearded, beribboned and im-

portant, who is gabbling the concluding half of the Civil

marriage service in fluent French. Victor, the bridegroom,

seems a little dubious as to the propriety of this French cere-

mony; Amanda is quite at ease, not to say amused.

There follows here a comic interlude, during which the

Maire continues reciting his service. At the end of this

He returns—ignoring the laughter of the villagers—to the

bridal pair CAMERA PANNING WITH HIM and continues
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his rapid gabbling of the service as we DISSOLVE INTO
EXT(ERIOR) SKY—LONG SHOT—DAY
From the heart of a great white cloud comes the sound of a

plane in flight and in a moment the plane itself emerges

from the clouds and flies toward camera.

DISSOLVE INTO
INT(ERIOR) PLANE— CLOSE SHOT— SYBIL AND
ELYOT.

This shot, concentrating on the young couple as they sit

in the plane, introduces some dialogue which indicates

that Sybil is Elyot's second bride. It in turn dissolves into

EXT(ERIOR) FERRY—MEDIUM SHOT
Victor's roadster is being towed across a river on an old

fashioned ferry worked by a sturdy peasant from the bank.

The monotonous squeak proceeds from the winch the man is

turning.

CAMERA MOVES TO A CLOSE SHOT of Victor and

Amanda. Victor holds on his lap a neat and shining litde

lunch basket. Amanda leans against Victor's shoulder inter-

estedly examining the contents. Victor looks down at her

tenderly.

Some dialogue again follows and during it we learn that

Amanda has been previously married to Elyot. At once

the significance and relationship of the two sets of shots

become apparent; and when we turn from these to first the

exterior and then the interior of a Riviera hotel the pur-

pose of both comes with tense expectancy to us. Anxiously

we watch Elyot and Sybil alight from their taxi and get

supplied with a terrace suite, followed by Victor and

Amanda who likewise are accommodated with a terrace

suite on the same floor.
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The gradual drawing together of two apparently unre-

lated episodes, with only occasional and vague clues,

provided partly by visual images, partly by words, seems

one of the specific functions of cinematic narrative. This

method may, of course, be used both for comic and for

serious effect: it may be employed to arouse laughter, or

romantic expectancy, or the terror of an almost tragic emo-

tion. On the rhythm of the shots and the temper introduced

into them will depend the effect they have on us. From

this consideration must spring a realisation of what an

opportunity was lost in The Barretts of Wimpole Street.

Cinematically, the story offered a good chance for such

double action in the Elizabeth Barrett-Robert Browning

relationship; nay further, for the adequate unfolding of the

story more was required than the sudden receipt by the

former of the latter's note. Maybe there was a justification

here for keeping as closely as possible to the theme develop-

ment of the play in that this play was so well known that

serious deviations might have met with a considerable

amount of adverse comment. So far the method em-

ployed may be defended; but considering this film as a

film, and therefore as something entirely distinct from any

stage production, we might well demand freer handling

and greater use of that which the cinema may give which

the stage cannot.

An examination of other films leads to similar judg-

ments. Let us take a simple example, Bonnie Scotland, in

which the irrepressible Laurel and Hardy were featured.

In that we started with a street in a small Scots town;

the pair go to an hotel, stating that they have come to

claim a legacy; they proceed to the solicitor's office where,

to show their identity, they display jail cards and explain
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they have crossed the Atlantic in a cattle-boat. No doubt,

by these sequences a few elements of surprise are secured,

but one may well ask the question whether, in view of the

fact that we have here a series of scenes taking place in

what is fundamentally one locality (the Scots town), the

method employed is not closer to the dramatic than to the

cinematic. The journey on the cattle-boat and the jail ex-

periences are indicated mainly by a kind of retrospective

narrative; and retrospective narrative is alien to the general

methods of the film. One may suggest that much more

comic effect might have been attained by opening the film

in a Mid-Western prison, with following scenes of escape,

pursuit, safe stowage in a cattle-boat and arrival in the

Scots town. By this means the story would have been told

in more effectively cinematic terms.

Another example, taken from a serious film, A Tale of

Two Cities, corroborates this judgment. Undoubtedly the

freedom of the film brings it nearer in structure to the

novel than the drama, where a conventional limitation and

restriction is demonstrably essential; but simply to follow

the plan of a novel in the preparing of a screen-play is a

procedure as erroneous as the faithful reproduction on the

screen of dramatic form. This, unfortunately, is the scheme

of A Tale of Two Cities. Starting with a quotation,

we take up the contents of Dickens's first chapter, see

the Dover Mail lumbering up Shooter's Hill and hear the

mysterious message, "Recalled to Life." Next we come to

the Royal George Hotel, Dover, where Lorry tells Lucie

Manette of her father's imprisonment and rescue. Straight-

away, we move over to Paris and have presented before

us the tabloided contents of Dickens' chapter in which he

describes so magnificently the broken barrel and the trick-
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ling blood-red wine spreading along the narrow street. Next

we are introduced to Defarge's wine-shop whither Lucie

comes to reclaim her father. No doubt the sequence of in-

cidents does not lack interest, but the arrangement seems

much better adapted for the purposes of prose narrative

than for those of the cinema. The information regarding

Dr. Manette's imprisonment must perforce be presented

retrospectively as must several other matters relating to

the principal dramatis persona. A much more effective

arrangement might easily have been found than this simple

one of following the novel's structure, and no doubt in-

creased interest might have arisen from a carrying of the

action back beyond the point from which it is made to

start. Long passages of informative dialogue such as that

between Lucie Manette and Lorry appear generally un-

fitted for treatment in the film.

Quite apart from narrative values, too, the presence of

sound must in the future play a determining part in the

creation of the screen-play. One example, and that a simple

one, may serve. On the stage an effect may be produced of

stillness moving into swift action or of quietness giving way

to loud sound. Such effects, however, will be conditioned

by the physical limitations of the stage and by the sets

necessarily employed. By filmic methods something more

and of a different kind may be secured. At the beginning

of Top Hat, for example, the first shot shows a wall-plate

informing us that the building we are about to enter is

The Thackeray Club, London; a second shot displays a

notice saying that silence must be observed by members in

the club rooms, the way being thus prepared for a shot of

a lounge in which a dozen men are seated, each solemnly

buried behind a copy of The Times. Among them, clearly
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anxious impishly to create a disturbance, sits Fred Astaire.

The silence and decorum are intensified further by the

angry glances and expressions of offended dignity when a

waiter inadvertently clinks one wine-glass against another

and when Astaire himself makes his newspaper rustle in

the process of unfolding it. The path is cleared for a strong

contrast. The immediately obvious contrast comes when

Astaire, leaving the lounge, stands at the doorway and

startles the members by executing a few staccato dance

steps; but a much more important contrast follows when

at length, in his own apartment, his nimble feet start to

beat out their amazing rhythms. The ease with which a

film can move from set to set offers innumerable oppor-

tunities for sound contrasts of this larger kind and mani-

festly these opportunities must condition to a certain

extent the composition of the preliminary screen-play.

That, within the past two or three years, vast advances

have been made in technical knowledge and in artistic

sensibility to cinematic requirements needs no demonstra-

tion; but obviously complete mastery has not yet been

attained. For the securing of that mastery is required not

only a great amount of experimentation but also an ex-

haustive examination of cinematic devices and of cinematic

principles, such as the stage has had in its possession for

centuries. Critical rules cannot hope to make creative

dramatists, but the dramatists of all ages have benefited

much from the painstaking analysis which has been de-

voted to the work of their predecessors.

Weakness in the preparation of cinematic scripts may

be due to a variety of causes, not least of which perhaps is

the fact that many
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authors write for the screen with their left hand. They are

interested in the money rather than sincerely moved to tell a

story or express an idea.

But this cannot be taken alone. Perhaps Will Hays comes

nearer to the truth when he says that

Recognition of the motion pictures as an art by the great

universities (will mark) the beginning of a new day in motion

picture work. It (will pave) the way for the motion picture's

Shakespeares.

This is no strained and fantastic statement. It means

simply that through the aid of the detailed analysis and

critical evaluation similar to that which the drama has been

accorded, the ground will be prepared for surer mastery

of effect; from the principles thus established the cinematic

form of expression will be provided with that sense of

purpose already attained by other arts of more extended

ancestry. Shakespeare could not have been without the

preparation made for him by the humanistic work of the

academies; the "University wits," trained in the study of

literature, were his immediate predecessors and masters.

For this the cinema is waiting.



FILM REALITY: THE CINEMA AND
THE THEATRE

oNE question of fundamental importance remains for

consideration. When we witness a film, do we anticipate

something we should not expect from a stage performance,

and, if so, what effect has this upon our appreciation of

film acting? At first, we might be tempted to dismiss such

a query or to answer it easily and glibly. There is no essen-

tial difference, we might say, save in so far as we expect

greater variety and movement on the screen than we do

on the stage; and for acting, that, we might reply, is

obviously the same as stage acting although perhaps more

stabilised in type form. Do we not see Charles Laughton,

Cedric Hardwicke, Ernest Thesiger, Elizabeth Bergner

now in the theatre, now in the cinema? To consider

further, we might say, were simply to indulge in useless

and uncalled for speculation.

Nevertheless, the question does demand just a trifle more

of investigation. Some few years ago a British producing

company made a film of Bernard Shaw's Arms and the

Man. This film, after a few exciting shots depicting the

dark streets of a Balkan town, the frenzied flight of the

miserable fugitives and the clambering of Bluntschli onto

Raina's window terrace, settled down to provide what was

fundamentally a screen-picture of the written drama. The

dialogue was shortened, no doubt, but the shots proceeded

more or less along the dramatic lines established by Shaw
164
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and nothing was introduced which he had not originally

conceived in preparing his material for the stage. The result

was that no more dismal film has ever been shown to the

public. On the stage Arms and the Man is witty, provoca-

tive, incisively stimulating; its characters have a breath of

genuine theatrical life; it moves, it breathes, it has vital

energy. In the screen version all that life has fled, and,

strangest thing of all, those characters—Bluntschli, Raina,

Sergius—who are so exciting on the boards, looked to the

audience like a set of wooden dummies, hopelessly pat-

terned. Performed by a third-rate amateur cast their life-

blood does not so ebb from them, yet here, interpreted

by a group of distinguished professionals, they wilted and

died—died, too, in such forms that we could never have

credited them with ever having had a spark of reality.

Was there any basic reason for this failure?

THE CAMERA'S TRUTH

The basic reason seems to be simply this—that practi-

cally all effectively drawn stage characters are types and

that in the cinema we demand individualisation, or else

that we recognise stage figures as types and impute greater

power of independent life to the figures we see on the

screen. This judgment, running so absolutely counter to

what would have been our first answer to the original

question posited, may seem grossly distorted, but perhaps

some further consideration will demonstrate its plausibility.

When we go to the theatre, we expect theatre and nothing

else. We know that the building we enter is a playhouse;

that behind the lowered curtain actors are making ready,

dressing themselves in strange garments and transforming

their natural features; that the figures we later see on the
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boards are never living persons of king and bishop and

clown, but merely men pretending for a brief space of time

to be like these figures. Dramatic illusion is never (or so

rarely as to be negligible) the illusion of reality: it is always

imaginative illusion, the illusion of a period of make-be-

lieve. All the time we watch Hamlet's throes of agony we

know that the character Hamlet is being impersonated by

a man who presently will walk out of the stage-door in

ordinary clothes and an autograph-signing smile on his

face. True, volumes have been written on famous dramatic

characters—Greek, Elizabethan English and modern Nor-

wegian—and these volumes might well seem to give the lie

to such assumptions. Have not Shakespeare's characters

seemed so real to a few observers that we have on our

shelves books specifically concerned with the girlhood of

his heroines—a girlhood the dramas themselves denied us?

These studies, however, should not distract us from the

essential truth that the greatest playwrights have always

aimed at presenting human personality in bold theatric

terms. Hamlet seizes on us, not because he is an individual,

not because in him Shakespeare has delineated a particular

prince of Denmark, but because in Hamlet there are bits

of all men; he is a composite character whose lineaments

are determined by dramatic necessity, and through that he

lives. Fundamentally, the truly vital theatre deals in stock

figures. Like a child's box of bricks, the stage's material is

limited; it is the possibilities in arrangement that are well-

nigh inexhaustible. Audiences thrill to see new situations

born of fresh sociological conditions, but the figures set

before them in significant plays are conventionally fixed

and familiar. Of Romeos there are many, and of Othellos

legion. Character on the stage is restricted and stereotyped
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and the persons who play upon the boards are governed,

not by the strangely perplexing processes of life but by the

established terms of stage practice. Bluntschli represents

half a hundred similar rationalists; the idealism of thou-

sands is incorporated in Sergius; and Raina is an eternal

stage type of the perplexing feminine. The theatre is

populated, not by real individuals whose boyhood or girl-

hood may legitimately be traced, but by heroes and villains

sprung full-bodied from Jove's brain, by clowns and panta-

loons whose youth is unknown and whose future matters

not after the curtain's fall.

In the cinema we demand something different. Probably

we carry into the picture-house prejudices deeply ingrained

in our beings. The statement that "the camera cannot lie"

has been disproved by millions of flattering portraits and by

dozens of spiritualistic pictures which purport to depict

fairies but which mostly turn out to be faintly disguised

pictures of ballet-dancers or replicas of figures in advertise-

ments of night-lights. Yet in our heart of hearts we credit

the truth of that statement. A picture, a piece of sculpture,

a stage-play—these we know were created by man; we have

watched the scenery being carried in back stage and we

know we shall see the actors, turned into themselves again,

bowing at the conclusion of the performance. In every way

the "falsity" of a theatrical production is borne in upon us,

so that we are prepared to demand nothing save a theatri-

cal truth. For the films, however, our orientation is vastly

different. Several periodicals, it is true, have endeavored to

let us into the secrets of the moving-picture industry and

a few favored spectators have been permitted to make the

rounds of the studios; but from ninety per cent of the audi-

ence the actual methods employed in the preparation of a
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film remain far off and dimly realised. "New York," we

are told,

struts when it constructs a Rockefeller Center. A small town

chirps when it finishes a block of fine cottages. The govern-

ment gets into the newspapers for projects like Boulder Dam.

It takes Hollywood approximately three days to build Rome
and a morning to effect its fall, but there is very little hurrah

about it. The details are guarded like Victorian virtue.

There is sound reticence on the part of a community that is

usually articulate about its successes. Hollywood is in the busi-

ness of building illusion, not sets. . . . The public likes to

feel that the stork brought The Birth of a Nation. It likes to

feel that a cameraman hung in the clouds—mid-Pacific—the

day that Barrymore fought the whale.

That audience, accordingly, carries its prejudices with it

intact. "The camera cannot lie"—and therefore, even when

we are looking at Marlene Dietrich or Robert Mont-

gomery, we unconsciously lose sight of fictional surround-

ings and interpret their impersonations as "real" things.

Rudolph Valentino became a man who had had innumer-

able Sheikish adventures, and into each part she took the

personality of Greta Garbo was incorporated. The most

impossible actions may be shown us in a film, yet Laurel

and Hardy are, at their best, seen as individuals experi-

encing many strange adventures, not as virtuoso comedians

in a vaudeville act.

How true this is was demonstrated by a film, Once in a

Blue Moon, which has been shown only in a few thea-

tres. The general tone of Once in a Blue Moon was

burlesque. In it was a "take-off" of certain Russian films,

incidental jibes at a few popular American examples, and

occasional skits directed at prominent players; Jimmy Savo
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took the role of Gabbo the Great while one of the actresses

made up to look like Katherine Hepburn. The result was

dismal. In Charlie Chaplin's free fantasy there is life and

interest; throughout the course of Once in a Blue Moon

vitality was entirely lacking. Nor was the reason far to

seek. We cannot appreciate burlesque in the cinema because

of the fact that in serious films actor and role are indis-

tinguishable; on the stage we appreciate it since there, in

serious plays, we can never escape from separating the

fictional character and its creator. Stage burlesque is di-

rected at an artistic method, generally the method employed

by an individual player in the treatment of his parts. To
caricature Irving was easy; hardly would a cinematic tra-

vesty of Arliss succeed. The presentation of this single

film proved clearly the difference in approach on the part

of cinema and theatre public respectively. These, so gen-

erally considered identical, are seen to be controlled by

quite distinct psychological elements.

Charlie Chaplin's free fantasy has been referred to above.

This, associated with, say, the methods of Rene Clair,

might well serve to demonstrate the true resources of the

film; comparison with the erring tendencies of Once in a

Blue Moon brings out clearly the genuine frontiers of the

cinematic sphere. In The Ghost Goes West there was much

of satire, but this satire was directed at life and not at art

and, moreover, was kept well within "realistic" terms.

Everything introduced there was possible in the sense that,

although we might rationally decide that these events could

not actually have taken place, we recognized that, granted

the conditions which might make them achievable, they

would have assumed just such forms as were cast on the

screen. The ghost was thus a "realistic" one, shown now in
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the guise of a figure solid and opaque and now in that of

a transparent wraith, capable of defying the laws of physics.

In a precisely similar way is the fantasy of a Chaplin film

bound up with reality. We know that the things which

Charlie does and the situations in which he appears are

impossible but again, given the conditions which would

make them possible, these are the shapes, we know, they

would assume. Neither Rene Clair nor Charlie Chaplin

steps into the field occupied by the artistic burleque;

neither are "theatrical." The former works in an inde-

pendent world conceived out of the terms of the actual,

and the latter, like George Arliss in a different sphere,

stands forth as an individual experiencing a myriad of

strange and fantastic adventures.

The individualising process in film appreciation mani-

festly demands that other standards than those of the stage

be applied to the screen-play. In the theatre we are com-

monly presented with characters relatively simple in their

psychological make-up. A sympathetically conceived hero

or heroine is devoted in his or her love affairs to one object;

at the most some Romeo will abandon a visionary Rosaline

for a flesh-and-blood Juliet. For the cinema, on the other

hand, greater complexity may be permitted without loss of

sympathy. The heroine in So Red the Rose is first shown

coquetting with her cousin, suggestion is provided that she

has not been averse to the attentions of a young family

friend, she sets her cap at a visiting Texan and grieves

bitterly on receiving news of his death, and finally she

discovers or rediscovers the true love she bears to the cousin.

All this is done without any hint that she is a mere flirt;

her affections are such as might have been those of an

ordinary girl in real life and we easily accept the filmic
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presentation in this light. On the stage the character could

not have been viewed in a similar way; there we should

have demanded a much simpler and less emotionally

complicated pattern if our sympathies were firmly to be

held.

The strange paradox, then, results:—that, although the

cinema introduces improbabilities and things beyond nature

at which any theatrical director would blench and murmur

soft nothings to the air, the filmic material is treated by

the audience with far greater respect (in its relation to

life) than the material of the stage. Our conceptions of life

in Chicago gangsterdom and in distant China are all

colored by films we have seen. What we have witnessed on

the screen becomes the "real" for us. In moments of sanity,

maybe, we confess that of course we do not believe this or

that, but, under the spell again, we credit the truth of

these pictures even as, for all our professed superiority, we
credit the truth of newspaper paragraphs.

TYPE CASTING

This judgment gives argument for Pudovkin's views

concerning the human material to be used in a film—but

that argument essentially differs from the method of sup-

port which he utilised. His views may be briefly summar-

ised thus:—types are more desirable in film work because

of the comparative restrictions there upon make-up; the

director alone knows the complete script and therefore

there is little opportunity for an individual actor to build

up a part intelligently and by slow gradations; an imme-

diate, vital and powerful impression, too, is demanded on

the actor's first entrance; since the essential basis of cine-

matic art is montage of individual shots and not the his-
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trionic abilities of the players, logic demands the use of

untrained human material, images of which are wrought

into a harmony by the director.

Several of the apparent fallacies in Pudovkin's reasoning

have been discussed above. There is, thus, no valid objec-

tion to the employment of trained and gifted actors, pro-

vided that these actors are not permitted to overrule other

elements in the cinematic art and provided the director

fully understands their essential position. That casting by

type is desirable in the film seems, however, certain. Misled

by theatrical ways, we may complain that George Arliss

is the same in every screen-play he appears in; but that is

exactly what the cinema demands. On the stage we rejoice,

or should rejoice, in a performer's versatility; in the cinema

unconsciously we want to feel that we are witnessing a true

reproduction of real events, and consequently we are not

so much interested in discerning a player's skill in diversity

of character building. Arliss and Rothschild and Disraeli

and Wellington are one. That the desire on the part of a

producing company to make use of a particular "star" may
easily lead to the deliberate manufacturing of a character

to fit that star is true; but, after all, such a process is by no

means unknown to the theatre, now or in the past.

Shakespeare and Moliere both wrote to suit their actors,

and Sheridan gave short sentimental scenes to Charles and

Maria in The School for Scandal because, according to his

own statement, "Smith can't make love—and nobody

would want to make love to Priscilla Hopkins."

To exemplify the truth of these observations no more is

demanded than a comparison of the stage and screen ver-

sions of The Petrified Forest, As a theatrical production

this play was effective, moving and essentially harmonised
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with the conventions applying to its method of expression;

lifeless and uninteresting seemed the filming of funda-

mentally the same material. The reasons for this were

many. First was the fact that the film attempted to defy

the basic law which governs the two forms; the theatre

rejoices in artistic limitation in space while the film de-

mands movement and change in location. We admire

Sherwood's skill in confining the whole of his action to the

Black Mesa but we condemn the same confining process

when we turn to see the same events enacted on the screen.

Secondly, since a film can rarely bear to admit anything in

the way of theatricality in its settings, those obviously

painted sets of desert and mountain confused and detracted

from our appreciation of the narrative. A third reason may

be sought for in the dialogue given to the characters. This

dialogue, following the lines provided for the stage play,

showed itself as far too rich and cumbersome for cinematic

purposes; not only was there too much of it, but that

which sounded exactly right when delivered on the boards

of the theatre (because essentially in tune with theatrical

conventions) seemed ridiculous, false and absurd when

associated with the screen pictures. Intimately bound up

with this, there has to be taken into account both the

nature and the number of the dramatis personce. Sher-

wood's stage characters were frankly drawn as types—an

old pioneer, a killer, an unsuccessful litterateur, an am-

bitious girl, a veteran, a business-man, a business-man's

wife—each one representative of a class or of an ideal. Not

for a moment did we believe that these persons were real,

living human beings; they were typical figures outlining

forces in present-day society. This being so, we had no

difficulty in keeping them all boldly in our minds even
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when the whole group of them filled the stage. When
transferred to the screen, however, an immediate feeling of

dissatisfaction assailed us; these persons who had possessed

theatrical reality could have no reality in the film; their

vitality was fled; they seemed false, absurd, untrue. Still

further, their number became confusing. The group of

representative types which dominated the stage proved

merely a jumbled mass on the screen, for the screen, al-

though it may make use of massed effects of a kind which

would be impossible in the theatre, generally finds its

purposes best served by concentration on a very limited

number of major figures. The impression of dissatisfaction

thus received was increased by the interpretation of these

persons. Partly because of the words given to them, all the

characters save Duke Mantee seemed to be actors and noth-

ing else. There was exhibited a histrionic skill which might

win our admiration but which at the same time was alien

to the medium through which it came to us. A Leslie How-

ard whose stage performance was right and just became an

artificial figure when, before the camera, he had to deliver

the same lines he had so effectively spoken on the stage.

From the lack of individualisation in the characters re-

sulted a feeling of confusion and falsity; because of the

employment of conventions suited to one art and not to

another vitality, strength and emotional power were lost.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PENETRATION

The full implications of such individualisation of film

types must be appreciated, together with the distinct ap-

proach made by a cinema audience to the persons seen by

them on the screen. Because of these things, allied to its

possession of several technical devices, the cinema is given
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the opportunity of coming into closer accord with recent

tendencies in other arts than the stage. Unquestionably,

that which separates the literature of today from yester-

day's literature is the former's power of penetrating, psycho-

analytically, into human thought and feeling. The discovery

of the sub-conscious has opened up an entirely fresh field of

investigation into human behaviour, so that whereas a

Walter Scott spread the action of a novel over many years

and painted merely the outsides of his characters, their

easily appreciated mental reactions and their most obvious

passions, James Joyce has devoted an extraordinarily

lengthy novel to twenty-four hours in the life of one indi-

vidual. By this means the art of narrative fiction has been

revolutionised and portraiture of individuals completely

altered in its approach.

Already it has been shown that normally the film does

not find restrictions in the scope of its material advan-

tageous; so that the typical film approaches outwardly the

extended breadth of a Scott novel. In dealing with that

material, however, it is given the opportunity of delving

more deeply into the human consciousness. By its subjective

method it can display life from the point of view of its

protagonists. Madness on the stage, in spite of Ophelia's

pathetic efforts, has always appeared rather absurd, and

Sheridan was perfectly within his rights when he carica-

tured the convention in his Tilburina and her address to

all the finches of the grove. On the screen, however, mad-

ness may be made arresting, terrifying, awful. The mania

of the lunatic in the German film, M, held the attention

precisely because we were enabled to look within his dis-

tracted brain. Seeing for moments the world distorted in
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eccentric imaginings, we are moved as no objective pre-

sentation of a stage Ophelia can move us.

Regarded in this way, the cinema, a form of expression

born of our own age, is seen to bear a distinct relationship

to recent developments within the sphere of general artistic

endeavour. While making no profession to examine this

subject, one of the most recent writers on This Modern

Poetry, Babette Deutsch, has expressed, obiter dicta, judg-

ments which illustrate clearly the arguments presented

above. "The symbolists," she says, "had telescoped images

to convey the rapid passage of sensations and emotions.

The metaphysicals had played in a like fashion with ideas.

Both delighted in paradox. The cinema, and ultimately the

radio, made such telescopy congenial to the modern poet,

as the grotesqueness of his environment made paradox in-

evitable for him." And again:

The cinema studio creates a looking-glass universe where,

without bottles labeled "Drink me" or cakes labeled "Eat me"

or keys to impossible gardens, creatures are elongated or tele-

scoped, movements accelerated or slowed up, in a fashion sug-

gesting that the world is made of india-rubber or collapsible

tin. The ghost of the future glimmers through the immediate

scene, the present dissolves into the past.

Akin to these marvels is the poetry of such a man as

Horace Gregory. In his No Retreat: New Yor\, Cassandra,

"the fluent images, the sudden close-ups, the shifting angle

of vision, suggest the technique of the cinema." The

method of the film is apparent in such lines as these:

Give Cerberus a non-employment wage, the dog is hungry.

This head served in the war, Cassandra, it lost an eye;
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That head spits fire, for it lost its tongue licking the paws

of lions caged in Wall Street and their claws

were merciless.

Follow, O follow him, loam-limbed Apollo, crumbling before

Tiffany's window: he must buy

himself earrings for he meets his love tonight,

(Blossoming Juliet

emptied her love into her true love's lap)

dies in his arms.

If the cinema has thus influenced the poets, we realise

that inherently it becomes a form of art through which

may be expressed many of the most characteristic tend-

encies in present-day creative endeavour. That most of

the films so far produced have not made use of the

• peculiar methods inherent in the cinematic approach

need not blind us to the fact that here is an instrument

capable of expressing through combined visual and vocal

means something of that analytical searching of the spirit

which has formed the pursuit of modern poets and novel-

ists. Not, of course, that in this analytic and realistic

method are to be enclosed the entire boundaries of the

cinema. The film has the power of giving an impression

of actuality and it can thrill us by its penetrating truth to

life: but it may, if we desire, call into existence the strang-

est of visionary worlds and make these too seem real. The

enchanted forest of A Midsummer Night's Dream will

always on the stage prove a thing of lath and canvas and

paint; an enchanted forest in the film might truly seem

haunted by a thousand fears and supernatural imaginings.

This imaginary world, indeed, is one that our public has

cried for and demanded, and our only regret may be that

the producers, lacking vision, have compromised and in
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compromising have descended to banalities. Taking their

sets of characters, they thrust these, willy-nilly, into scenes

of ornate splendour, exercising their inventiveness, not to

create the truly fanciful but to fashion the exaggeratedly

and hyperbolically absurd. Hotels more sumptuous than

the Waldorf-Astoria or the Ritz; liners outvying the pre-

tentions of the Normandie; speed that sets Malcolm Camp-

bell to shame; melodies inappropriately rich—these have

crowded in on us again and yet again. Many spectators are

becoming irritated and bored with scenes of this sort, for

mere exaggeration of life's luxuries is not creative artisti-

cally.

That the cinema has ample opportunities in this direction

has been proved by Max Reinhardt's A Midsummer Night's

Dream, which, if unsatisfactory as a whole and if in many

scenes tentative in its approach, demonstrated what may be

done with imaginative forms on the screen. Apart from the

opportunity offered by Shakespeare's theme for the pre-

sentation of the supernatural fairy world, two things were

specially to be noted in this film. The first was that certain

passages which, spoken in our vast modern theatres

with their sharp separation of audience and actors, be-

come mere pieces of rhetoric devoid of true meaning and

significance were invested in the film with an intimacy and

directness they lacked on the stage. The power of the

cinema to draw us near to an action or to a speaker served

here an important function, and we could at will watch a

group of players from afar or approach to overhear the

secrets of a soliloquy. The second feature of interest lay in

the ease with which the cinema can present visual symbols

to accompany language. At first, we might be prepared to

condemn the film on this ground, declaring that the imagi-
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native appeal of Shakespeare's language would thereby be

lost. Again, however, second thoughts convince us that

much is to be said in its defence; reference once more must

be made to a subject already briefly discussed. Shakespeare's

dialogue was written for an audience, not only sympathetic

to his particular way of thought and feeling, but gifted with

certain faculties which today we have lost. Owing to the

universal development of reading, certain faculties possessed

by men of earlier ages have vanished from us. In the

sixteenth century, men's minds were more acutely per-

ceptive of values in words heard, partly because their

language was a growing thing with constantly occurring

new forms and strange applications of familiar words, but

largely because they had to maintain a constant alertness

to spoken speech. Newspapers did not exist then; all men's

knowledge of the larger world beyond their immediate ken

had to come from hearing words uttered by their com-

panions. As a result, the significance of words was more

keenly appreciated and certainly was more concrete than

it is today. When Macbeth, in four lines, likened life to a

brief candle, to a walking shadow and to a poor player,

one may believe that the ordinary spectator in the Globe

theatre saw in his mind's eye these three objects referred to.

The candle, the shadow and the player became for him

mental realities.

The same speech uttered on the stage today can hardly

hope for such interpretation. Many in the audience will be

lulled mentally insensible to its values by the unaccustomed

movement of the lines, and others will grasp its import,

not by emotional imaginative understanding, but by a

painful, rational process of thought. A modern audience,

therefore, listening to earlier verse drama, will normally
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require a direct stimulus to its visual imagination—a thing

entirely unnecessary in former times. Thus, for example,

on the bare Elizabethan platform stage the words concern-

ing dawn or sunlight or leafy woods were amply sufficient

to conjure up an image of these things; latter-day experi-

ments in the production of these dramas in reconstructed

"Shakespearian" theatres, interesting as these may be and

refreshing in their novelty, must largely fail to achieve the

end, so easily and with such little effort reached among

sixteenth century audiences. We need, now, all the appur-

tenances of a decorated stage to approach, even faintly, the

dramatist's purpose. This is the justification for the pre-

sentation of Shakespeare's tragedies and comedies not in a

reconstructed Globe theatre, but according to the current

standards of Broadway or of Shaftesbury Avenue.

The theatre, however, can only do so much. It may

visually create the setting, but it cannot create the stimulus

necessary for a keener appreciation of the imagic value

of Shakespeare's lines. No method of stage representation

could achieve that end. On the screen, on the other hand,

something at least in this direction may be accomplished.

In A Midsummer Night's Dream Oberon's appearance be-

hind dark bespangled gauze, even although too much dwelt

on and emphasised, gave force to lines commonly read or

heard uncomprehendingly
—
"King of Shadows," he is

called; but the phrase means little or nothing to us unless

our minds are given such a stimulus as was here provided.

Critics have complained that in the film nothing is left to

the imagination, but we must remember that in the

Shakespearean verse is a quality which, because of changed

conditions, we may find difficulty in appreciating. Its

strangeness to us demands that an attempt be made to
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render it more intelligible and directly appealing. Such an

attempt, through the means of expression granted to the

cinema, may merely be supplying something which will

bring us nearer to the conditions of the original spectators

for whom Shakespeare wrote.

Normally, however, verse forms will be alien to the film.

Verse in itself presupposes a certain remoteness from the

terms of ordinary life and the cinema, as we have seen,

usually finds its most characteristic expression in the world

that immediately surrounds us. The close connection, noted

by Babette Deutsch, between cinematic expression and

tendencies in present-day poetry will declare itself, not in

a utilisation of rhythmic speech but in a psychological

penetration rendered manifest through a realistic method.

THE WAY OF THE THEATRE

If these arguments have any validity, then clearly a de-

termined revision is necessary of our attitude towards the

stage of today. That the theatre ought not servilely to fol-

low cinematic methods seems unnecessary of proof, even

although we may admit that certain devices of the film

may profitably be called into service by playwright and

director. She Loves Me Not with ample justification util-

ised for the purpose of stage comedy a technique which

manifestly was inspired by the technique strictly proper

to the cinema, and various experiments in the adapting of

the filmic flash-back to theatrical requirements have not

been without significance and value. But this way real

success does not lie; the stage cannot hope to maintain its

position simply by seizing on novelties exploited first in the

cinema, and in general we must agree that the cinema can,

because of its peculiar opportunities, wield this technique
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so much more effectively that its application to the stage

seems thin, forced and artificial.

This, however, is not the most serious thing. Far more

important is the fundamental approach which the theatre

during recent years has been making towards its material.

When the history of the stage since the beginning of the

nineteenth century comes to be written with that impar-

tiality which only the viewpoint of distant time can provide,

it will most certainly be deemed that the characteristic

development of these hundred odd years is the growth of

realism and the attempted substitution of naturalistic

illusion in place of a conventional and imaginative illusion.

In the course of this development stands forth Ibsen as the

outstanding pioneer and master. At the same time, this

impartial survey may also decide that within the realistic

method He the seeds of disruption. It may be recognised

that, while Ibsen was a genius of profound significance, for

the drama Ibsenism proved a curse upon the stage. The

whole realistic movement which strove to impose the con-

ditions of real life upon the theatre may have served a

salutary purpose for a time, but its vitality was but short-

lived and, after the first excitement which attended the

witnessing on the stage of things no one had hitherto

dreamt of putting there had waned, its force and inspiring

power was dissipated. Even if we leave the cinema out of

account, we must observe that the realistic theatre in our

own days has lost its strength. No doubt, through famili-

arity and tradition, plays in this style still prove popular

and, popular success being the first requirement demanded

of dramatic art, we must be careful to avoid wholesale

condemnation; Tobacco Road and Dead End are things

worthy of our esteem, definite contributions to the theatre
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of our day. But the continued appearance and success of

naturalistic plays should not confuse the main issue, which

is the question whether such naturalistic plays are likely

in the immediate future to maintain the stage in that posi-

tion we should all wish it to occupy. Facing this question

fairly, we observe immediately that plays written in these

terms are less likely to hold the attention of audiences over

a period of years than are others written in a different

style; because bound to particular conditions in time and

place, they seem inevitably destined to be forgotten, or, if

not forgotten, to lose their only valuable connotations.

Even the dramas of Ibsen, instinct with a greater imagina-

tive power than many works by his contemporaries and

successors, do not possess, after the brief passing of forty

years, the same vital significance they held for audiences of

the eighties and nineties. If we seek for and desire a thea-

tre which shall possess qualities likely to live over genera-

tions, unquestionably we must decide that the naturalistic

play, made popular towards the close of the nineteenth

century and still remaining in our midst, is not calculated

to fulfil our highest wishes.

Of much greater importance, even, is the question of the

position this naturalistic play occupies in its relations to the

cinema. At the moment it still retains its popularity, but,

we may ask, because of cinematic competition, is it not

likely to fail gradually in its immediate appeal? The film

has such a hold over the world of reality, can achieve ex-

pression so vitally in terms of ordinary life, that the realistic

play must surely come to seem trivial, false and inconse-

quential. The truth is, of course, that naturalism on the

stage must always be limited and insincere. Thousands

have gone to The Children's Hour and come away fondly
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believing that what they have seen is life; they have not

realised that here too the familiar stock figures, the type

characterisations, of the theatre have been presented before

them in modified forms. From this the drama cannot

escape; little possibility is there of its delving deeply into

the recesses of the individual spirit. That is a realm re-

served for cinematic exploitation, and, as the film more and

more explores this territory, does it not seem probable that

theatre audiences will become weary of watching shows

which, although professing to be "lifelike," actually are

inexorably bound by the restrictions of the stage? Pursuing

this path, the theatre truly seems doomed to inevitable

destruction. Whether in its attempt to reproduce reality

and give the illusion of actual events or whether in its

pretence towards depth and subtlety in character-drawing,

the stage is aiming at things alien to its spirit, things which

so much more easily may be accomplished in the film that

their exploitation on the stage gives only an impression of

vain effort.

Is, then, the theatre, as some have opined, truly dying?

Must it succumb to the rivalry of the cinema? The answer

to that question depends on what the theatre does within

the next ten or twenty years. If it pursues naturalism fur-

ther, unquestionably little hope will remain; but if it recog-

nises to the full the conditions of its own being and utilises

those qualities which it, and it alone, possesses, the very

thought of rivalry may disappear. Quite clearly, the true

hope of the theatre lies in a rediscovery of convention, in

a deliberate throwing-over of all thoughts concerning nat-

uralistic illusion and in an embracing of that universalising

power which so closely belongs to the dramatic form when

rightly exercised. By doing these things, the theatre has
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achieved greatness and distinction in the past. We admire

the playhouses of Periclean Athens and Elizabethan Eng-

land; in both a basis was found in frank acceptance of the

stage spectacle as a thing of pretence, with no attempt

made to reproduce the outer forms of everyday life. Con-

ventionalism ruled in both, and consequently out of both

could spring a vital expression, with manifestations capable

of appealing not merely to the age in which they originated

but to future generations also. Precisely because ^Eschylus

and Shakespeare did not try to copy life, because they pre-

sented their themes in highly conventional forms, their

works have the quality of being independent of time and

place. Their characters were more than photographic

copies of known originals; their plots took no account of

the terms of actuality; and their language soared on poetic

wings. To this again must we come if our theatre is to be

a vitally arresting force. So long as the stage is bound by

the fetters of realism, so long as we judge theatrical charac-

ters by reference to individuals with whom we are ac-

quainted, there is no possibility of preparing dialogue

which shall rise above the terms of common existence.

From our playwrights, therefore, we must seek for a new

foundation. No doubt many journeymen will continue to

pen for the day and the hour alone, but of these there have

always been legion; what we may desire is that the drama-

tists of higher effort and broader ideal do not follow the

journeyman's way. Boldly must they turn from efforts to

delineate in subtle and intimate manner the psychological

states of individual men and women, recognising that in

the wider sphere the drama has its genuine home. The

cheap and ugly simian chatter of familiar conversation

must give way to the ringing tones of a poetic utterance,
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not removed far off from our comprehension, but bearing a

manifest relationship to our current speech. To attract

men's ears once more to imaginative speech we may take

the method of T. S. Eliot, whose violent contrasts in Mur-

der in the Cathedral are intended to awaken appreciation

and interest, or else the method of Maxwell Anderson,

whose Winterset aims at building a dramatic poetry out of

common expression. What procedure is selected matters

little; indeed, if an imaginative theatre does take shape in

our years, its strength will largely depend upon its variety

of approach. That there is hope that such a theatre truly

may come into being is testified by the recent experiments

of many poets, by the critical thought which has been

devoted to its consummation and by the increasing popular

acclaim which has greeted individual efforts. The poetic

play may still lag behind the naturalistic or seemingly

naturalistic drama in general esteem, but the attention paid

in New York to Sean O'Casey's Within the Gates and

Maxwell Anderson's Winterset augurs the beginning of a

new appreciation, while in London T. S. Eliot's Murder

in the Cathedral has awakened an interest of a similar

kind. Nor should we forget plays not in verse but aiming at

a kindred approach; Robert Sherwood's The Petrified

Forest and S. N. Behrman's Rain from Heaven, familiar

and apparently realistic in form, deliberately and frankly

aim at doing something more than present figures of indi-

viduals; in them the universalising power of the theatre is

being utilised no less than in other plays which, by the

employment of verse dialogue, deliberately remove the

action from the commonplaces of daily existence.

Established on these terms native to its very existence

and consequently far removed from the ways of the film,
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the theatre need have no fear that its hold over men's

minds will diminish and fail. It will maintain a position

essentially its own to which other arts may not aspire.

THE WAY OF THE FILM

For the film are reserved things essentially distinct.

Possibility of confusion between the two has entered in only

because the playhouse has not been true to itself. To the

cinema is given a sphere, where the subjective and objec-

tive approaches are combined, where individualisation

takes the place of type characterisation, where reality may

faithfully be imitated and where the utterly fantastic

equally is granted a home, where Walt Disney's animated

flowers and flames exist alongside the figures of men and

women who may seem more real than the figures of the

stage, where a visual imagery in moving forms may thrill

and awaken an age whose ears, while still alert to listen

to poetic speech based on or in tune with the common

language of the day, has forgotten to be moved by the

tones of an earlier dramatic verse. Within this field lies

the possibility of an artistic expression equally powerful as

that of the stage, though essentially distinct from that. The

distinction is determined by the audience reactions to the

one and to the other. In the theatre the spectators are

confronted by characters which, if successfully delineated,

always possess a quality which renders them greater than

separate individuals. When Clifford Odets declares that by

the time he came to write his first play, Awa\e and Sing!

he understood clearly that his

interest was not in the presentation of an individual's prob-

lems, but in those of a whole class. In other words, the task
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was to find a theatrical form with which to express the mass

as hero

—

he is doing no more than indicate that he has the mind

and approach of a dramatist. All the well-known figures

created in tragedy and comedy since the days of Aristoph-

anes and iEschylus have presented in this way the linea-

ments of universal humanity. If the theatre stands thus for

mankind, the cinema, because of the willingness on the

part of spectators to accept as the image of truth the mov-

ing forms cast on the screen, stands for the individual. It

is related to the modern novel in the same respect that the

older novel was related to the stage. Impressionistic and

expressionistic settings may serve for the theatre—even

may we occasionally fall back on plain curtains without

completely losing the interest of our audiences; the cinema

can take no such road, for, unless in frankly artificially

created films (such as the Walt Disney cartoon), we cling

to our preconceived beliefs and clamour for the three-dimen-

sional, the exact and the authentic. In a stage play such as

Yellow ]ac\ we are prepared to accept a frankly formal

background, because we know that the actors are actors

merely; but for the treatment of similar material in The

Prisoner of Shares Island and The Story of Pasteur cine-

matic authenticity is demanded. At first glance, we might

aver that, because of this, the film had fewer opportuni-

ties for artistic expression than the stage; but further con-

sideration will demonstrate that the restrictions are amply

compensated for by an added scope. Our illusion in the

picture-house is certainly less "imaginative" than the illu-

sion which attends us in the theatre, but it has the advan-

tage of giving increased appreciation of things which are
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outside nature. Through this the purely visionary becomes

almost tangible and the impossible assumes shapes easy of

comprehension and belief. The sense of reality lies as the

foundation of the film, yet real time and real space are

banished; the world we move in may be far removed from

the world ordinarily about us; and symbols may find a

place alongside common objects of little or no importance.

If we apply the theory of "psychological distance" to the-

atre and film we realise the force of each. For any kind of

aesthetic appreciation this distance is always demanded; be-

fore we can hope to feel the artistic qualities of any form

we must be able to set ourselves away from it, to experi-

ence the stimulus its contemplation creates and at the same

time have no call to put the reactions to that stimulus into

play. This distance obviously may be of varying degrees;

sometimes it is reduced, sometimes it provides a vast gulf

between the observer and the art object. Furthermore the

variation may be of two kinds—variation between one art

and another, and variation between forms within the

sphere of a single art. Music is further removed from re-

ality than sculpture, but in music there may be an approach

towards commonly heard sounds and in sculpture abstract

shapes may take the place of familiar forms realistically

delineated. Determination of the proper and legitimate ap-

proach will come from a consideration of the sense of dis-

tance between the observer and the object; the master-

pieces in any art will necessarily be based on an adaptation

to the particular requirements of their own peculiar me-

dium of expression.

Applying this principle to theatre and cinema, we will

recognise that whereas there is a strong sense of reality in

audience reactions to the film, yet always there is the fact
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that the pictures on the screen are two-dimensional images

and hence removed a stage from actual contact with the

spectators. What may happen if successful three-dimen-

sional projection is introduced we cannot tell; at present

we are concerned with a flat screen picture. This gulf be-

tween the audience and the events presented to them will

permit a much greater use of realism than the stage may

legitimately employ. The presence of flesh-and-blood actors

in the theatre means that it is comparatively easy to break

the illusion proper to the theatre and in doing so to shatter

the mood at which any performance ought to aim. This

statement may appear to run counter to others made above,

but there is no essential contradiction involved. The fact

remains that, when living person is set before living per-

son—actor before spectator—a certain deliberate conven-

tionalising is demanded of the former if the aesthetic im-

pression is not to be lost, whereas in the film, in which im-

mediately a measure of distance is imposed between image

and spectator, greater approaches to real forms may be

permitted, even although these have to exist alongside im-

possibilities and fantastic symbols far removed from the

world around us. This is the paradox of cinematic art.

Herein lies the true filmic realm and to these things the

cinema, if it also is to be true to itself, must tend, just as

towards the universalising and towards conventionalism

must tend the theatre if it is to find a secure place among

us. Fortunately the signs of the age are propitious; experi-

ments in poetic drama and production of films utilising

at least a few of the significant methods basically associated

with cinematic art give us authority for believing that

within the next decade each will discover firmer and surer

foothold and therefore more arresting control over their
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material. Both stage and cinema have their particular and

peculiar functions; their houses may stand side by side, not

in rivalling enmity, but in that friendly rivalry which is

one of the compelling forces in the wider realm of artistic

achievement.
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Little Minister, The, 146

Little Women, 6, 21, 28

Lumiere, Louis, 18

M, 175
MacArthur, Charles, 128

Macbeth, 104, 108, 179
Macgowan, Kenneth, 29
Madam Butterfly, 82

Madness, depicted in play and film,

175-76
Magic, in the cinema, 176
Magic lantern, 17

Man of Aran, 21, 59, 60

Man Who Brohje the Ban\ at

Monte Carlo, The, 144
Man with the Camera, The, 50
Marionettes, in the film, 45
Marlowe, Christopher, 7
Mary of Scotland, 2, 31
Mauclair, Jean, 49
Mayer, Karl, 36
Medieval stage, 74
Melies, George, 92, 93, 94
Midsummer Night's Dream, A,

28, 87, 94, 106, 134, 135, 177,

178, 180

Milestones, 81

Miserables, Les, 6, 99, 109, 145
Mix, 82

Moissi, Alessandro, 88

Moliere, 172
Montage, 50-54, 171; applied to

sound, 135
Montgomery, Robert, 168
Morgan, Charles, 102

Movement, common element in

theatre and film, 38-39; filmic,

contrasted with theatrical, 69-80

Mucedorus, n
Munro, G. K., 143
Murder in the Cathedral, 186
Murnau, F. W., 36, 122
Museum of Modern Art, New York,

34-35
Music in the film, 48, 125-30
Myrga, L., 49

Narrative in the film, 48-50, 59,

62; in direct treatment of, 91
New Gulliver, The, 45, 72
Newsreel, the, 55
Niepce, Nicephore, 17
Nijinsky, 40
Not for Children, 102

Novel, and drama, 24; and film,

30-31, 160-61; the modern, and
the film, 175-76

Oblique treatment of narrative in

the film, 53, 91
O'Casey, Leau, 186

Odets, Clifford, 187
(Edipus Rex, 10, 23
Old Maid, The, 31

Once in a Blue Moon, 168-69
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Once in a Lifetime, 37
O'Neill, Eugene, 61, 102, 141

Othello, 80, 166

Pabst, G. W., 36
Panning shot, 76
Pavlova, Anna, 40
Peter Ibbetson, 105, 107, 146

Petrified Forest, The, 1, 31, 186;

comparison of stage play and
screen play, 172-74

Phenakistoscope, 17
Photography, resources of, 41

Pictorial element in the film, 40
Pilgrim, The, 122

Pirandello, Luigi, 48, 102

Podrecca, 45
Poetry, modern, and the film, 176-

77, 179-81; necessity of, in

theatre, 185-88

Popular appeal of the film, 1-30,

49, 54-55
Prisoner of Share's Island, The, 188

Private Life of Henry the Eighth,

The, 21

Private Lives, 157-58
Professional actors, in the film, 46,

57-58, 172-73
Progress, 143
Prosody, elements of, applied to

film, 114-16

Psychological distance, theory of,

189-90

Pudovkin, V. I., 14, 42, 46, 47, 50,

51, 116, 120, 171-72

Puppets, in the film, 45
"Pure cinema," 9-1 1, 49, 54-55

Queen Christina, 21

Queen Mab, 27
Quo vadis, 19

Races, 142
Rain from Heaven, 186

Realism, in the theatre, 182-87

Reality, impression of, in film, 164-

89
Reinhardt, Max, 87, 94, 178
Rhythm, in the film, 1 12-19

Rice, Elmer, 102

Richardson, Samuel, 30
Romance Sentimentale, 59, 60, in

Romeo and Juliet, 31, 166, 170
Rotha, Paul, 77, 88, 120, 121

Roue, La, 49

Savo, Jimmie, 168

Scarlet Empress, The, 28
Scenery, in the theatre, 68, 73, 167,

188; in the film, 68, 73, 168,

188

Scenes a faire, in play and film, 156
School for Scandal, The, 172
Scott, Sir Walter, 175
Scoundrel, The, 28, 52, 75, 128,

141

Screen-play, in contrast to stage

play, 129-30, 135-36, 149-60; in

contrast to novel, 160-61

Screen-play, writers of, 162-63

Scrooge, 64
Sequences, in a film, 43
Sequoia, 59
Shakespeare, William, 4, 7, 8, 10,

15, 16, 22, 32, 61, 80, 81, 82,

97, 101, 108, in, 163, 166,

172, 185; his plays in screen ver-

sion, 178-81

Shakespearian imagery, 108-10,

179-81

Shaw, George Bernard, 34, 61, 164-

65
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 27, 55, 115,

116, 118

She Loves Me Not, 181

Sheridan, R. B., 172, 175
Sherwood, Robert, 173, 186

Shots, in a film, 41-43; panning,

76; travelling, 76; rhythmic use

of, 112-19

Sidney, Sir Philip, 4-6, 8, 9, 10, 15

Silver Tassie, The, 31
Singing Fool, The, 20, 122

Sleeping Clergyman, The, 81

Slow motion effects, 78-79, 92
Soliloquy, Shakespearian, in film

treatment, 178
Sophocles, 10

So Red the Rose, 142, 148, 170

Sound, film, introduction of, 20-

21, 122-60; effects secured by,

in film, 161-62; film, and silent

film, 64, 120; control over, 95,

130-40; opposition to use of,
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120-21; subjective use of, 136-

42
"Star," use of in film, 13, 58, 172
Story of Louis Pasteur, The, 21, 188

Strange Interlude, 102, 141

Stride Me Pin\, 93, 94, 138
Strindberg, 32, 61

Sub-conscious, exploitation of in

the modern novel, 175
Subjective, treatment of characters

in the cinema, 75, 76, 79, 101-

07, 117, 136-42, 155, 187
Sub-titles, 145-48

Symbolism, in the film, 108-12

Symbolists, The, 176

Tale of Two Cities, A, 146, 149,

151, 160-61

Tallier, Armand, 49
Tedesco, Jean, 49
Tempest, The, 97
Thackeray, W. M., 30
Theatre, difference in attitude of

audience in theatre and picture-

house, 25-27, 164-89; conven-

tionalism in, 165-66; type charac-

ters in, 165-66; technique of,

181-82; illusion in, 182-83; im-

permanence of impression in, 26-

27, 31-32
"Theatrical," avoidance of, in

cinema, 170

Thesiger, Ernest, 164
Three Songs about Lenin, 50, 56

Thunder over Mexico, 21, 47, 56-

57, 83, no, 117
Time, treatment of, in theatre and

film, 95-100

Titus Andronicus, 15

Tobacco Road, 31, 182

Top Hat, 161-62

Trip to the Moon, A, 92, 93, 94
Tupper, M. F., 27
Twelfth Night, 10, 23
Type casting, in film, 171-73

Types, in the theatre, 165-67, 184,

Unities, following of, in theatre, 80-

81

University recognition of the cinema,

163

Vajda, Ernest, 65
Valentino, Rudolph, 168
Vallee, Jean, 49
Verse dialogue. See Poetry.

Visual images, significance of, 149-

52; use of, to emphasize poetic

imagery, 108-10, 179-81

Wagner, F. A., 36
West, Claudine, 65
West, Mae, 52
Winterset, 2, 31, 186

Within the Gates, 186

Year of Revolution, A, \g

Yellow Jack, 188




















